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INTRODUCCIÓN

AIMS
Bachillerato Made Easy es un completo juego de materiales
diseñado para facilitarte aquello que necesitas para prepararte
con éxito para el acceso a la universidad y para fomentar 
la autonomía en tu aprendizaje. El fin de sus componentes 
y de todo el material es ayudarte a ser autónomo/a en tu
aprendizaje para prepararte y superar tus pruebas de acceso 
a la universidad, así como aprender inglés y utilizarlo.

COURSE COMPONENTS    
• Student’s Book
• Student CD
• Workbook
• Learner’s Key
• Resource CD
• Programaciones / Programacions

UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE EXAMS
Dispones de:
• 9 modelos de exámenes prácticos al final del Student’s Book. 
• 3 exámenes prácticos: uno para cada Revision Unit.
• 3 exámenes prácticos: uno para cada trimestre.
• Más de 70 exámenes auténticos en el Resource CD.
Hemos optado por una mezcla de criterios. Se incluye gran
variedad de tipos de preguntas.

STUDENT’S BOOK
El Student’s Book se concibe como el manual del estudiante
para el segundo curso de Bachillerato. Tiene una clara
presentación y cada página de cada unidad tiene referencias
cruzadas a las secciones Language Reference, Writing Reference,
estrategias y a las páginas webs recomendadas cuando es
conveniente. La teoría que subyace al método es que tú
analices y descubras el lenguaje y que lo utilices de verdad.

El Student's Book se divide en las siguientes secciones:

READING
La sección de Reading del Student's Book tiene dos páginas 
de actividades de Warm Up, Before Reading, While Reading 
y After Reading, estrategias de lectura y texto. Los textos
incluyen temas abiertos, e incluso a veces polémicos, escogidos
para animar al debate.

Warm Up
Esta sección está diseñada para prepararte para el tema de la
lectura. Esto se consigue respondiendo preguntas adecuadas,
mirando vocabulario relacionado con el tema, etc.

Las estrategias son consejos y sugerencias prácticas para
ayudarte a comprender textos orales o escritos, y a realizar 
tus exámenes. En Bachillerato Made Easy 2 hay estrategias de
lectura y estrategias para examinarse. Los objetivos y los
procedimientos a seguir al emplear la estrategia se explican
con claridad en la Learner's Key. Las estrategias de lectura
son consejos que te ayudan a desarrollar las destrezas
necesarias para comprender una lectura. 

Before Reading
Estas actividades te preparan para el tema, el vocabulario, 
la estructura y los elementos sintácticos del texto. Algunas
ponen en práctica las estrategias de lectura. 

While Reading
Estas actividades están diseñadas para hacerlas mientras se lee
el texto. Con ellas centras tu atención en un objetivo. Incluyen
actividades de skimming como identificar la idea principal
leyendo la primera y la última frase de un párrafo, identificar
palabras clave, identificar frases tema, etc. Además hay
actividades de scanning, como relacionar la frase con el texto
y explicar palabras con definiciones procedentes del texto.

After Reading
Estas actividades van a continuación de la lectura. Se han
diseñado para ayudarte a comprender el texto globalmente 
e incluyen tarea de vocabulario y de comprensión lectora. 

LANGUAGE
Esta sección comprende 4 páginas:

Grammar
En el nivel 1 el análisis es generalmente inductivo: tú miras
los ejemplos y respondes preguntas con el fin de comprender
las reglas gramaticales y después las pones en práctica, mientras
que en Bachillerato Made Easy 2 el enfoque de la gramática
es normalmente deductivo. Los ejemplos gramaticales van
seguidos de ejercicios con los que practicas las estructuras
aprendidas durante la unidad.

Vocabulary
Esta sección comprende cuatro áreas principales que aparecen
en diversas combinaciones a lo largo de las nueve unidades:
word formation, que fomenta la comprensión de los nombres
y los adjetivos compuestos, los nombres procedentes de
adjetivos, los nombres procedentes de verbos, los prefijos
negativos, los adjetivos procedentes de verbos; phrasal verbs;
false friends; y dictionary skills. Las preposiciones, los nexos,
los verbos modales, los quantifiers, los adverbios y los verbos
en estilo indirecto son otros elementos léxicos que aparecen.

Error Analysis
Error Analysis se incluye en cada unidad para ayudarte 
a comprender que cometer errores es un proceso normal 
y natural al aprender una lengua. Las frases de la actividad 
de corrección de errores muestran errores típicos que se suelen
cometer con las estructuras específicas de la unidad. 

Optional Grammar
Debido a la escasez del tiempo, hay que hacer previsiones
realistas. La segunda mitad del Student’s Book, entre las
unidades 5-9, reduce su contenido gramatical para que puedas
centrarte en los aspectos gramaticales más problemáticos y así
poder terminar el libro al final del curso. La sección Optional
Grammar te ofrece temas relacionados con la gramática de la
unidad que habrás visto en cursos anteriores probablemente.

WRITING
En el segundo curso de Bachillerato hay que emplear mucho
tiempo en redactar dada la importancia que tiene en las pruebas
de acceso a la universidad. Las secciones de Writing están
planificadas y explicadas en detalle en la Learner’s Key.
Tienes allí toda la información necesaria y los pasos a seguir.
En cada unidad del Student’s Book hay instrucciones sobre 
un tipo concreto de redacción.
La sección de Writing ocupa 2 páginas. Tú lees un ejemplo 
de tipo de redacción que se estudia y va seguida de una
explicación detallada paso a paso de cómo redactarla. La lista
de estrategias de redacción correspondiente a cada unidad se
puede encontrar en la Table of Contents. Incluso cada unidad
tiene su propia Writing Reference con referencias cruzadas.
Dispones de instrucciones detalladas paso a paso con ejemplos
de respuestas y solucionarios para que aprendas a redactar 
un texto aceptable y sin errores en tu prueba de acceso a 
la universidad. Consulta Writing Reference más adelante.

WRAP UP
La última página de cada unidad se llama Wrap Up, e incluye
dos actividades opcionales. Las de listening suponen un breve
y conciso medio de englobar las actividades de la unidad. 
Las estrategias de audición se han añadido en el nivel 2 para
aprender a escuchar de manera efectiva.

Hay un Dictado cada dos unidades. El dictado es especialmente
importante porque te ayuda a evaluar tu comprensión de 
las estructuras y el vocabulario de la unidad. 
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Hay cuatro clases de dictado: 

Memory Dictation para valorar tu capacidad de memorizar
breves pasajes.

Gap Dictation para poner a prueba tu comprensión oral y tu
capacidad de determinar vocabulario y clases de palabras
dentro de un contexto.

Pair Dictation para valorar tu comprensión y capacidad de
hacerte a ti mismo/a.

Word Dictation para valorar tu capacidad de distinguir entre el
inglés británico y americano.

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS
Did You Know?
Se trata de una breve lectura. El objetivo es estimular tu
curiosidad y que leas por placer sin la presión de la evaluación.
Guess Who
Es una breve lectura sobre una persona o personas famosas.

REVISION UNITS
Hay una unidad de repaso cada tres unidades que te ayuda a
repasar para el examen trimestral. El objetivo es asegurarte de
que has retenido los aspectos gramaticales y de vocabulario
básicos presentados en la unidad.

APPENDIX
Exámenes prácticos de acceso a la universidad: Dispones de
nueve prácticas de examen de acceso a la universidad. Hazlos
después de cada unidad, al final del trimestre o bien al final
del curso, mientras preparas tus pruebas de acceso.

Writing Reference. Esta sección comienza con un consejo
sobre How to Get Started y How to Correct and Revise,
Structural Revision, y Checking for Common Mistakes. 
Cada unidad dispone de un esquema de redacción que facilita
instrucciones detalladas paso a paso, así como modelos de
textos para cada tipo de redacción de cada unidad, incluidas
listas de corrección para los errores más frecuentes.

Language Reference. La gramática se explica de un modo
muy directo y fácilmente comprensible. Esta sección utiliza 
el enfoque comparativo o contrastive approach, empleando el
español y el inglés para hacerte ver los errores más comunes 
y las similitudes y las diferencias estructurales. 

List of irregular verbs. Esta lista se encuentra en la última
página del Student’s Book. Utilízalo como referencia al hacer
las actividades y al escribir tus redacciones.

WORKBOOK
Cada unidad del Workbook ocupa 6 páginas. Los ejercicios 
del Workbook facilitan más práctica de cada área del Student's
Book además de repaso de los aspectos más importantes. La
Answer Key del Workbook se incluye en el Distance Learning
Kit de autocorrección, contribuyendo así a tu autonomía como
estudiante. Los ejercicios del Workbook cruzan sus referencias
con el Student's Book para que sepas exactamente qué ejercicios
hacer y cuándo. El Workbook consta de las siguientes
secciones:

READING
Dispones de otra lectura auténtica siguiendo el mismo tema que
la del Student's Book. La lectura va seguida de actividades de
vocabulario, de ejercicios de comprensión lectora similares 
a los que aparecen en las pruebas de acceso a la universidad, 
y de actividades con las que practicas las estrategias de la
unidad.

LANGUAGE
Esta sección de cuatro páginas incluye:

Grammar, con ejercicios para practicar las estructuras
gramaticales de la unidad;

Vocabulary, que incluye actividades basadas en el léxico 
de la lectura del Workbook además de práctica adicional 
con vocabulario de la unidad;

Writing, para practicar la puntuación y la unión de frases
mediante nexos; y

Translation, que concluye la unidad. Con esto se te ofrece la
oportunidad de repasar los aspectos lingüísticos comparándolos
con los de tu lengua materna.

LANGUAGE CONSOLIDATION
Esta sección incluye la Answer Key en las páginas 63-64 para
que puedas valorar tu dominio del lenguaje de la unidad.
Puedes trabajar esta sección de varias maneras:
1 Tras haber completado todas las actividades del Student's
Book y del Workbook.
2 Antes de hacer las actividades del Workbook para ver si
necesitas más ayuda.
3 Todas las actividades se podrían hacer al terminar el curso
para detectar puntos débiles. Consulta la introducción de la
consolidación del lenguaje en la página 58 del Workbook.

LEARNER’S KEY
La Learner's key contiene:
• Esta introducción y descripción del curso.
• Los contenidos de la unidad. Un desglose detallado de 

la Table of Contents y los errores más comunes.

Cada actividad tiene un objetivo y un procedimiento para
conseguir los mejores resultados, seguida del solucionario 
o answer key, que facilita respuestas o ejemplos. Hay notas
para las actividades con opciones de diversos niveles. 

Se incluyen Transcripts (guiones) de todo el material sonoro
junto a la actividad a la que corresponde. En las descripciones
de algunos ejercicios de gramática y de listening hay algunas
actividades opcionales para la práctica adicional de la
estructura y los elementos de comprensión oral.

STUDENT CD
El Student CD, que acompaña al Student’s Book, contiene:
• Material audio. Todos los listenings del Student's Book junto

a muchas actividades lingüísticas del Student's Book para
que puedas corregir tus respuestas escuchando las grabaciones.

• Página Web con información actualizada.
• Acceso en línea a Richmond Bookshelf.
• Acceso en línea al Richmond Electronic Dictionary.

RESOURCE CD
El Resource CD proporciona:
• Exámenes trimestrales basados en el curso. Las notas de la

unidad indican cuándo hay que hacer los exámenes.
• Pruebas de acceso reales. Hay más de 70 pruebas de acceso

reales, con una gran variedad de tipos de preguntas.
• Audio extra. Contiene actividades de comprensión oral para

cada nivel y actividades de fonética que se pueden emplear
en cualquier nivel. En el nivel 1, las actividades de fonética
ya se incluyen en el Student’s Book, por lo que recomendamos
emplear estas actividades en el nivel 2. Se incluye material
de audio, fichas y notas. Las notas de cada unidad de 
la Learner’s Key indican cuándo hacer las fichas.

WEBSITE: www.MadeEasy1-2.net
Para más información puedes ir a la página web.

WORKSHEETS
Hay fichas gramaticales para practicar estructuras difíciles 
de las unidades. Todas las fichas incluyen su Answer Key.

EXAMS
Hay exámenes basados en el curso para hacerlos tras cada
unidad de repaso. Todos lo exámenes incluyen su Answer Key.
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UNIT 1 Family
STUDENT’S BOOK page 4

Before Reading

Aim: Pensar en diferentes tipos de familia.
Answer Key
Traditional family: a couple who gets married in church or in
a government department. The woman takes the man’s
surname and they address each other as husband and wife, not
as partners.
Adoptive family: a couple who has adopted their children.
Multiracial family: a couple in which each member is of a
different race.
Interfaith family: the family whose members follow a
different religion.
One-parent family: a mother or father living alone with
her/his children.
Same-sex family or one-sex family: a homosexual couple with
or without children.
Multi-generational family: a family whose members belong
to different generations; grandparents, parents and children
living together.
Aim: Aprender que las fotos y el título pueden ayudar a
comprender un texto.

Aim: Aplicar la estrategia.
Answer Key
1-non-traditional couples, unmarried couples 
2-non-traditional families

While Reading

Aim: Aplicar la estrategia.
Answer Key
1-smaller   2-same-sex couples   3-yes   4-The text is a short
history of the evolution from totally traditional couples and
non-acceptance of single women to same-sex couples and
unmarried couples. It also deals with single people gaining
rights.
Answer Key
Gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender people and their
families. 

STUDENT’S BOOK page 5

After Reading

Aim: Aplicar la estrategia.
Answer Key
2 False. The author writes that in the 1950s people thought
that a single woman was mentally ill and had no morals.
3 True.
4 False. The text says that in the U.S.A. each state has its own
marriage laws.
5 True.

Aim: Responder preguntas de comprensión sobre el texto.
Hazlo con tus propias palabras.
Answer Key
1 In the 1980s more and more Americans thought that single
women had an acceptable lifestyle.
2 In February 1994 in Strasbourg, the European Parliament
voted favourably on a resolution which guaranteed equal
rights for same-sex couples.
3 Alternative couples have been asking for the right to inherit
each other’s property, be included on their partner’s health
and life insurance policies and adopt children.

Aim: Familiarizarse con un tipo de actividad que se
encuentra a menudo en las pruebas de acceso.
Answer Key
1-increasing   2-neurotic   
3-voted in favour   4-to inherit

Aim: Acostumbrarse a las actividades de formación de
palabras que aparecen en cada unidad.
Answer Key
1-traditional   2-equal   3-acceptable   4-unmarried

STUDENT’S BOOK page 6

Grammar
Aim: Repasar el present simple y el continuous, el future
simple y el continuous.

Aim: Estudiar ejemplos reales de los tiempos repasados.
Answer Key
Present continuous: are increasing, is decreasing, is opening
debate, are demanding certain rights; passive: are being
violated
Present simple: cohabit, postpone marriage, ge, introduces,
defines, has, are not able to; passive: is considered
Future simple: will continue
Future continuous: will be evolving 

Aim: Estudiar ejemplos de los tiempos repasados en un
texto nuevo.
Answer Key
Is- present simple, are going-present continuous, will like-
future simple, she’s- present simple, loves-present simple,
you’ll love-future simple, you’ll be having-future continuous,
won’t be thinking-future continuous, don’t want-present
simple

Aim: Aportar un contexto para los tiempos verbales.
Answer Key
See Transcript 1 below.
Transcript and Answer Key 
Female: 1 Do you know that teacher over there? ➚ da da DA

da DA da da da DA
Male: Which one? ➘ da DA
Female: The one who 2 is standing beside the Japanese

teacher. ➘ da DA da da DA da da DA da da da DA
DA da Can’t you see her? ➚ da da DA da She 3 is
wearing a red and black coat. ➘ da da DA da da DA
da DA DA

Male: Oh, yeah. That’s the new Maths teacher. She 4
comes from Liverpool, I think.

Female: Oh, which levels 5 does she teach?
Male: The upper ones. She also has a small group who 6

are preparing their A-levels.
Female: I’d like to meet her. Let’s see. It’s 1 o’clock now.

Where 7 will she be teaching at 3 o’clock?
Male: In room 642. I 8 will go with you and introduce you.
Female: Great! 

Aim: Formar preguntas a partir de aseveraciones, una
actividad que aparece en las pruebas de acceso.
Answer Key
2 Who does she want to talk about?
3 Which train will they go on to their uncle’s?
4 How often does he phone home?
5 Will you go to the family meeting?
6 Where will you be flying this time tomorrow?

STUDENT’S BOOK page 7

Aim: Identificar y corregir errores relativos al orden 
de las palabras y de los adjetivos.
Transcript and Answer Key 
Susan Strand is one of my cousins. She is the director of a very
important firm and lives in a big flat with her two younger sisters.
She is tall, with short blonde hair. She has beautiful blue eyes
and a lovely smile. She always has a kind word for everyone.
She likes classical music very much. She spends most of her
free time at home, reading her favourite authors.
I’m very fond of her because she’s such a kind person.

5

4

3

2

1

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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Aim: Localizar y analizar un nombre compuesto.
Answer Key
The principal noun is style, and the noun that acts as an
adjective is life. 

STUDENT’S BOOK page 8

Aim: Valorar tu conocimiento de las preposiciones en su
contexto.
Transcript and Answer Key 
“Be quiet now,” said the old nurse 1 to the child sitting 2 on
her lap. “If you cry again, I will throw you 3 to the wolf.” As
it happened, a wolf was passing 4 by the window as the nurse
was saying this. So, he lay down 5 by the side of the house
and waited. “I am 6 in luck today. The child is sure to cry
soon and I haven’t eaten anything so tasty 7 in many days.”
So he waited, and he waited, and he waited. At last, the child
began to cry and the wolf went 8 to the window and looked up
expectantly 9 at the old nurse. But all the nurse did was shut
the window 10 with a bang and call 11 for help. Suddenly, all
the dogs 12 in the house appeared, barking and showing their
teeth. “Ah,” said the wolf as he ran away. “Enemies’ promises
were made to be broken.”

Aim: Valorar tu conocimiento de las preposiciones en
contextos breves.
Answer Key
1-with   2-for   3-with   4-at   5-at   6-at   7-of   8-on   9-with
10-in

STUDENT’S BOOK page 9

Aim: Reconocer y clasificar el tipo de nexos repasados en
la unidad.
Answer Key
Contrast: however; but; although
Addition: and
Example: such as

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de usar nexos.
Answer Key
2-e I’m too busy to take a holiday; furthermore, my passport is
out of date.
3-c Some fruits, such as lemons and oranges, give us vitamin C.
4-f Although it is raining, she isn’t wearing a raincoat.
5-b In spite of saying very bad things about us, we forgave
him.
6-a I love New York, but it is a very noisy city.

Aim: Practicar el uso de nexos.
Answer Key
2 There are many forms of communication nowadays, such as
the fax, the phone or the Internet.
3 James supports the rights of same-sex couples whereas
Michael is against them.
4 He went to the wedding, even though the doctor had told
him to stay home.
5 In spite of being ill, she went to the concert.

Error Analysis
Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de reconocer y de corregir errores
gramaticales y de vocabulario de la unidad. 
Answer Key
2 I am having a great time at the moment.
3 She has a big red car.
4 They never go to weddings because they don’t like them.
5 Here comes the teacher.
6 Despite trying many shops, Monica couldn’t find a nice pair
of shoes.
7 Normally, my relatives come to my house for dinner.
8 He doesn’t get on with his cousin from Brazil.
9 This time next year he will be working at his father’s
factory.

10 At the end of the 1980s, people’s opinions of single
women had changed.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 10

Writing

Aim: Ver un ejemplo de descripción personal y seguir las
indicaciones para analizar y descubrir las partes esenciales.
Answer Key
2) Introduction – paragraph 1, Body – paragraphs 2 and 3,
Conclusion – paragraph 4
3) 1 Introduction – paragraph 1
2 Body – paragraph 2
3 Body – paragraph 3
4 Body – paragraph 3
5 Body – paragraph 3
4) Personal details: Julian, 18, graphic design student, not
much money, shares a flat
Physical appearance: tall, thin, handsome, long, straight
blonde hair
Personality: open-minded, hardworking, independent, easy-
going, open to new lifestyles
Hobbies: travelling
Abilities: speaks French, German, Italian
5) Answer Key
Contrast: but   Addition: and; too   Example: such as

STUDENT’S BOOK page 11

Wrap Up

Aim: Practicar la estrategia de listening anterior 
y practicar las destrezas de comprensión oral.
Answer Key
How many brothers and sisters does each person have?
John: none
Ally: 1 brother, 1 sister
Who do they live with?
John: mother
Ally: Mum, Dad, brother, sister
What kinds of families are mentioned?
John: non-traditional
Ally: interracial, interethnic, adoptive
Transcript
I’m John. I’m 17 now and I don’t know what a “traditional”
family is. My family is mum and me. I can’t remember when
my dad lived at home because I was really small when he left
mum all alone with me. I’m sure my mum’s goal was to be
sure I was happy. Everything she did was for me … and she
did a great job!
At primary school I sometimes saw a couple waiting for one
of my classmates. I began to wonder, “Why isn’t dad here?”
It was hard sometimes, but I had a great mum and I’m not
jealous of anyone now. At least I only have one person to tell
me to do my homework or clean my room!
* * *
Hi! My name’s Ally. Do you know how many nationalities
there are in my family? One? No, 3. Like some people, I live
with my mom, dad, my brother and my sister. My mom came
from a country in Europe and met my dad. He’s African
American. Mom is medium-height, blonde and white. They
met, dated and decided to get married.
A year later they had a child, a baby girl. Her colour? A mix,
but almost black with white features. Two years later they
adopted me, a Chinese girl. And two years later, my little
brother was born. Now he’s tall and dark.
So, my home is full of different races and ethnic groups. Do
you think there is any feeling of racism at home? No, we can’t
be racist! But sometimes society isn’t ready to accept people
like us. They stare at us at restaurants or make comments. 
But that’s their problem!

1

11

10

9

8

7

6
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Aim: Leer extensamente sin la presión de las preguntas de
comprensión.
Answer Key  The Simpsons
Answer Key
Bouvier

WORKBOOK page 4

[Conversation]
• The title means that family cohesion (eating meals as a

family…) affects social reality (…can keep children out of
court).

[Conversation]
• The article is about how parents can help their children stay

out of trouble by listening and paying attention to them.

1 The result is that teenagers will not be able to achieve
their goals.
2 No, parents feel overloaded with all the information given
by so-called experts.
3 Children want their parents to be more helpful and
understanding.
4 They often forget the need to listen to their children.
5 No. Katz says that good parenting doesn’t depend on
money.
6 It is positive because you can learn how to be a good parent.

1 a more positive attitude.
2 that listens and responds to young people.

WORKBOOK page 5

1 noun 1-g / noun 2-d / noun 3-b / verb 4-e / adjective 
5-c adjective 6-a / verb 7-f

2-blame   3-speak to   4-stand on their own two feet.

2-findings   3-overwhelmed   4-supportive

WORKBOOK page 6

1-washes / has / is washing  2-have / get married / is born
3-does that blue coat cost   4-are going   5-is sleeping
6-are you doing   7-will visit   8-will be getting
9-will be thinking

2 temporary action not necessarily happening at the
moment of speaking
3 future planned action
4 scheduled action, future
5 temporary action not necessarily happening at the moment
of speaking
6 action happening at the moment of speaking
7 action happening at the moment of speaking
8 temporary action not necessarily happening at the moment
of speaking

1-is arriving 2-one person 3-he works   4-he gets
5-will have

WORKBOOK page 7

2-will find   3-come back   4-is   5-will take   6-will be
7-will / see

1 Car number 10 costs £2000.
2 He did it quickly.
3 Governments spent millions trying to solve the millennium
bug.
4 A revolution is going on abroad.
5 I’ll tell you what I’m talking about.

[Remind students that adjective order sometimes depends
on the meaning being conveyed.]
1 A big, old, wooden bedside table.
2 The nice, tall, English man.

3 A small, quiet, pretty village.
4 A long, dark green, silk dress.
5 A lovely, old, 17th century house.

WORKBOOK page 8

1-in   2-around   3-for   4-out   5-down   6-inside   7-with
8-till   9-out   10-inside   11-out   12-for

1-from   2-to / at   3-at   4-to / at / of   5-At

WORKBOOK page 9

1-Despite the weather… 2-In spite of… / Despite…
3-such as…   4-In spite of having…

1 but, although, though, in spite of, despite, however,
nevertheless, on the other hand... 
2 such as, for example, for instance...
3 furthermore, moreover, in addition, as well as, apart from...

2 She was poor but honest.
3 Although the weather was cold, they went camping.
4 He was very bad-tempered; however, he had a lot of friends.
5 I like rock music; on the other hand, I think rock concerts
are too noisy.

Translation 
1 I’m planning to visit my brother / I’m going to visit my
brother even though I don’t like him.
2 At this time next week I’ll be having lunch with my cousin.
3 The women in my family will fight for their rights.
4 Despite / In spite of the different opinions, families will
keep evolving.
5 I’ll be spending my holidays with my family in 8 months.

UNIT 2 Risks 
STUDENT’S BOOK page 12

Before Reading
Aim: Pensar sobre diversos tipos de deportes extremos.
Answer Key. Model answers:
parapenting; bungee jumping; parachuting; snowboarding;
black skiing; extreme diving; rafting

While Reading

Aim: Aplicar la estrategia.
Answer Key. Model answers:
jump: move quickly up into the air; grip: hold firmly;
bouncing: moving up and down; upside down: turned around
so that the part that is normally below is now on top;
faint-hearted: not very confident, afraid; self-tightening knot:
a knot that automatically constricts; come loose: come untied
or undone; untied: freed; thin air: figurative expression
emphasising “air”; stretch: become longer; swinging: moving
back and forth
Answer Key
Yes. There is a club in Barcelona.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 13

After Reading

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas del
tipo True or False. Acuérdate de leer la estrategia de la Unit 1
en la página 5.
Answer Key
1 False. “…You feel the latex rubber cord grip your ankles…”
2 True. “Bridge jumping, or bungee…; To start with, I was
standing on a bridge…”
3 True. “…Then you start bouncing once, twice, three times
before coming to rest upside down.”
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4 False. “I’ll even try jumping with another person: a tandem
jump!”
5 False. “...You feel the latex rubber cord grip your ankles.”

Aim: Aplicar la estrategia y aprender los pasos necesarios
para responder preguntas de comprensión con tus propias
palabras.
Answer Key
1 Bungee jumping consists of jumping off a bridge using a
latex cord that expands as you fall. Before you reach the
ground, the cord stops expanding and you bounce a few times
and come to a stop with your legs up.
2 You tie towels around your ankles to protect them.
3 The organisers say that it is very safe, insisting that the rope
will not break.
4 If you don’t close your eyes, you see the ground or water
coming towards you quickly.
5 Las respuestas varían.
6 Las respuestas varían.
7 Las respuestas varían.

Aim: Aprender el vocabulario del texto.
Answer Key
1-c   2-b   3-e   4-a   5-d

Aim: Acostumbrarse a las actividades de Word
Formation.
Answer Key
1-breathe   2-organisers   3-untie

STUDENT’S BOOK page 14

Grammar

Aim: Valorar tu conocimiento del diferente uso del past
simple y del past continuous.
Answer Key
2-was thinking; bit   3-was raining; stayed   4-were you doing
5-was getting; tried   6-broke; was skiing   7-wasn’t listening;
didn’t hear   8-was driving; ran out on   9-was sleeping; dreamt
10-was listening; didn’t hear

Aim: Valorar tu conocimiento del diferente uso del past
simple y del present perfect simple.
Answer Key
2-saw   3-came back   4-has gone   5-have just remembered;
saw   6-have you been   7-has planted   8-have always found
9-has known; was   10-didn’t get

Aim: Valorar tu conocimiento del diferente uso del past
simple y del past perfect simple o continuous.
Answer Key
2-had deceived   3-had lived / had been living; met
4-asked; had been doing   5-woke up; had had
6-had been waiting; came

STUDENT’S BOOK page 15

Aim: Mostrarte ejemplos de los tiempos repasados en
otro texto.
Transcript and Answer Key 
Once upon a time there was a dog who 1 found a delicious
bone. While he 2 was carrying it home in his mouth, he 3
came to a river. He 4 saw a tree, which 5 had fallen, lying
across the river and 6 walked across it. While he 7 was
crossing the river, he 8 looked down and 9 saw his reflection
in the water. He 10 had never seen his own reflection before
so he 11 thought it was another dog with an equally delicious
bone in its mouth. He 12 decided that he 13 wanted the bone
that the other dog 14 was holding in its mouth. So he 15
snapped at the reflection in the water. As he 16 opened his
mouth the bone 17 fell out of his mouth into the water and he
never 18 saw it again.
Beware that you don’t lose the real thing by concentrating on
the reflection.

Aim: Practicar el orden de los acontecimientos en un
texto.
Answer Key
Correct order: g, c, h, e, a, b, f, d

Aim: Practicar los tiempos verbales repasados en las
Units 1 y 2 con preguntas personalizadas.
Answer Key
Las respuestas varían.

Aim: Usar los past y perfect tenses.
Answer Key
A-video games   
B-hiking   
C-going to a disco   
D-volleyball   
E-in-line skating

STUDENT’S BOOK page 16

Aim: Valorar tu conocimiento de los gerundios e infinitivos.
Answer Key
2-seeing   3-paying   4-see    5-to pass   6-wearing   7-to help;
(to) copy   8-to help; to do   9-do   10-to apologise; being

Aim: Demostrar los diferentes significados de remember,
regret y de forget cuando van seguidos de un gerundio o de un
infinitivo.
Answer Key
1-telling   2-to tell   3-telling   4-to tell   5-to tell   6-telling   7-
smoking   8-to smoke

Aim: Practicar frases usando el gerundio o el infinitivo.
Answer Key
2-going   3-to see   4-ever saying   5-to be reading

Aim: Localizar y analizar verbos.
Answer Key
2-horribly →horrible   3-totally → total   
4-vertically →vertical   5-directly →direct

STUDENT’S BOOK page 17

Aim: Valorar tu conocimiento de los adjetivos terminados
en -ed y en -ing en su contexto.
Transcript and Answer Key 
Female 1: I’m 1 tired after working all day! Let’s get a bite to
eat and go to the cinema. I’ve heard there are some
2 interesting films on.
Female 2: Oh, no. I’m not 3 interested in any of those films.
Why don’t we go home and watch TV?
Female 1: TV! But all of the programmes are so 4 boring!
How can you watch that rubbish? I know! Let’s go to the
theatre. There’s a good play on at the Palace. You know Sarah
Andrews is in it and she’s an 5 amazing actress!
Female 2: Yeah, she is. Well, OK, but it’s your treat!

Aim: Ayudarte a organizar tu conocimiento de los nexos.
Answer Key
Reason: since, due to, as, owing to, because of
Purpose: in order that, so as to, to, so that, in order to
Time: whenever, while, as, when
Sequence: first of all, later, secondly, finally, then, first,
second, firstly, next, once

Aim: Valorar tu conocimiento de nexos en su contexto.
Answer Key
Due to; Later; owing to; so that; Whenever; so that
Error Analysis
Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de reconocer y de corregir los
errores de gramática y de vocabulario de la unidad.
Answer Key
2 I can’t go with you.
3 I went skiing yesterday.
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4 The competition was cancelled because of the rain. /
because/since it rained.
5 He is very interested in parachuting.
6 He hasn’t talked to me since 1996.
7 She has been doing skydiving for two years.
8 He prepared his equipment in order to go parapenting.
9 We had an exciting experience last week.
10 How long have you been practising snowboarding?

STUDENT’S BOOK page 18

Writing
Aim: Guiarte paso a paso para preparar la redacción de una
narración en pasado.
Answer Key
crazy, protective, self-tightening, safe, irrational, unique, thin,
exciting, frightening, afraid, open, faint-hearted, biggest,
extreme
Answer Key
and, before, afterwards, when, then, but
Aim: Guiarte en la organización de tu redacción.
Answer Key: I wanted to do sky diving, but I didn’t know how.
Answer Key: Until I was on the ground again, I didn’t feel safe.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 19

Wrap Up

Aim: Practicar la estrategia de listening.
Answer Key
1-the number of people in the group
2-the number of metres the plane was flying above the ground
3-the number of seconds you have to count before opening
your parachute

Transcript
The parachuting course was quite theoretical. Although I felt
as if I had a million butterflies in my stomach, I had to
concentrate on the material and the explanations the trainer
was giving. There were 10 people in the group and none of us
had jumped before, so we were all very nervous. We put on a
bunch of things: a jump suit, a helmet and a parachute
container. Then we got on the plane. In a few minutes, we
were flying about 1,000 metres from the ground. At least
that’s what the trainer said because we couldn’t even look
down to see where the ground was.
Then, it was time to jump. At that point, you can’t think.
There’s no time to reconsider what you are going to do. It’s
time to jump. So… I jumped. My legs and arms were bent as
they were supposed to be. The feeling is difficult to explain.
You have nothing you can touch or stand on. I only remember
I thought, “This is what man has always wanted to do: fly.”
Everything happens so fast: you have to count to 6 and then
open your parachute. It was the longest 6 seconds of my life.
The adrenaline filled my body. Finally, I opened the parachute
and all the fear disappeared. I was falling smoothly and then 
I could enjoy what I was doing.
But soon, I was close to hitting the ground. That’s when the
fear came back. The trainer had told us that the landing was a
difficult moment, so I tried to concentrate on that. The most
unusual thing of landing is the feeling of having something
under your feet. The ground was there. I had finally arrived
and everything was perfect. I was so excited! I saw the others
coming down and I thought, “I want to jump again.” The only
thing I can say is after jumping I can understand why birds
sing so happily: they can fly.
Answer Key
1 She says that because it’s a figurative way of saying she was
very nervous.
2 She had to wear a jump suit, a helmet and a parachute
container.

3 Once she opened her parachute, she was no longer afraid
and enjoyed it.
4 The trainer told the students that the landing was the hardest
part, so they’d have to concentrate on it.
5 No, nothing happened. Everything worked out as planned,
although it was a strange feeling suddenly touching the surface.
6 Yes, she liked the experience. She says she wants to do it again.
Aim: Ofrecerte otra oportunidad de leer.
Answer Key
Alex Crivillé
Answer Key
Repsol

WORKBOOK page 10

Introduction (gives definition and basic information):
“Adrenaline is a hormone … above the kidneys.”
Body (describes the effects): “It has a number of effects …
extra energy for the muscles.”
Conclusion (restates the importance of adrenaline): “It is
evident … to your body.”

1 They’re situated above the kidneys.
2 Marathon runners and triathletes are likely candidates.
3 Adrenaline opens your lungs so that your muscles get more
oxygen, it stimulates your hearts and increases your blood
pressure so that the oxygen moves faster, and it frees the sugar
in your liver.
4 Muscles need sugar for energy.
5 Sugar is stored in the liver.

1 False. The text states that it is secreted by the medulla
of the adrenal gland. 2 True. 3 False. The text states that it
increases your blood pressure. 4 False. The text states that
it’s used to give them more energy. 5 True.

WORKBOOK page 11

Answers will vary.

1-quantity   2- accurately   3-stored   4-rises   5-faster   
6- complete   

1-excitement   2-reaction   3-destruction   4-strength 

WORKBOOK page 12

1-put   2-went   3-passed   4-ordered   5-got on   6-hadn't
gone   7-passed   8-said   9-didn't know   10-took   11-began
12-stopped   13-asked   14-replied   15-got off   16-tried   
17-cut   18-tied   19-raised   20-went   21-came   22-kicked
23-caused   24-fell off   25-had followed

All are in the past simple tense, except for numbers 6 and
25, which are in the past perfect simple tense.

1-once caught   2-have often wondered    3-haven’t been
waiting   4-have the kids been doing   5-has just come   6-has
just come / have had   7-haven’t seen / have you been doing
8-have been working   9-tried   10-have come 

WORKBOOK page 13

1-was working / happened   2-took out / started   3-were
enjoying / went   4-heard / began   5-was talking / rang   
6-heard / burst

1-have just moved   2-met a famous sportsman   3-gone /
been scuba diving   4-practised any extreme sport   5-he started
climbing mountains   6-he had been surfing all day long

1-lived / moved/have moved   2-saw / I haven’t seen   
3-met / were   4-have known   5-have already phoned

1-was / had started   2-didn’t come / had invited   
3-apologised / had left   4-didn’t know / had lost   
5-turned on / realised / was
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WORKBOOK page 14

1-to send   2-to work   3-to phone   4-walking   5-to make

1 The boy admitted riding Tom’s bike.
2 He appears to be looking for something.
3 The old man described losing his wallet.
4 They promised to come.
5 Paul reminded me to talk about it.

1-to go   2-telling   3-to finish / reading   4-to read   5-to
switch off / going   6-to be   7-driving / to buy   8-Smoking
9-to go / skiing   10-watching

2-highly 3-badly   4-quickly 5-evidently 6-completely

WORKBOOK page 15

1 I came down quickly because the alarm had gone off.
2 We saw an accident while (we were) driving along a very
dark road.
3 She went to the cinema an hour ago in order to buy two
tickets for tonight.
4 First she got up. Then she had breakfast. Next, she got
dressed. Commas and semi-colons may also be used. Finally,
she went to school.
5 We didn’t go to the concert because the tickets were too
expensive.

1-(in order) to   2-First / then/next / finally   3-while   
4-so that   5-Because / Whenever / Since / As   6-because of
7-because   8-first / Then   9-so that

Translation
1 He didn’t have an accident when he went skiing because of
his experience.
2 He had been practising parachuting for 3 years when he had
his first accident.
3 After tying the cord, / After having tied the cord, you have
to / must stand on the bridge.
4 Skiing is a relaxing experience.
5 After jumping, / I had jumped, I began to scream.

UNIT 3 Body Art
STUDENT’S BOOK page 20

Before Reading
Aim: Motivarte clasificando palabras relacionadas con 
la decoración corporal.
Answer Key
Nouns: fashion, fad, style, crowd, peer
Expressions: be in, old-fashioned, in fashion, be all the rage,
be crazy about, be in style
Positive Adjectives: great, fantastic, popular, trendy,
fashionable, clean
Negative Adjectives: painful, terrible, horrible, disgusting,
unsafe, dangerous, awful, old-fashioned, dirt, unsanitary, old,
worn out

While Reading

Aim: Aplicar la estrategia.
Answer Key
1 The text is about different kinds of body decoration, such as
piercings and tattoos. It talks about the history of body art and
the fact that it is very popular today.
2 Tattoos, dyeing and piercings are mentioned.
Answer Key
Henna, a plant used for tattoos painted on the skin. It’s from
India.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 21

After Reading

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad para responder preguntas 
del tipo True or False sobre un texto. 
Answer Key
1 True. “We only have to look back to either ancient Greek or
Roman times or to the history of Africa or Thailand to observe
that body decoration was a very common art form…”
2 False. “Forms of body decoration change according to new
trends, tastes and styles.”
3 True. “You only need to consider that some forms of body
decoration traditionally associated with punks-dyeing,
tattooing, piercing-are increasingly popular nowadays.”
4 True. “Piercing…is much safer…than tattoos.”
5 False. “Piercing…is not necessarily done by people who are
seeking attention.”

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas de
comprensión con tus propias palabras.
Answer Key
1 No. According to the text, it has been around since ancient
times.
2 Piercing is becoming more popular because it has several
advantages over tattoos, such as price, safety and simplicity.
3 People’s reasons differ quite a bit. The text quotes people
who got a piercing in order to give up smoking, to add some
fun into an otherwise strict lifestyle, to reaffirm their ownership
of their bodies, and even to follow today’s latest trend.
4 We need safety regulation because there aren’t any. If more
and more people are decorating their bodies, the dangers of
not having safety regulations increase.

Aim: Buscar sinónimos en la lectura.
Answer Key
1-associated with   2-increasingly   3-hooked on   4-give up, quit
5-seeking   6-unstable   7-nowadays

Aim: Acostumbrarse a las actividades Word Formation
que aparecen en cada unidad.
Answer Key
1-increasingly   2-smoking   3-unstable   4-safety

STUDENT’S BOOK page 22

Grammar
Aim: Practicar la formación de preguntas.

Answer Key
2 What are you? / What do you do?
3 Why did you get a piercing?
4 What is just a fad?
5 Why should there be some kind of regulation?
6 Who uses sterile, disposable material?
7 What do some tattooists use?

Aim: Practicar las question tags.
Transcript and Answer Key 
1 Tom likes piercing, doesn’t he?
2 Punk groups played music, didn’t they?
3 Your friend Sue is very trendy, isn’t she?
4 Our neighbours have dyed their hair, haven’t they?
5 He’s been abroad, hasn’t he?
6 The girl cut her finger, didn’t she?
7 My parents can’t stand tattoos, can they?
8 You’d better study harder, hadn’t you?
9 We’d rather read a comic, wouldn’t we?
10 I’m on time, aren’t I?
11 She’ll never get a piercing, will she?
12 Everything is correct, isn’t it?
13 Nobody called me, did they?
14 Let’s see a film, shall we?
15 There’s a postcard in the letterbox, isn’t there?
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STUDENT’S BOOK page 23

Aim: Proporcionarte práctica para formar question tags.
Answer Key
2-is he   3-Model answer: You’ll get a tattoo,…   
4-Model answer: She had asked permission first,…   
5-doesn’t she   6-didn’t they   
7-aren’t I   8-shall we   
9-Model answer: There are many safety regulations,…

Aim: Practicar los quantifiers clasificándolos según 
los nombres a los que acompañan.
Answer Key
Uncountable nouns: a little, less, much, little
Countable nouns: few, a few, fewer, many
Both: plenty of, some, any, lots of, more

Aim: Comprender dónde se sitúan los quantifiers.
Answer Key
some forms; many people; a little pain; some parts; any
legislation

STUDENT’S BOOK page 24

Aim: Comentar el motivo por el que usar un quantifier
u otro.
Answer Key
2-some, (many), a few, a lot of (a lot of is preferred in
affirmative instead of many)   
3-some, a little   4-many, (a lot of)   
5-few   6-little   7-a lot of   
8-some, any, a few   9-much
10-(many), a lot of (a lot of is preferred in affirmative instead
of many)

Aim: Ayudarte a aplicar tu conocimiento sobre quantifiers
a las destrezas de comprensión escrita.
Answer Key
1-fewer   2-a lot of   3-little   4-many   
5-less   6-a lot of   7-a lot of   8-some

Aim: Identificar diversos tipos de adverbios.
Answer Key
Manner: traditionally, rapidly, necessarily, mentally, unfortunately
Degree: only, increasingly, just, really
Time: nowadays, right now, anymore
Frequency: constantly
Place: all over the world

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de situar los adverbios en 
el lugar correcto de la oración.
Answer Key
2 We usually go to school by bus, but today my father is
taking us.
3 Do you usually do your shopping so early?
4 The house they bought in 1996 was quite expensive.
5 I haven’t seen my aunt yet; she is still ill at home.
6 The concert was almost finished when a woman from the
audience started shouting loudly.
7 The film we saw yesterday was quite good.

Aim: Aportarte más práctica de localización de adverbios.
Answer Key
2 I have never seen so much rain in July.
3 They often stay at home because they haven’t got many
friends.
4 They are still working on the project because they need to
finish it very quickly.
5 I spoke to him very frankly this morning.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 25

Aim: Localizar palabras que son tanto nombres como
verbos e indicar su función en el texto.

Answer Key
fashion (noun); mean(s) (noun); look (verb); time(s) (noun);
form (noun); taste(s) (noun); style(s) (noun); answer (noun);
want (verb; can be a plural noun); pain (noun); police (noun);
rage (noun); need (noun)

Aim: Aportarte práctica sobre cómo completar frases.
Answer Key. Model answers:
1 the bad marks
2 people can only smoke in the street
3 we need more safety regulations
4 I want to get one as soon as possible
5 you should work harder
Error Analysis
Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de detectar y corregir errores 
de gramática y vocabulario de la unidad.
Answer Key
2 Who found the tattoo shop?
3 When did you meet the tattoo artist?
4 How much does it cost?
5 I don’t have any milk.
6 There are few people who dye their hair pink.
7 As a result of the poor safety regulations, his tattoo got
infected.
8 Did you do all your homework?
9 You’ll never get a tattoo, will you?
10 Nowadays, getting your hair done is quite expensive.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 26

Writing
Aim: mostrarte un ejemplo de redacción argumentando for
y against y guiarte paso a paso en el análisis y el
descubrimiento de sus partes esenciales.
Answer Key
1 Introduction: First paragraph. The topic is stated by showing
different points of view about dyeing.
2 Body: Paragraphs 2 and 3. It has two paragraphs. The first
paragraph includes points in favour. The second paragraph
includes points against.
3 Conclusion: Paragraph 3. The word “I” appears at the end
because that is where you can give your opinion. The
conclusion can be used to give your opinion about the topic.
Answer Key
because; and; as a result; as well as; on the other hand; in
conclusion; although

STUDENT’S BOOK page 27

Wrap Up

Aim: Ayudarte a concentrarte en información concreta.
Answer Key
piercing, tattooing, fads, creativity, blood, needle, health,
infection
Transcript
Reporter: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to
our weekly programme “Trends and Health”. Today we’ll
give you some pointed tips on piercing and tattooing and the
low-down on one of the hottest and most infectious fads. 
To talk about this hot subject we have with us Dr Donna
Reynolds, from the Durhan Region Health Department.
Welcome, Dr Reynolds.
Dr Reynolds: Thank you for inviting me to your programme.
Reporter: Could you please briefly introduce us to the subject
of body art, Dr Reynolds?
Dr R.: Body decoration in the forms of tattoos and multiple
body piercing is one of our most popular fads to express
individual creativity. But as more and more people take to 
the needle, the chance of becoming infected during or after 
the procedure is often overlooked or underestimated.
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Reporter: I didn’t know the problem was so serious. How can
people become infected?
Dr R.: Whenever skin is broken, whether from a cut, a tattoo
needle or a piercing needle or gun, care is required to prevent
infection and the spread of infectious diseases.
Reporter: Could you perhaps be more explicit about
infections?
Dr R.: Certainly. Infections that can occur from piercing and
tattooing include hepatitis B and C, HIV/AIDS, tetanus, and
other skin infections that range from minor to life-threatening.
Reporter: You have given us some of the consequences of
decorating our bodies. How much risk is involved?
Dr R.: The exact risk of acquiring one of these illnesses is not
known. Allergic reactions to the tattoo dye or the metal in the
jewellery are some more commonly-occurring health
problems resulting from decorating our bodies, besides the
ones I already mentioned.
Reporter: What can be done to protect those who want to have
their bodies decorated?
Dr R.: Well, before the procedure, watch the operator to see if
she or he is using new disposable needles. Then check for
cleanliness and consider whether your blood might be mixing
with any blood from customers before you. Above all, and this
is very important, make sure needles and studs are new and
sterile.
Reporter: Could you please give our audience some advice
about what should be done after getting a tattoo or being
pierced?
Dr R.: First, take care of your tattoos or piercing afterwards.
Keep the area clean and dry. Do not scratch or touch it, and
see your family doctor at the first sign of infection.
Reporter: Are there any special plans to protect people from
the risk of infections?
Dr R.: As far as I’m concerned, the safety of tattoos and
piercings procedure should improve in the future. Our
department will soon be inspecting all tattoo and piercing
establishments to ensure operators protect their customers
from infectious diseases.
Reporter: Thank you very much, Dr Reynolds, for your
helpful information. Let’s hope people follow your advice
about piercing and tattooing.

Aim: Ayudarte a distinguir información que has escuchado.
Answer Key
1-a   2-c   3-a   4-a
Aim: Ofrecerte una lectura divertida.
Answer Key
Denis Rodman
Answer Key
16

WORKBOOK page 16

5 Miracle Works?   20 Saying Goodbye to Fat   
25 Beauty without Surgery   40 All that Glitters ...

WORKBOOK page 17

1 You can do almost anything you want. Your life can
change for the better since it can make you feel more
confident about yourself.
2 Liposuction is a modern surgical technique for removing fat.
3 Collagen is useful because it can remove facials lines
(wrinkles) and smoothen damaged skin. It can also give you
fuller lips.
4 Cosmetic surgery is very expensive and it doesn’t guarantee
that you’ll look the way you want. It can even create new
problems.

The text describes the pros and cons of cosmetic surgery.
It points out that cosmetic surgery is capable of doing almost
anything you want, such as removing fat or wrinkles, and that
you can now do a lot without surgery. However, it also states
that cosmetic surgery is expensive and doesn’t always work.

1-practitioners   2-guarantee   3-deplete   4-smooth out
5-facial lines   6-expensive

WORKBOOK page 18

1-Do you like them   2-do your parents think   3-Would
you like   4-do you want me to talk to them   5-are you sure
you want to get a tattoo

2 How much does it cost?   3 How do I care for my new
tattoo?   4 Will the colour get lighter?   5 Can I bring my own
design?   6 Can you fix my old tattoo?   7 Is it safe?

WORKBOOK page 19

2 What kind of safety procedures do you have?
3 What kind of training have your staff had?
4 Which colours can I chose (from) for the tattoos?
5 Have you got a design display? / What designs have you got?
6 How long does it take to get a tattoo?
7 What’s the difference between a permanent and a temporary
tattoo? / How long does a temporary tattoo last?

2-could they?   3-will you?   4-did they?   5-aren’t I?   
6-hadn’t you?   7-didn’t she?   8-am I?   9-hasn’t she?   
10-wouldn’t we?   11-didn’t s/he?   12-won’t they?   
13-will they?   14-didn’t he?   15-don’t we?   16-don’t you?

WORKBOOK page 20

2 The next lecture will take place on Monday(,) March
13th(,) 2000.
3 Peter is still working. He’ll retire next month.
4 He’ll meet me at Paddington Station on Monday at 3 o’clock.
5 How quickly this month has passed!

2-frequency; place   3-time   4-degree   5-manner   
6-degree; manner   7-manner; degree; manner   8-time   
9-frequency; manner   10-manner; time   11-degree   
12-degree   13- manner

2-last week   3-Certainly   4-enough   5-at midnight   
6-later   7-at 4 a.m.

WORKBOOK page 21

Present tense verbs ending in -s and plural nouns are
included: face (noun); dress (noun); exchange (verb); can (verb);
fit (verb); claim (verb); need(s) (verb); guarantee (verb); end (up)
(verb); model (noun); change(s) (verb); love (noun); help(s)
(verb); form(s); (noun); result(s) (noun); work (noun); doctor(s)
(noun); skin (noun); age (noun); use (verb); line(s) (noun);
help(s) (verb); scar(s) (noun); hand (noun); effect(s) (noun)

Therefore / After / because / so / Later / To sum up / Finally
[Note that, here, “finally” is used to make an exclamation, not
to order events. It is a very common use.]

Translation
1 What happened in the shop?
2 Do you think I should dye my hair?
3 That’s not her/his hair colour, is it?
4 Are there many people with tattoos?
5 When did John get the/his tattoo?
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REVISION A
STUDENT’S BOOK page 28

Aim: Repasar el Present Simple y el Continuous.
Answer Key
1-are   2-is organising   3-buy   4-are planning   5-is reading

Aim: Repasar el Future Simple y el Continuous.
Answer Key
1-will be travelling   2-will do   3-will be   4-will go   5-will
have

Aim: Repasar el Past Simple, el Present Perfect y el Past
Perfect.
Answer Key
1-learnt   2-got; had … left   3-dyed; had asked   4-have
known   5-went; have only gone / been

Aim: Repasar el Past Simple, el Past Continuous 
y el Present Perfect Continuous.
Answer Key
1-was reading, was making   2-was listening, rang
3-has been doing   4-Didn’t he learn / Wasn’t he learning /
Hasn’t he been learning   5-trained / has been training

Aim: Repasar el Infinitivo y el Gerundio.
Answer Key
1-cycling   2-going   3-jumping   4-to have   5-to post

Aim: Repasar el orden de las palabras. 
Answer Key
1 They have two children.
2 John went home yesterday.
3 We like that book very much.
4 My parents haven’t arrived yet.
5 How often do you travel abroad?

STUDENT’S BOOK page 29

Aim: Repasar las preguntas.
Answer Key
1 What has increased?
2 Where do people celebrate Thanksgiving?
3 Who sent me a postcard?
4 Who did David send a postcard to?
5 What did David send me?
6 Why did she go to Hawaii?
7 When was Joan in Tokyo?
8 How much did they pay for the camera?
9 Where are your parents?
10 How long have your parents been in Sicily?

Aim: Repasar las question tags.
Answer Key
1-shall we?   2-hasn’t he?   3-will she?   4-didn’t he?   
5-aren’t there?   6-did they?   7-is it?   8-hasn’t there?   
9-aren’t I?   10-doesn’t he?

Aim: Repasar los nexos. 
Answer Key
1 I went shopping in order to buy some new boots.
2 They went mountain climbing even though the weather was
terrible.
3 I love skiing whereas Jonah loves surfing.
4 First I prepared the rucksack, and then I met my friends.
5 They like snow, so they go skiing every weekend.
6 I bought a present because it was my boyfriend’s birthday.
7 The bus was late, but I got to school on time.
8 The alarm clock had stopped working, so I didn’t wake up.
9 I like fruit such as lemons and oranges.
10 Come on time; otherwise, my father will get angry.

Aim: Repasar el uso de los adjetivos que terminan en -ed
y en -ing.

Answer Key
1-boring   2-interested   3-tired   4-convincing   5-confusing
6-amusing   7-delighted   8-tiring   9-amazing   10-confused

STUDENT’S BOOK 30

Aim: Repasar el uso de los quantifiers.
Answer Key
1-some   2-any   3-any / many   4-a little   5-a lot of   
6-any / much / a lot of   7-many / any / a lot of

Aim: Repasar los adjetivos que terminan en -ly. 
Answer Key
1-directly   2-totally   3-safely   4-happily   5-rapidly   
6-increasingly   7-slowly   8-terribly   9-carefully   10-easily
Error Analysis
Aim: Detectar y corregir errores.
Answer Key
2-Parliament   3-guaranteeing   4-receive   5-together   
6-government   7-platform   8-breathe   9-Dyeing   10-necessarily 
Error Analysis
Aim: Detectar y corregir errores.
Answer Key
2 There are six people in my family.
3 They thought I was sleeping since I didn’t answer the phone.
4 He knew they were scared and so did I.
5 What did she say yesterday?
6 He has been waiting since five o’clock to get pierced.
7 She didn’t want to see her father in spite of the fact that /
although he was very old.
8 Would you like to dye your hair red?
9 Due to / Because of the bad weather conditions, the jump
was cancelled.
10 He has little time for sports.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 31

PAU EXAM

Answer Key
1 It takes a few weeks.
2 It’s uncomfortable and you have to learn how to speak
again. You also have to be careful in order not to break a tooth
on the tongue ring. You can get a painful infection if you
don’t wash your mouth every day.
3 You have to decide where on your body you want to get the
piercing done and the place where you want to go to have the
piercing done.

Answer Key
1 Once you’ve finally got your parents’ permission, you can
get your tongue pierced.
2 After she takes / taking out the needle, she replaces it with a
“tongue ring”.
3 You feel a sharp pain as the piercer is punching your tongue.
4 First she takes out the needle and then she puts in the
“tongue ring”.

Answer Key
1 What is the piercer punching your tongue with?
2 What will you have in your mouth?
3 Who are getting their bodies pierced more and more?
4 Who is body piercing becoming a new art form for?

Answer Key
1 False. “Suddenly you feel a sharp pain in your mouth.”
2 True. “You’ll have to relearn how to speak.”
3 True. “Teenagers are getting their bodies pierced more than
ever.”
4 False. “Like any other kind of ‘scarification’…piercing
poses risks.”

Answer Key
1-puncturing   2-discomfort   2-swelling   2-wash
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UNIT 4 Hooked
STUDENT’S BOOK page 32

Warm Up
Aim: Pensar en el tema de la unidad.
Answer Key. Model answers:
• drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, pills, gambling, chocolate, etc.
• All of the photographs can be related to addiction: shopping,

cigarettes, pills, computer games.

Before Reading
Aim: Motivarte mirando palabras que terminen en –oholic y
comentándolas.
Answer Key
1 They all have the same suffix and refer to addictions.
2 They are derivative.
3 Normally, the meaning is negative.
4 In Spanish: alcoholic = alcohólico; workaholic = adicto al
trabajo; shopaholic = adicto a las compras; webaholic =
adicto a Internet; chocoholic = adicto al chocolate
Answer Key
1-To connect to the Internet.   2-To socialise with friends.
3-To become addicted.

While Reading

Aim: Ser consciente de las palabras negativas de un texto
para así ampliar tu grado de comprensión.
Answer Key
addiction; webaholism; disease; webaholics; obsessively;
danger; compulsive

Aim: Aplicar la estrategia.
Answer Key
• computers; compulsive; affect; social; use; students;

different; addiction; influence; in front of; situation; virtual;
real; obsessive; hours; school

• The problem described is: students who have computers and
spend too much time on the Net can become addicted to the
Web.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 33

After Reading

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas del
tipo True or False sobre un texto. Acuérdate de leer la
estrategia en la unidad 1, página 5.
Answer Key
1 True. “Webaholism is a twentieth-century disease which
affects young people.”
2 False. “Ten years ago no one thought that using computers
might turn into compulsive behaviour…”
3 True. “They don’t realise what’s happening,…”
4 True. “This can lead to a situation in which ‘virtual’ life
becomes more important than ‘real’ life… They are not
confident with real-life friends…”
5 False. “Parents should talk to their son or daughter about the
potential problem and try to find a solution for it.”

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas con tus
propias palabras.
Answer Key
1 School life can be affected because webaholism absorbs
people and they eventually spend too much time in front of
the computer.
2 Their friendships may change because webaholics spend
more time with computers than with their friends, and
ultimately feel more comfortable with the computer.
3 Parents first need to be aware of the potential problem and
then try to talk it over with their children.

Aim: Buscar el antecedente de las palabras indicadas en
la lectura.

Answer Key
1-webaholics   2-free time   3-the potential problem

Aim: Practicar la búsqueda de sinónimos en el texto.
Answer Key
extending: spreading
has an influence: affects
conduct: behaviour
achievement: success
realise something: be aware

STUDENT’S BOOK page 34

Grammar

Aim: Buscar verbos modales en un texto.
Answer Key
could (possibility); might (possibility); can (ability); can
(possibility); may (possibility); might (possibility); must
(obligation); should (internal obligation)

Aim: Asociar los verbos modales a diversos contextos.
Answer Key
1-b   2-e   3-i   4-f   5-g   6-d   7-a   8-c   9-h

STUDENT’S BOOK page 35

Aim: Facilitarte práctica del uso de los verbos modales:
must, mustn’t, needn’t, have to, don’t have to.
Answer Key
1-needn’t / don’t have to   2-mustn’t   3-must / have to
4-needn’t / don’t have to   5-needn’t / don’t have to
6-must / have to   7-mustn’t   8-must / have to
9-must / have to; mustn’t

STUDENT’S BOOK page 36

Aim: Motivarte para que comentes el uso de los verbos
modales.
Answer Key
2-can’t (impossibility)
3-may not (possibility)
4-had better (internal obligation) / must (strong obligation)
5-have to / must (obligation)
6-don’t have to (lack of obligation)
7-will be able to (possibility)
8-could / was able to (ability)
9-was able to (ability)
10-had to learn (obligation)
11-must have been (deduction)

Aim: Practicar verbos modales en pasado.
Answer Key
2 must have finished / may have finished
3 can’t have forgotten / couldn’t have forgotten
4 must have rained
5 may have been
6 can’t have lost
7 may not have passed
8 couldn’t have written

Aim: Aprender más verbos frasales.
Answer Key
1-f   2-h   3-g   4-l   5-a   6-c   7-k   8-j   9-b   10-d   11-e   12-i

Aim: Aportarte práctica de verbos frasales en diversos
tiempos verbales.
Answer Key
1-come across   2-ask for   3-broke into   4-get over   
5-carried out   6-found out   7-breaks down

STUDENT’S BOOK page 37

Aim: Facilitarte práctica de verbos frasales en su
contexto.
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Answer Key
1-gave up   2-held up   3-grow up   4-ring (me) up   5-brought
(her) up

Aim: Facilitarte más práctica de verbos frasales en su
contexto.
Answer Key
1-off   2-in   3-for   4-after   5-in   6-in   7-down 

Aim: Localizar en el texto adjetivos con las terminaciones
anteriores.
Answer Key
compulsive →compulsion; 
obsessive →obsession; 
social →society; real →reality; excessive →excess; 
potential →potency / potentiality

Aim: Convertir nombres en adjetivos.
Answer Key
successful; addictive

Aim: Repasar los nombres compuestos.
Answer Key
chat rooms; school work; workplace; college students;
websites; teenagers (“e-mail” might be considered a
compound noun)
Error Analysis
Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de reconocer y de corregir errores
de gramática y de vocabulario de la unidad.
Answer Key
2 I would like to be able to buy more things at the shops.
3 He shouldn’t work so hard.
4 Could you tell me how to chat on the Internet?
5 I had to work last Saturday and Sunday.
6 I must go.
7 I couldn’t go camping; my parents didn’t let me.
8 Can you help me?
9 Should I talk to my teacher?
10 My sister can play the drums.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 38

Writing

Aim: Identificar las partes de una carta informal.
Answer Key
Part 1: last paragraph of the body   Part 2: introduction
Part 3: body   Part 4: signature   Part 5: closing
Part 6: greeting

Aim: Practicar la organización de los párrafos.
Answer Key
(Address)  (Date)
Dear Jane,
I am writing to answer your letter about your brother, Mike. It
sounds like your brother has a real problem with the Internet. I
think you should get some professional help for him. Maybe
your parents could talk to someone at Mike’s school about the
problem. The school can probably recommend someone to
help him understand that he must have real friends and that he
must study. He must get in touch with the real world. You can
help him, too. Why don’t you go to the cinema together? Does
he like sports? You could watch a football match on TV
together. I hope you can solve this problem.
Write to me soon and tell me about your brother.
Best regards,
Mary

STUDENT’S BOOK page 39

Wrap Up

Aim: Ayudarte a concentrarte en una información
determinada.

Answer Key
1-TV addiction   2-hooked (on)   
3-alcohol, drugs, work, shopping   4-four hours   
5-reading, walking, looking after a garden or plants or a pet
Transcript
Interviewer: Are you hooked on television? Today we will be
talking to an expert on TV addiction. He will give some
practical advice on steps you can take if you think you’re
addicted… Good morning. I believe you have some ideas our
listeners might use to cut down their addiction to TV.
Expert: Yes, certainly. First of all, a lot of people associate
addiction to alcohol, drugs, work, shopping... but, there’s a
common addiction in almost every home: television.
Interviewer: How many hours should a person spend in front
of the television to be considered a potential addict?
Expert: Any person who spends 4 hours a day watching TV
can become an addict.
Interviewer: So, what tips can you share with us?
Expert: In the first place, there are a lot of things a person can
do instead of watching television, such as reading, walking,
looking after a garden or plants or a pet...
Interviewer: Yes, but there are so many programmes...
Expert: Of course there are, but why don’t we try something:
let’s follow the TV Turnoff Week.
Interviewer: What’s that?
Expert: A week without television. It’s celebrated in October,
but you can do it at any time.
Interviewer: What do you have to do?
Expert: Prepare a calendar for a week and write down
truthfully the hours you watch TV every day. Once the week
is over, write to us and tell us your experience.
Interviewer: And then?
Expert: Repeat the calendar the following week watching
fewer hours of TV each day. In a few weeks you can find out
that you are spending less and less time in front of your
television. At the end, send us the time you have reduced.
Interviewer: Thank you very much. I’m sure many of our
listeners and myself are going to follow your advice.
Expert: It’s been a pleasure.
Aim: Facilitarte un texto para leerlo de manera extensiva y sin
la presión de las preguntas de comprensión o de los exámenes.
Answer Key
Jim Morrison
Answer Key
Melbourne, Florida

WORKBOOK page 22

1-f    2-a    3-e    4-b    5-c    6-d    

Answers will vary. In Castilian: 1-señales que delatan   
2-engordar   3-encapricharse por

[Students need only indicate the noun.]
1 middle-aged men addicted to pork pies
2 pork pies sold in a week
3 stores where people were interviewed
4 Frank Dobson’s age
5 calories of an average pork pie

WORKBOOK page 23

1 detailed investigation of something based on interviews
or questionnaires   2 not like someone or something
3 immediately

1 denies eating them.
2 of risking an argument with their wives, they often prefer
not to tell them.
3 who is the President of the PPAS, said he ate 3 pork pies a
week.
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[Exercise 6 could be difficult for some students. Remind
them to look for an introductory sentence, then a brief
explanation, then how it works, then future plans.]
a-3 b-1 c-4 d-2

2-therefore    3-but   4-addiction    5-addiction   6-objects
7-occasions    8-expensive
a-3 b-1 c-4 d-2

1-Shopping   2-Traditionally   3-true   4-difference   
5-evidence   6-researchers   7-addictive   8-argument

WORKBOOK page 24

2-impossibility   3-ability   4-strong necessity   
5-deduction   6-prohibition   7-possibility   8-suggestions   
9-permission   10-strong obligation   11-obligation

1-should   2-ought to   3-Should   4-needn’t   5-must   
6-can’t

WORKBOOK page 25

2 She can play the piano very well.
3 You can visit a lot of interesting cities, such as Toledo and
Seville.
4 I must study this summer.
5 You should take an aspirin.
6 I may quit my job and travel.

2 may not / mustn’t smoke in the classroom.
3 may / might have read this book.
4 may / might be at home now.
5 may / might have missed the bus.
6 must wipe your feet.

WORKBOOK page 26

1-out    2-in    3-in    4-up    5-off    

1-hand in    2-was held up    3-ring / up    4-found out    
5-ask for    

1-broke into   2-went after   3-went down   4-broke down
5-carry out   6-came across   7-broke out   8-Growing up   
9-hand in   10-got over   

WORKBOOK page 27

1 Ian never admits his guilt.
2 Are you a pork pie addict? / He had a terrible addiction.
3 I can’t wait until the week is over!

Translation
1 We should not have discovered his addiction.
2 S/he might have come across James.
3 She could be addicted to shopping.
4 Could you give up smoking?
5 You must hand in the test now.

UNIT 5 What if...?
STUDENT’S BOOK page 40

Warm Up
Aim: Hacerte pensar sobre el tema de la unidad.
Answer Key. Model answers:
If the television disappeared, we wouldn’t have anything to do
in the evenings after school.

If the computer disappeared, I wouldn’t be able to get into a
“chat” and communicate with people around the world.
If the TV didn’t exist, we might see our friends more often.
If the telephone disappeared, we’d write more letters.
If cars disappeared, there would be more public transport.

If cars didn’t exist, more people would be working as bus,
train, taxi drivers.
If computers disappeared, many modern appliances wouldn’t
work.
If computers disappeared, we would have to invent them!

Before Reading

Aim: Practicar la distinción entre hechos y opiniones.
Justifica tus respuestas empleando la información de la estrategia.
Answer Key
1-opinion   2-opinion   3-fact

While Reading

Aim: Identificar opiniones en un texto.
Answer Key
“Mark, from Britain, thinks…begun.”; “…if television didn’t
exist,…famine.”; the entire third, fourth and fifth paragraphs
state opinions

STUDENT’S BOOK page 41

After Reading

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de relacionar encabezamientos
y párrafos.
Answer Key
1-paragraphs 4 and 5   2-paragraph 3   3-paragraph 2

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas del
tipo True or False sobre un texto. 
Answer Key
1 False. “The first aircraft design was finished more than 400
years before the first aeroplane took off.”
2 True. “…He believes that if the television didn’t exist, we
wouldn’t be eyewitnesses to historic moments from cultural
events to wars and famine.”
3 True. “She…believes that if there were no money, there
would be no wars, since one of the principal reasons for wars
is money.”
4 False. “I wouldn’t want to be telepathic.”

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas de
comprensión con tus propias palabras.
Answer Key
1 He says that the revolution in communication wouldn’t have
occurred.
2 She’d like money to disappear because it causes too many
problems, such as wars; without money, countries would
become closer.
3 Money is the main reason for war, according to her.
4 No. She says she’d be exhausted always knowing what other
people are thinking and life would become harder because
we’d have to develop special skills to cope with a telepathic
world.
5 She thinks our mouths would become smaller, since we
wouldn’t need to speak. We’d also lose interest in learning
other languages.

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de buscar sinónimos en un
texto. Mira la estrategia Finding Synonyms in a Text en la
unidad 3, página 21.
Answer Key
1-canned   2-for instance   3-design   4-took off

Aim: Familiarizarte con las actividades de Word
Formation.
Answer Key
1-solution   2-privacy

STUDENT’S BOOK page 42

Grammar

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de reconocer las oraciones
condicionales y los nexos.
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Answer Key
2 There wouldn’t be any wars if all of the money in the world
were eliminated.
3 We would lose our ability to talk if everyone were
telepathic.
4 Keiko wouldn’t like to be telepathic unless she developed
certain skills.
5 The world wouldn’t be very complex if we became
telepathic.
6 It would be a good idea to be telepathic provided that / if
everyone could close her or his mind to other people.

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de poner los verbos en el
tiempo correcto según el contexto.
Transcript and Answer Key 
Julia: I need to speak English fluently in 12 months.
Sarah: Well, if it 1 is so urgent, why don’t you go to England? 
Julia: If I 2 go to England, 3 I’ll need a lot of money to pay
for my classes and 4 will have to find somewhere to live. 1st

Sarah: If you 5 can’t afford it, you 6 can always look for a job. 0
Julia: How can I get a job there?
Sarah: If 7 you don’t know, 8 go to the Information Office and
9 they’ll inform you.
Julia: And are the classes expensive? 1st

Sarah: Well, if you 10 spend some time there, you 11 can live
with a family and you 12 don’t need any lessons. Otherwise,
you can go to evening classes, they are cheap and you have
plenty of possibilities. 0
Julia: What kind of job could I find?
Sarah: Well, the easiest to find is au pair work. If you 13 work
as an au pair, you 14 live with a family and you 15 have
plenty of time to improve your English. 0
Julia: Thanks Sarah, I’ll go and see what I can do.

Aim: Proporcionarte práctica en el reconocimiento de
formas condicionales.
Answer Key
Zero and first conditional. 

STUDENT’S BOOK page 43

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de unir frases para hacer
oraciones condicionales.
Answer Key
2 If they hadn’t worked hard, they wouldn’t have finished the
project early. 3rd

3 If I hadn’t arrived late at the cinema, I wouldn’t have missed
the beginning of the film. 3rd

4 If it weren’t raining, I would go out. 2nd

5 If Rich were here, I could speak to him. 2nd

6 If you heat water to 100° C, it boils. 0
7 If I had a watch, I would know the time. 2nd

8 If I were the President, I could make reforms. 2nd

9 If I had enough time, I could go to see her. 2nd

Aim: Practicar las condicionales.
Answer Key
2 If the train hadn’t left when you arrived, you could have said
goodbye to them.
3 If you hadn’t begun so late, you could have finished the job.
4 If you weren’t so short, you could reach the top shelves.
5 If they could afford it, they would go on holiday.

Aim: Aplicar las reglas gramaticales de la expresión de
deseos y lamentos.
Answer Key
1-c   2-a   3-b   4-c   5-a   6-c

Aim: Transformar frases en otras que signifiquen lo
mismo, pero con diferente estructura.
Answer Key
2 I wish s/he wouldn’t make so much noise.
3 I wish I had seen that film.

4 They wish they had more children.
5 Mary wishes she hadn’t had an argument with her mother.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 44

Aim: Practicar el subjuntivo.
Answer Key and Model answers:
2 …all students bring their maps.
3 …the meeting be held later.
4 …the report be handed in on Monday.
5 …the TV be on all the time.

Aim: Aprender los significados de algunos verbos
frasales.
Answer Key
1-d   2-c   3-a   4-b

Aim: Proporcionarte práctica de verbos frasales.
Answer Key
2-put up with   3-stands for   4-ran into

Aim: Proporcionarte práctica de verbos frasales en un
contexto.
1-admires   2-repay you   3-fail you   4-invented

Aim: Localizar en el texto nombres con las terminaciones
anteriores.
Answer Key
electricity; creativity; communications; revolution; solution;
privacy; ability; situations; reality

Aim: Repasar nombres y verbos con la misma ortografía.
Answer Key
air; travel (in plural can be a noun); telephone(s); paper;
design; work; survey; subject; call; reason(s); number;
conflict(s); decrease; mind(s); talk; hand (as phrasal verb with
in); study; bother

STUDENT’S BOOK page 45

Error Analysis
Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de reconocer y de corregir errores
de gramática y de vocabulario de la unidad.
Answer Key
2 If I were you, I’d solve the problem as soon as possible.
3 If the telephone hadn’t been invented, the communications
revolution wouldn’t have occurred.
4 We would be happier if money disappeared.
5 If I ruled the world, I would make television disappear.
6 We will buy a new camera if we have the money.
7 I would remember if I owed you money.
8 We would have arrived by now if we had left earlier.
9 If people were telepathic, we would have to be very careful
about what we think.
10 What would have happened if cars hadn’t been invented?

Aim: Practicar la conversión de las condicionales.
Answer Key
1 Were he not so busy, he would go on a trip.
2 Were human beings telepathic, the world would be more
complex.
3 Had I met him, I would have asked him.
4 Should you see him, invite him to the party.
5 Should your friend lend you her car, you can give me a lift.

Aim: Utilizar el contexto para discernir significados y
escribir frases correctas.
Answer Key
1-are being    2-is    3-she is not   4-is not being

Aim: Emplear construcciones del tipo verb + adjective
adecuadas.
Answer Key
1-tastes awful   2-smell nice   3-feel / am feeling fine 
4-sounds boring   5-look tired
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STUDENT’S BOOK page 46

Writing
Aim: Mostrarte un ejemplo de resumen y guiarte paso a paso
en el análisis y el descubrimiento de las partes esenciales.
Answer Key
Paragraph 1: What would happen if air travel, TV, telephones,
paper, canned food, electricity, money, cars didn’t exist?
Paragraph 2: Mark thinks that if the telephone and television
hadn’t been invented, the great revolution in communications
wouldn’t have begun, and we wouldn’t have been able to see
everything first hand.
Paragraph 3: Naomi Takahashi thinks that if money disappeared,
many of problems in the world would disappear, too.
Paragraph 4: Keiko Mamata thinks that if we were telepathic,
the world would be more complex.
Paragraph 5: She thinks that we would lose our ability to
speak and we wouldn’t need to learn foreign languages, either.
Paragraph 6: Although it isn’t likely that these things will
happen, sometimes it is interesting to speculate about the
future, because sometimes what seems to be impossible can
become reality.
Answer Key
Approximately 100 words in one paragraph.

Aim: Identificar la frase tema, la información que la
desarrolla y la conclusión.
Answer Key
Topic sentence: The text is about some people’s opinions
about imaginary situations.
The supporting information is the rest of the paragraph before
the concluding sentence.
Conclusion: The text concludes by admitting that these
people’s predictions are far-fetched, but reminds us that other
situations that at one time seemed far-fetched have come true.

Decide si todas las ideas fundamentales del texto se
incluyen en el resumen.
Answer Key  All are included.
Answer Key
Main ideas: Paragraph 1: We are asked to think of a world
where everyone can instantly find a perfect partner. 
A necklace is being created that can be programmed with all
of the information that the wearer wants in a partner. Your
necklace would light up when you pass someone on the street
who has those qualities.
Paragraph 2: Do we know the true meaning of love or exactly
what we are looking for in another person? Some people
believe that this would contribute to making a more
impersonal society.
Paragraph 3: Others think that saving time is the point of this,
and at the same time meeting someone who truly fits what you
are looking for, since the gadget can’t lie like humans.
Paragraph 4: In spite of different opinions, there is no doubt
that this invention would revolutionise the way we meet
people.
The writer begins by asking us to imagine a world in which
everyone could find their perfect partner. He ends by saying
that just as e-mails and chats have revolutionised the world, so
would this invention. The writer asks us to consider the use of
this device and what love is. He asks if society would become
more impersonal through the use of this invention.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 47

Wrap Up

Aim: Ayudarte a concentrarte en información concreta.
Answer Key
1 They are discussing what life would be like without
electricity.
2 We wouldn’t be able to go to the bank or use our credit
cards or e-mail, traffic lights wouldn’t work, etc.

3 They’d lose a lot of money because they have come to rely
on the Internet to make transactions.
4 According to the speaker, yes. We’d have more free time
which could be better employed. We’d get closer to each other
and solve more problems.
5 We’d have to use candles.
Transcript
Presenter: Good morning, London! Can you imagine a day
without electricity? Life would be very different if we
couldn’t turn on the TV or simply switch on the light when we
arrive home to see what is in front of us … On today’s
programme, we’ve invited a couple of guests to give their
opinions. So… what do you think?
Woman: Well, Jim, to start with, today’s world is based on
electricity and it is almost impossible to live without it. Think
about computers … they’re beginning to take over the world,
don’t you think? Without ’em, you wouldn’t … you wouldn’t
be able to go to the bank to get money, your credit cards
would be useless, traffic lights wouldn’t work and, ha ha …
forget about e-mail!
Man: But how about the Internet? Millions of people use the
Internet to … communicate, look for information, er … buy
things or … simply have fun. Lots of businesses rely on the
Internet and they’d lose a lot of money without it …
Woman: Yeah, but after all, not everybody’s got it. Imagine
life without TV! … Don’t you think people would get closer
… I mean, talk more and … solve lots of problems? TV takes
so much time … you know? … out of our lives! And we could
use that time much better, I think.
Man: Wait … wait … wait! Why are we being so negative?
… as if electricity were … er … bad! So many things we do
every day would be … more difficult. How would you cook
your meals? I mean … we’d have to go back to candles to see
at night … I don’t even know where to start! …
Presenter: OK, sorry to interrupt, but … er … we’re out of
time. I think we can all agree that … er … electricity makes
life simpler, but we do run the risk of relying on too many
things. Thanks to you both for being here. And thanks to you
listeners for being with us! Don’t forget to tune in tomorrow
… that is, of course, providing that your alarm clocks work!
Aim: Darte otra oportunidad para leer.
Answer Key
Marilyn Monroe
Answer Key
6

WORKBOOK page 28

[If you are doing this in class, use these questions as a warm
up activity with the whole class.]
governed / general directors / companies. Tradition /
education / firms / families / supposed / society’s

1- four   2-seven   3-eight   4-eight   5-eight

1 What do some people think would be slower?
2 Who is getting used to killing?
3 What did he wish would disappear?
4 What would they learn from?
5 How long will it be until women govern the world?

WORKBOOK page 29

1 Answers will vary. The title should be based on the
unifying idea of the text. Model answers: A Different World;
A Possible Future World
2 In general, adult males rule the world.   
3 They would earn 70 cents because that is what women earn
today for every dollar men  make. Alice wants men to
experience the same thing women do.
4 He would put an end to war.
5 For him, “education” means learning how to get on with others.
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1-e   2-f   3-c   4-b   5-a   6-d

1-companies   2-obey   3-entirely   4-response

1-judged   2-response   3-governed   4-beginning   5-
development   6-crueller   7-education

WORKBOOK page 30

1 would be banned   2 would double   3 killed

2 You can’t enter the stadium unless you have a ticket.
3 You can go to the party provided that you have been invited.
4 You can’t buy cigarettes in this State unless you’re 21.
5 Unless you have four A levels, you shouldn’t apply to that
university.

would trade / needed / needed / would exchange /
disappeared / woud still continue / didn't have / would try /
would be / didn't have / wouldn't be

WORKBOOK page 31

1 I’ll stop the car.   2 I wouldn’t go every week. / I would
go every two weeks.   3 I’ll miss the train.   4 I won’t be able
to study enough for my exam.

[These are the most appropriate corrections. Of course,
others are possible.]
1 …if you didn’t come.   2 …we won’t go on the trip.
3 If I save enough, I’ll have… / If I saved enough, I’d have…
4 If you had such a terrible headache…
5 If you leave… / If you left the meat outside the fridge, it
would spoil.   6 If I get…   7 I feel safe…   8 Unless their
plans change…   9 You would feel…

1 What would you buy if you won the lottery?
2 What would happen if money disappeared?
3 What will you do if the weather is bad?

WORKBOOK page 32

1-through   2-to   3-by   4-if

2 If Lucy comes early, she can help you.
3 If Peter wants that job, he must take a typewriting course.
4 If Joan had to do that essay again, she’d be furious.
5 If the children get fat, their parents will make them go on a
diet.
6 If I had had time, I would have applied for the course.

1 he didn’t talk so fast.   2 I hadn’t lost my passport.
3 he could find a better job.   4 I had met your sister.
5 my French class started later.

1 were here. / had come with us.
2 I had more time.   3 could go with you.
4 were you, I wouldn’t go with him.   5 I should sleep more.

WORKBOOK page 33

1-f   2-d   3-a   4-b   5-g   6-c   7-e   8-h

1-look up to   2-turn down   3-worked out   4-run out of
5-put up with

1-run into   2-pay back   3-let me down   4-Try on   
5-stands for

1-directors   2-education   3-society
accomplishments; beginning; development; difference

Translation
1 If I had known, I would have told you.
2 What would happen if women governed the world?
3 How would we travel if aeroplanes didn't exit?
4 If I were you, I would develop your skill.
5 Where would you have gone if you had won the lottery?

UNIT 6 Plug and Play
STUDENT’S BOOK page 48

Warm Up
Aim: Hacerte pensar sobre el tema de la unidad.
Answer Key. Model answers:
computers, telephones, cars, televisions, video cassette
recorders, tape recorders, household appliances, cam
recorders, scanners, printers, stereo systems, etc.

Before Reading

Aim: Distinguir palabras indicando si son un dato o una
opinión.
Answer Key
Fact: 2, 3   Opinion: 1, 4

Aim: Adivinar el significado de palabras desconocidas.
Answer Key
networked: the entire house is interconnected; cellular phone:
mobile phone; rush: hurry; to keep track of: remember;
wireless: without wires or cords; household appliances:
domestic devices; electrical failure: when you lose your
electricity supply

While Reading

Aim: Identificar frases tema.
Answer Key
1 Technology, especially computers, will change our lives.
2 Model answer: The general idea is how our lives will
change in the near future.
Answer Key
Basic travel and weather updates

STUDENT’S BOOK page 49

After Reading

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas del
tipo True or False sobre un texto. Acuérdate de leer la
estrategia de la unidad 1 en la página 5.
Answer Key
1 False. “Your refrigerator is always full because it keeps
track of what you consume and sends your shop a message
when you are out of something.”
2 True. “…You find your obedient coffee pot that you had
called on your cellular phone this morning has shut itself
down.”
3 True. “…All household appliances will have a chip that will
allow them to ‘talk’ to other appliances and be connected to
the Internet…”
4 False. “You have several egg-shaped digital cameras in your
house.”
5 False. “…Every step into the future must be taken very
carefully.”

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas 
de comprensión con tus propias palabras.
Answer Key
1 You’ll be able to send on-line messages or call your
appliances by phone.
2 It will register how much food you have and automatically
buy more when you’re running low on a certain item.
3 You’ll be able to watch the babysitter, thanks to the digital
cameras placed throughout the house and accessible by phone.
4 Yes. You’ll be able to turn it on by having your car send an
order.   5 Answers will vary.

Aim: Aplicar la estrategia para opinar.
Answer Key.  Model answers:
1 I think it is possible that there will be a house like the one
described. As a matter of fact, houses like this already exist.
2 I would love to have a house like this. I would never have to
do the shopping because the refrigerator would always be full.
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Also, if you forget to turn something off, you can tell it to turn
itself off on your cell phone.

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de buscar antónimos en un
texto. Piensa en antónimos de algunas palabras antes de hacer
la actividad. 
Answer Key
love →hate
remembered →forgot
empty →full
have enough of something →be out of something
carelessly →carefully

STUDENT’S BOOK page 50

Grammar

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de escribir verbos en voz
pasiva con el tiempo correcto según el contexto de las frases.
Answer Key
2-weren’t invited   3-are being sent   4-was being repaired
5-have been borrowed; was opened   6-were put
7-couldn’t be used; hadn’t been repaired
8-was believed   9-must be protected   10-was directed

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad e transformar oraciones en voz
activa a la pasiva.
Answer Key
2 The trashcan outside your house was emptied.
3 Our lives will be changed by technology in the next 15
years.
4 They are connected to your interactive telephone.
5 Your appliances can be controlled from your office.

Aim: Facilitarte práctica de transformación de voz pasiva
a activa.
Answer Key
2 You called your coffee pot on your mobile phone.
3 Your babysitter is looking after your children.

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de determinar si las frases se
pueden pasar a voz pasiva.
Answer Key
1 A prize was received by my brother for his computer game.
This sentence can be written in the passive voice, but “brother”
is an important subject, so it is better in the active voice.
2 This sentence cannot be written in the passive voice.
3 This sentence cannot be written in the passive voice.
4 This sentence cannot be written in the passive voice.
5 I will be taken to the IMAX Cinema by my father.
6 Peter was lent a lot of CD ROMs.
7 The document will be sent by e-mail.
8 Mary will be interviewed by the newspaper.
9 This sentence cannot be written in the passive voice.
10 This sentence cannot be written in the passive voice.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 51

Aim: Practicar la voz pasiva y el uso de by seguido 
del complemento agente.
Answer Key
2 His e-mails are only checked on Sundays.
3 The TV was turned on.
4 A new cellular phone is being designed.
5 That house was broken into.
6 New software will be delivered.
7 This door must not be opened.
8 The computers are checked every month by the technical
manager.
9 Floppy disks can be bought at the newsagent’s.
10 A terrible failure in the network was caused by a drunken
worker.
11 The most important websites were broken into by a hacker.
12 The booklet was found under the keyboard.

13 English is spoken in the chats.
14 Mars will be visited in 2010 by astronauts.

Aim: Practicar las preguntas en voz pasiva.
Answer Key
2 Where are the new scanners made?
3 In which websites can Spanish be used? Or Which websites
can Spanish be used in?
4 When will the new mouse be bought?
5 Was Mary told about your discovery?
6 Is the robot being repaired?
7 Were you told that I had broken the VCR?
8 Are you sure the exercise can be done?
9 Who was that letter typed by?

Aim: Practicar la estructura del infinitivo en voz pasiva.
Answer Key
2 Judy was said to have been here 
that night.
3 He was believed to be a computer expert.
4 Bill was said to have stolen several CD ROMs.
5 I am supposed to be a bad influence on her.
6 Computers are thought to rule the world.
7 Jill is said to know everything about the Internet.
8 My boss is believed not to be doing his job properly.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 52

Aim: Aplicar las reglas gramaticales de la pasiva con
preposiciones.
Answer Key
1 Can the heating be turned on?
2 Will the nuclear reactor have to be shut down?
3 Do you think a solution can be worked out?
4 Should the books be given out?

Aim: Localizar gerundios y present participles en el texto.
Answer Key
Nouns: cleaning (line 3); shopping 
(line 3); ironing (line 4); heating (line 7)
Present participles: doing (line 3); walking (line 6); finding
(line 7); pulling (line 9); feeling (line 15); rushing (line 19);
looking (line 29)

Aim: Repasar los prefijos de los nombres.
Answer Key
fullness; electricity

Aim: Repasar los sufijos de los adjetivos.
Answer Key
hungry; essential; digital
Error Analysis
Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de reconocer y de corregir errores
de gramática y de vocabulario de la unidad.
Answer Key
2 I was never told about it.
3 E-mail has to be checked every day.
4 A new cellular phone will be made.
5 Human beings might be cloned in 15 years’ time.
6 The heating was repaired by him.
7 If computers weren’t so expensive, I would buy you one for
your birthday.
8 A “speaking computer” is being designed in Japan.
9 I have been given a special prize for my invention.
10 Peter was said to have invented a new remote control.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 53

Aim: Practicar los usos especiales de la comparación.
Answer Key
2-fatter and fatter   3-The bigger; the more   
4-The less; the more 5-faster and faster   
6-The sooner; the better   7-as smart as   8-as if I were
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Aim: Reconocer qué tipo de pasiva demanda una frase.
Answer Key
2-is being repaired   3-have / get it repaired   4-Have you
painted / Did you paint   5-had / got it painted   6-is being
painted   7-had / got them made   8-was being photocopied
9-can photocopy

STUDENT’S BOOK page 54

Writing
Answer Key
Paragraph 1: introduction and body   Paragraph 2: body
Paragraph 3: conclusion
Answer Key
The essay describes the living room of a house.
Paragraph 1
– square, large enough for two sofas, two armchairs and a 

coffee-table
– lamps and table in the corners
– light
– two big windows, one facing north, and one facing west
– television, VCR, video tapes
– stereo system and many CDs
Paragraph 2
– messy
– books, papers, magazines
– glasses, plates
Paragraph 3
– relaxed atmosphere
– inviting and welcoming
– full of visitors
Answer Key
Paragraph 1: present simple
Paragraph 2: present simple and present perfect simple
Paragraph 3: present simple
Answer Key
The author ties the essay together in the conclusion by
mentioning the messiness of the room with the connector of
contrast in spite of, from the previous paragraph. The light in
the room from the first paragraph is mentioned with the
connector of reason because. The author then continues by
saying that these two qualities make the room inviting and
welcoming to visitors.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 55

Wrap Up

Aim: Ayudarte a utilizar y aprovechar tu conocimiento
previo.
Answer Key and Model answers:
Technology words: computer; printer; keyboard; webpage;
television; mobile phone; modem; webmaster; e-mails
Personal relationship words: love; hate; friend; boyfriend;
girlfriend; couple; divorce; separated; romantic; happy;
unhappy; date
Answer Key
Technology words: webmaster; webpage; e-mails; data base
Personal relationship words: meet; love; perfect partner;
mate; unhappy; single; traumatic relationship; divorce; first
date; friend; characteristic; romantic night out; relationship;
stable couple
Transcript
Interviewer: Good morning! Today we have Lynn Oldfield
with us. She is the webmaster of a frequently visited web page
called MeetYourLove. Good morning, Lynn and welcome to
the programme.
Lynn: Good morning.
Interviewer: First of all, could you tell us what a webmaster is?

Lynn: Well, a webmaster is a person who creates a webpage
and keeps it working. I mean, she or he changes the page to
make it attractive, answers the e-mails, and so on.
Interviewer: I think your webpage is one of the most visited
among people who are trying to find her or his perfect partner.
Lynn: Yes, in fact we receive about 30,000 visits every day.
Most of them are people who are curious to know what the page
is about. I can say that we have around 150 entries every day.
Interviewer: Do you mean there are 150 people every day who
send in their personal details to try to find a mate?
Lynn: Yes, that’s right.
Interviewer: And, what kind of people do you have in your
data-base?
Lynn: Well, errr... I think there are so many unhappy single
people in the world today that the kind of person who uses our
service is different in each case. But you could say there are
three general groups. One kind is men or women who have
had a traumatic relationship in the past and they want to be
sure to meet a person with similar hobbies and interests.
Another kind is people who are divorced and think they are
not young enough to go to pubs or parties to meet someone.
The third group is young people who prefer to have some
basic information about the other person before going out on
the first date. As you can see, many different sorts of people
find their mates though our page.
Interviewer: That’s really interesting, and what exactly does a
person have to do if she or he wants to be included in your
page as a possible friend or mate?
Lynn: First you have to give some basic details such as your
age, occupation, height and weight, where you live and the
hobbies and interests that you have. Then you must fill in a
simple test to have a general idea of what you are like. Finally,
you have to give your address and phone number. This
information is kept secret until you meet someone. Oh, and if
you want to, you can give an e-mail address so the other
person can contact you directly.
Interviewer: What kind of questions do you ask on your test?
Lynn: Well, things like what are the most important
characteristics for you in a partner, how would you describe
your character or what is your idea of a romantic night out,
things like that, you know, to get an idea of what the person
is like.
Interviewer: Do you have a high percentage of success?
Lynn: Well, you see, sometimes we do not really know
whether the people we put together continue their relationship
and make a stable couple, but from the number of people who
come to our office to thank us for helping them to find a mate,
we can see that we are quite successful. Also, stability is not
the measure of success; not everybody is looking for it, after
all. Stability is simply traditional, but it is really just another
option.
Interviewer: Well, Lynn, I think all the information you have
given us will be very useful for all our listeners, and I am sure
some of them will be entering your web page right now to get
more information! Thank you very much for being with us
today. I hope to see you on our programme again.
Lynn: Very happy to be here. Good-bye.
Answer Key
1 A webmaster is a person who creates 
a webpage and keeps it working.
2 About 30,000 people visit the site.
3 One kind is men or women who have had a traumatic
relationship in the past and want to be sure to meet a person
with similar hobbies and interests. Another kind is people who
are divorced and think they are not young enough to go to
pubs or parties to meet someone. The third group is young
people who prefer to have some basic information about the
other person before going out on the first date.
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4 You have to give your age, occupation, height, weight,
address, phone number, and the hobbies and interests you
have. Then you must complete a simple personality test. Your
e-mail address is optional.
5 They ask you what the most important characteristics for
you in a partner is, how you would describe your character or
what your idea of a romantic night out is.
6 Yes. Judging from the number of people who thank her, she
thinks it’s a success.
Aim: Proporcionarte una lectura divertida.
Answer Key
Bill Gates
Answer Key
Harvard University

WORKBOOK page 34

[For in-class conversation.] You can see an eye.

We use our eyes to see.

Answers will vary.

Answers will vary.

Answers will vary.

[Underlined in text. Repeated words are only underlined
once.]
machine / bank / Personal Identification Number / instantly /
button / iris, / coloured / pupil. / camera / image / database /
positively / person / used / future / use / characteristics /
human / identify / individual / Chinese / verify / documents. /
advances / computer technology / security / revolution /
muscles / totally unique / different / distinct  

[In 7.1, have students base their answers on cognates and
simple words. Point out the effectiveness of this strategy. The
cognates will help them answer numbers 2-6 also.]
1 The general idea is how technology will help us in the
future, specifically by allowing us to use our eyes as a means
of personal identification. 
2 Biometrics allows us to use parts of our bodies to identify
ourselves.
3 The Chinese were the first people to use fingerprints as
personal identification.
4 We can use it because each iris is unique; nobody has the
same iris as anybody else.
5 We can also use fingerprints, our voice, etc.
6 A PIN is a personal identification number.

WORKBOOK page 35

1 not having much money
2 borrowed money
3 to look at something for a long time
4 a small cake in the shape of a ring, usually with a hole in the
middle
5 secret combination of letters and/or numbers used to gain
access to something

1-buddies   2-quick   3-out of order   4-verify   
5-advances   6-distinct

1-technology   2-security   3-scanned   4-coloured   
5-instantly   6-proves   7-identification   8-totally   9-distinct

WORKBOOK page 36

…your buddies can’t be asked…; …a £20 note is
instantly dispensed by the machine…; …your iris, fingerprints
and voice may be used…; …the use of characteristics of the
human body to identify an individual is called “biometrics”.;
…fingerprints were used by the Chinese…; …growing
concerns about security are feeding…

2 New software to identify people is being developed by
scientists.
3 The programme is going to be installed by Cindy.
4 The TV and the VCR had been taken by the burglar.
5 The computer can be fixed by Toshiba in a couple of days.
6 Is he being interviewed now?

2 Did the Prime Minister visit the Internet fair?
3 The bank refused me a loan.
4 The bank gave me a password.
5 The manager is studying my application.
6 Businesspeople have built many new factories since 1975.
7 Everybody / People / We will use the iris as a form of
personal identification.
8 You must clean your personal computer every month.
9 Somebody / They / You / We should have warned him about
the risks.
10 People believe (that) e-mail is a revolution in
communication.

WORKBOOK page 37

2 Who was the first computer invented by?
3 How was the case opened?
4 Why was the doctor called?
5 Was the book returned to the library?
6 Was this book written by Mark Twain?
7 Will he be sent a letter?
8 Should I have been asked?

2 It is expected that scientists will find a cure for cancer
in a very short time.
3 We will be said to have been trying to leave the country.
4 The Earth was believed to go round the Sun.
5 He was considered to be strange.
6 She is feared to have died in the plane crash.
7 He was said / reported to have left his house.
8 I am known to be a millionaire.

WORKBOOK page 38

The wristphone was unveiled by Watchstore at the
Telecom 99 show in Geneva.
The first units on the Korean market have just been launched.
…it will not be lost as easily as a conventional mobile.
It can be recharged…
Features such as a phone directory, an ear microphone or a
vibration alert have been 
included (by Watchstore).
…it cannot be disconnected…

1 My dog is being looked for by the police.
2 The meeting was called off by Mary.
3 The soup was cold so it was sent back.
4 The invitations have already been sent out.
5 This form must be filled in.
6 The light had to be turned off.
7 Can the room be cleaned up?

WORKBOOK page 39

Answers will vary.
1 I have washed my hair
1 I have my hair cut

1 gerund

Translation
1 is said that technology will change our lives.
2 It is said that our lives will be changed by technology.
3 It is thought that computers will talk in 5 years.
4 Fingerprints are used to identify a person.
5 A new database is being made.
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REVISION B
STUDENT’S BOOK page 56

Aim: Repasar los verbos modales.
Answer Key
1-can’t   2-Could   3-May / Could / Can   4-may / might / could
5-couldn’t   6-could / may / might   7-may not / might not

Aim: Repasar los verbos modales.
Answer Key
1-should / must   2-don’t have to  3-have to   4-mustn’t
5-should   6-must

Aim: Repasar los verbos modales.
Answer Key
1-mustn’t   2-should   3-needn’t / don’t have to   
4-needn’t / don’t have to

Aim: Repasar las oraciones condicionales.
Answer Key
1-ran   2-were; would buy   3-were   4-live   5-would I get
6-works   7-stops   8-won’t go   9-have

Aim: Repasar las oraciones condicionales. 
Answer Key
1 If it weren’t snowing, I’d go out.
2 If I had a watch, I’d know the time.
3 If he had been driving carefully, he wouldn’t have had an
accident.
4 If she had had my phone number, she could have rung me
up.
5 If you do the washing up, I’ll do the ironing.
6 If Mark had set the alarm clock, he wouldn’t have overslept.
7 If my shoes hadn’t been new, I wouldn’t have felt
uncomfortable.
8 If he hadn’t driven too fast, he wouldn’t have been fined.
9 If Tom weren’t so rude, Mary would like him.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 57

Aim: Repasar la expresión de deseos y de lamentos. 
Answer Key
1 If only he wouldn’t make so much noise.
2 I wish she weren’t so rude to me.
3 If only I hadn’t failed the exam.
4 I wish he had called me.
5 If only they hadn’t been late.
6 I wish I weren’t so skinny.
7 If only he hadn’t drunk so much, he wouldn’t have had an
accident.
8 I wish he had been invited to the party.
9 If only it weren’t so cold today.
10 I wish we had tried harder.

Aim: Repasar la voz pasiva. 
Answer Key
1-is sold   2-were sent   3-will be interviewed   4-is being
delivered   5-will be directed   6-was built   7-are read   
8-has just been sent   9-was painted   10-are being sold

Aim: Repasar la voz pasiva.
Answer Key
1-The keyboard has been broken.
2-English is used in Internet chats by a lot of people.
3-He is said to be very intelligent.
4-He was given the new CD.
5-Were they interested in the new video game?
6-The NASA website was broken into.
7-The crowd was greeted by the Nobel prize-winner.
8-The new software programme has just been created.
9-He was asked a question by the teacher.
10-Cars are made in Japan.

Aim: Repasar la voz pasiva.
Answer Key
1-When will the textbook be bought?
2-Are the children being watched?
3-Can it be finished on time?
4-Was Peter told about the project?
5-How often is this machine checked?
6-Was the credit card received?
7-Where was the fax sent?
8-Can Proust’s novels be understood by anyone?
9-Was the cat fed?
10-Was that article written by The Guardian?

Aim: Repasar la voz pasiva.
Answer Key
1-Mary was sent an e-mail by Peter.
2-I was given a lot of money.
3-Cannot be written in the passive voice.
4-Cannot be written in the passive voice.
5-He will be given an award.
6-Cannot be written in the passive voice.
7-Penicillin was invented by Fleming.
8-Cannot be written in the passive voice.
9-Romeo and Juliet was written by Shakespeare.
10-Cannot be written in the passive voice.

Aim: Repasar los verbos frasales. 
Answer Key
1 was called off   2 made up   3 try on   4 went down   
5 give up   6 turn down   7 Fill in   8 came across   
9 take after   10 pay you back

STUDENT’S BOOK page 58

Aim: Repasar los verbos frasales. 
Answer Key
1-out   2-down   3-up   4-into   5-back   6-down   7-for   8-over
9-up   10-in

Aim: Repasar la formación de palabras. 
Answer Key
1-dangerous   2-beautiful   3-guilty   4-sensible   5-supportive
6-original   7-useful   8-careful   9-angry   10-hopeful

Aim: Repasar la formación de palabras. 
Answer Key
1-teacher   2-happiness   3-explanation   4-performance   
5-generosity   6-importance   7-education   8-improvements
9-construction   10-Aimillness
Error Analysis
Aim: Detectar y corregir errores. 
Answer Key
2-disease   3-excessive   4-design   5-telepathic   6-beings   
7-essential   8-message   9-check   10-appliances
Error Analysis
Aim: Detectar y corregir errores. 
Answer Key
2 You should talk to him on the phone. / You should have
talked to him on the phone.

3 If you are interested in technology, you have to try taking
this computer course.
4 The CD should have been returned to the shop.
5 If I had known you didn’t like shopping, I wouldn’t have
brought you with me.
6 Was he asked for the money?
7 It can’t be her new computer. It looks too old.
8 The electric bill must be paid every two months.
9 You shouldn’t have given him your password.
10 I wish I knew a lot more about computers than I do.
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STUDENT’S BOOK page 59

PAU EXAM

Answer Key
1 Robots can walk, call elevators, deliver meals, assemble and
paint cars, vacuum, talk, be a tour key, and even deal with
dangerous tasks.
2 In 30 years, robots will be able to express how they feel.
3 WABIAN is learning to imitate the movements of a person.

Answer Key
1 Elevators are called and meals are delivered by “Help Mates”.
2 A vacuum cleaner is being product-tested by an appliance
maker.
3 If helper robots had brain power similar to humans, they
wouldn’t be able to say how they feel.
4 Robots can’t replace humans.
5 Humans can’t ever be replaced by robots.

Answer Key
1 What kinds of tasks do robots deal with?
2 When will we see useful humanoid robots?
3 What is the robotic head (that he built) called? / What’s the
name of the robotic head he built?
4 What could it be attached to?

Answer Key
1 False. They can only be found in “70 hospitals around the
world”.
2 False. “An appliance maker is product-testing” it.
3 True. “In 30 years, he foresees helper robots with brain
power similar to that of monkeys.”
4 True. “Robots will never replace humans.”

Answer Key
1-assemble   2-replace   3-evolve   4-surpass

UNIT 7 Teen Links
STUDENT’S BOOK page 60

Before Reading

Aim: Repasar previamente el vocabulario de la lectura.
Answer Key
1-d   2-c   3-a   4-b   5-e

While Reading

Aim: Practicar la estrategia.
Answer Key
1 - 4 Be yourself.
2 - 1 Don’t gossip about other people.
3 - 3 Be your own best friend.
4 - 5 Choose your friends wisely.
5 - 2 Take time to listen.
6 - 7 Practise compassion.
7 - 6 Learn how to keep a secret.

Aim: Practicar la estrategia.
Answer Key
Intenta comprender no solamente lo que dice una persona sino
lo que quizá no sea capaz de expresar con palabras.
Model answer: 
The text gives advice about making and keeping friends.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 61

After Reading

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas del
tipo True or False sobre un texto. 
Answer Key
1 True.
2 False. The text says that a real friend would want you to be
yourself.

3 False. According to the text, being sympathetic means
feeling bad for other people’s problems.
4 True.
5 False. The text says that knowing how to keep secrets is an
important part of keeping friends.

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas sobre
un texto con tus propias palabras.
Answer Key
1 The text says that the most important aspect of being a good
friend is treating your friends as you would want them to treat
you.
2 The author means that your first friend must be yourself.
That entails being the real you, choosing good friends and
staying away from those who could have a negative influence
on you.
3 You can show people you are interested in what they’re
saying by using body language, such as nodding or making
direct eye contact.
4 A close friend, according to the text, is someone you can
trust to be there for you in good times and bad. The text adds
that this person doesn’t necessarily have to be a peer, but
anyone you feel comfortable with.
5 Answers will vary.

Aim: Guiarte a las definiciones correctas del vocabulario
del texto.
Answer Key
1-b   2-c   3-a   4-a   5-d

STUDENT’S BOOK page 62

Grammar

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de reconocer el estilo indirecto
en un texto.
Answer Key
“Walt Whitman stated that he never asked a wounded person
how he felt. He himself became the wounded person.”
“Benjamin Franklin declared that promises might get friends
but it was performance that kept them.”

Aim: Hacerte reflexionar sobre los cambios que se hacen
al pasar de estilo directo a estilo indirecto.
Answer Key
2 a) this → the
2 b) is →was
3 b) I →she; it → it; think → thought; is →was
4 a) will meet →would meet
5 b) we →we; here → there
6 b) you →I; you →me; have decided →had decided; will
dance →would dance

STUDENT’S BOOK page 63

Aim: Proporcionarte práctica de transformaciones a estilo
indirecto.
Transcript and Answer Key 
Ann: One. “We always seem to be too busy to get together.”
Ann said they always seemed to be too busy to get together.
Paul: Two. “We don’t seem to have much in common.”
Paul said they didn’t seem to have much in common.
Richard: Three. “The time we have spent together hasn’t been
much fun.”
Richard said the time they had spent together hadn’t been
much fun.
Janet: Four. “I feel like I can’t be myself when I am with my
friends.”
Janet said she felt like she couldn’t be herself when she was
with her friends.
George: Five. “Ian let me down by telling everybody
something I said in private.”
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George said Ian had let him down by telling everybody
something he had said in private.

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de transformar las preguntas
en estilo indirecto en estilo directo.
Answer Key
2 “What makes them important?” he asked.
3 “Why are friendships likely to change during adolescence?”
he asked.
4 “Do you think it’s possible to have a friend for life?” he
asked.
5 “What can be done when a friendship is ended?” he asked.

Aim: Practica el estilo indirecto.
Transcript and Answer Key 
1 “Don’t gossip about other people.”
She told me not to gossip about other people.
2 “Being empathic does not mean being sympathetic.”
He explained to me that being empathic did not mean being
sympathetic.
3 “A close friend doesn’t have to be your age.”
He told me that a close friend didn’t have to be your age.
4 “Do you share the same values?”
He asked me if I shared the same values.
5 “Which hurts the most?”
He wondered which hurt the most.

Aim: Practicar la redacción en estilo indirecto.
Answer Key
1 She said it made her sick.
2 …advised us to take actions to promote a healthy school
culture, instead of standing silently by or laughing at similar
scenes at our own school.
3 He also said that if the taunting didn’t stop, to tell an adult
and demand that our school create an atmosphere where
everyone could feel comfortable.
4 He added that in some ways, it was / is adults who need the
educating.
5 Molly said adults had a responsibility to make schools safe
places. (She added that) aside from the History teacher in
whom she confided, no other teachers or administrators took
her problems seriously.
6 …Molly recalled that he had said she should have expected
it because of the way she had been dressed.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 64

Aim: Localizar en el texto la forma irregular del
comparativo de good y la forma irregular del superlativo de
bad.
Answer Key
good →better →(the) best
bad →worse →(the) worst

Aim: Repasar los sufijos de los adjetivos.
Answer Key
positive; negative; (non-)verbal; empathic; sympathetic;
wonderful; rely →reliable

Aim:Repasar los sufijos de los nombres.
Answer Key
performance →perform; the noun suffix is -ance

Aim: Repasar los adverbios terminados en -ly.
Answer Key
really; positively; negatively; verbally
Error Analysis
Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de reconocer y de corregir errores
de gramática y de vocabulario de la unidad.
Answer Key
2 They told us not to use the phone.
3 He said that he had been taking care of the dog all day long.
4 She asked how she could show people she was interested in
what they were saying.

5 He said to Mary that their friendship was over.
6 He asked why I didn’t call Mark.
7 She said it was important to listen to the other person.
8 He told me not to gossip about other people.
9 They told us to let our friends be close to us.
10 He said that if I were myself, I would have a lot of friends.
Answer Key
Use the same auxiliary verb as in the original sentence
following affirmative-affirmative or negative-negative if you
are expressing coincidence; and affirmative-negative or
negative-affirmative if expressing non-coincidence.

Aim: Practicar la expresión de coincidencia y de no
coincidencia.
Answer Key
1-Neither am I. / I am.   2-So can I. / I can’t.   
3-So am I. / I’m not.   4-So have I. / I haven’t.   
5-So is mine. / Mine isn’t.   6-Neither do I. / I do.   
7-So am I. / I’m not.   8-So did I. / I didn’t.   
9-Neither do I. / I do.   10-Neither am I. / I am.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 65

Aim: Proporcionarte una tabla con la expresiones hechas
de do y make.
Answer Key
Do: one’s hair; the washing up; well; business
Make: a phone call; peace; an exception; the most of; a noise;
progress; the best of; money; a fortune; love; a habit; a guess

Aim: Proporcionarte práctica del uso de frases hechas con
do y make.
Answer Key
Answers will vary.

Aim: Proporcionarte práctica del uso de frases hechas con
do y make.
Answer Key
1-made   2-make   3-made   4-do

Aim: Proporcionarte más práctica del uso de frases
hechas con do y make.
Answer Key
1-does   2-made   3-doing   4-Do   5-do   6-make

STUDENT’S BOOK page 66

Writing
Answer Key
Paragraph 1: Introduction
Paragraphs 2 and 3: Body
Paragraph 4: Conclusion
Answer Key. Model answer:
The author introduces the topic by talking about the
importance of friends. The main ideas are friends and change.
Answer Key. Model answer:
To support the main idea of friends, the author says that
having a good friend means having a lot in common, having
the same values, and sharing the good times and the bad ones.
To introduce the idea of change, the author says that
sometimes things don’t go well between friends and that it can
be painful when two friends drift apart.
Answer Key
The word change is introduced in the introduction, and the
idea is tied into the conclusion when the author states that
maturing often brings changes in needs and interests.
Answer Key
Paragraph 1: The author uses a conditional sentence to link
ideas and the connector but.
Paragraph 2: The author begins with in my opinion to
introduce his opinion about friends. He continues later with
however to contrast ideas.
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STUDENT’S BOOK page 67

Wrap Up

Aim: Proporcionarte el vocabulario necesario.
Answer Key
1-e   2-f   3-d   4-c   5-g   6-b   7-a
Answer Key
A Big Impact
Who Is Targeted?
Teenagers Are Cruel
What You Can Do Now
The Situation Will Not Last Forever
Transcript
Last year Molly Johnson couldn’t wait for her weekends. At
her high school in Seattle she suffered humiliation every day.
Almost every school has students like Molly who don’t fit in.
In fact, many teenagers sometimes feel rejected or experience
serious difficulties in their peer relationships. At best, they are
ignored. At worst, they are harassed constantly. Schoolmates
may insult them, threaten them, knock their books out of their
arms, or worse. They are also routinely denied help and
excluded from group activities.
Such treatment can have painful consequences, a big impact
on the way that kids feel about themselves. This is especially
true from early adolescence, when kids’ awareness of being
rejected and their sensitivity to it goes up.
Why do certain teenagers become targets? According to
experts, some teenagers are picked on for reasons that they
can’t help: their appearance, their religious or ethnic
background, the neighbourhood in which they live or a
perceived weakness. Some teenagers become outcasts because
of their personality, interests or activities, because they have
poor social skills or are immature, they may say inappropriate
things or act in an aggressive way. Molly says she was
targeted because of her personal style.
Whatever the reason, teenagers are cruel. They are willing to
let others know that they don’t fit in. The more they put down
everybody else, the more strength they gain in their own sense
of being cool and acceptable.
What can you do if you are being picked on now? Here are
some tips from Molly:
One, find an outlet.
Two, find ways to connect with other kids.
Three, improve your social skills.
Four, weigh your options.
Five, get a fresh start, and
Six, seek help.
For teenagers who are targeted, it’s important to know that
their situation will change eventually. It will not last forever.
As teenagers grow older, they generally grow more tolerant 
of differences. Tolerance, after all, is a sign of maturity.
Answer Key
1 Schoolmates ignore targeted peers, they insult them,
threaten them and knock their books out of their arms. They
are also routinely denied help and excluded from group
activities.
2 Some reasons include appearance, religious or ethnic
background, one’s neighbourhood, a perceived weakness,
personality, interests or activities. Those with poor social
skills or immature people also become targets.
3 Molly recommends finding an outlet, finding ways to
connect with other kids, improving one’s social skills,
weighing one’s options, getting a fresh start and seeking help.
4 Targeted teenagers shouldn’t worry because, with time, the
situation changes. As teenagers grow older, they generally
grow more tolerant of differences.
Aim: Darte una lectura divertida.
Answer Key
The TV series “Friends”

Answer Key
Rachel: Jennifer Aniston
Monica: Courtney Cox Arquette
Phoebe: Lisa Kudrow
Joey: Matt LeBlanc
Chandler: Matthew Perry
Ross: David Schwimmer

WORKBOOK page 40

The text describes a new virtual pet called “Aibo”, a robot
dog. It is the latest development in this new trend. The reader
finds this information in the first few sentences. The rest  of
the text describes “Aibo” in detail

“Would You Like a Robot Pet?” [Exercise 2: It is a
suitable title because the text describes what the robot pet is
like; it gives you the information you need to answer that
question. So somebody who is interested in the question will
want to continue reading. The other titles are not reflected, or
are reflected only partially, in the text. However, another
suitable title is “Aibo, My Ideal Pet”.]

1 The price of Aibo, in pounds.
2 The number of dogs Sony decided to sell at first.
3 The number of dogs sold in Japan only 20 minutes after
going on sale.
4 The number of dogs not sold in Japan; most were sent to the
U.S.

1 What is Aibo?
2 Who created Aibo?
3 Where was Aibo created?
4 What do the first two letters stand for?
5 How many movements can Aibo make?
6 Why can Aibo recognise sounds?
7 What does Aibo tell the owner when its batteries are low?

WORKBOOK page 41

Answers will vary.

1 It’s designed for people who do not like dogs or who
cannot keep them at home.
2 It can make all the movements and sounds a real dog can
make and it responds to touch and sound.
3 Yes, it can hear thanks to its microphones.
4 The owner knows the batteries have to be replaced when 
the dog says it’s hungry.
5 Aibo costs about £1,500.
6 Sony predicts that in the next decade robots will be of
central importance.

virtual; robot(s); created; May; letters; artificial;
intelligence; rest; Japanese; designed; real; separate;
movements; move; emotions; surprise; microphones;
recognise; sensor; objects; batteries; favourite; costs;
approximately; initially; decided; minutes; computers;
Internet; popular; decade; millennium; dominated

Synonym: stand for; disgust; increasingly; dominated
Part of speech: verb; noun; adverb; verb

WORKBOOK page 42

Use exercises 1 and 2 for extension
- finding our true love was as easy 
- there was a new British dating agency which used astrology

and numerology to predict how well we’d
- that ancient method, we each had a number that dictated our

romantic success
- to take our birth date and to add it all up to make a single

number in order to find our number
- had given them
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- not to go for someone that had the same number as us
- got on well with each other
- got on well with each other
- 1s, 4s and 8s got on well; 7s, 2s and 5s were also

compatible; 3s 6s and 9s usually liked each other; 9s got on
with everyone  and that 2 and 8 were the best match.

Answers will vary.

WORKBOOK page 43

1-h   2-f   3-b   4-j   5-g   6-c   7-a   8-e   9-i   10-d

2 S/he explained to me that they didn’t seem to have
much incommon those days.
3 S/he pointed out that s/he felt like s/he couldn’t be
herself/himself when s/he was with her/his friends.
4 S/he told me (that) the time they spent together wasn’t as
much fun as it  used to be.
5 S/he admitted that her/his friend had betrayed her/him two
weeks before by telling a secret.
6 S/he said (that) her/his friend frequently got upset when s/he
spent time away  from him.
7 S/he mentioned (that) her/his friend had become involved in
activities  with which s/he wasn’t comfortable. 
8 S/he added (that) her/his friend prevented her/him from
taking chances and trying new things.
9 S/he let me know (that) s/he could no longer count on
her/his friends to help her/him with her/his problems or praise
her/him for her/his successes.
10 S/he asked (me) if, when we disagreed, I could count on
my friends to talk  through our problems. / if I could count on
my friends to talk through our problemswhen we disagreed.

WORKBOOK page 44

Reporting verbs will vary.
1 The teacher stated that many teenagers sometimes felt
rejected.
2 Molly complained that she was targeted because of her lifestyle.
3 Tom admitted that he had sought help a year before. / the
previous year.
4 Molly said (that) she had had many problems at school.
5 He wondered why certain teenagers became targets.
6 He wanted to know if /whether the situation of targeted
teenagers would eventually improve.
7 He advised Molly to find ways to connect with other kids.
8 He told the bully not to be so cruel and not to act in an
aggressive way.
9 Molly said (that) she couldn’t wait for her weekends.
10 He told me (that) they might say something inappropriate.

1 told me she had lost something the day before which
belonged to Simon and the next day he would ask her for it
back. She asked if she should lie or tell the truth.
2 advised her not to lie. He said that if she lied, she could ruin
their friendship. He added that she should explain it to him
face-to-face.
3 told her to tell him straight out and to say that as soon as she
found it, she’d give  it back to him.
4 warned her that if she lied and he found out, it would hurt
his feelings.
5 asked when Simon had given it to her and if he still
remembered.
6 wondered if she could replace it.

WORKBOOK page 45

1 “Ask yourself one question: do you want to be friends
with him? ”things to me when we’re around other people. 
I want to be friends with him. What should I do? Should I ask
him to be nice to me all the time or just stop the friendship?”
2 "Ask yourself one question: do you want to be friends him?"

3 “You are worth more than that. Confront him and let him
know your feelings. If he doesn’t change, then you should
forget him.”

Translation
1 He wanted to know where Joan lived.
2 S/he told me not to talk to her/his friend.
3 S/he asked us how we had solved the problem.
4 S/he told Carl that he should trust his friends.
5 S/he told me to avoid negative influences.

UNIT 8 - 13 Black Cats 
STUDENT’S BOOK page 68

Before Reading

Aim: Ver objetos relacionados con la superstición como
preparación para la lectura.
Answer Key and Model answers: 
black cats; ladders; spilled salt; broken mirrors; a hat on the
bed; open umbrellas in the house; the colour yellow for actors;
the number 13

While Reading

Aim: Practicar la búsqueda de sinónimos en un texto.
Answer Key
avoid: steer clear of   useful: handy   be inclined to: tend to
suffocating, repressive: stifling   benefit, advantage: asset
be blocked, stopped: get stuck   wicked, bad: evil

Aim: Aplicar la estrategia al responder preguntas sobre el
texto.
Answer Key
1-No. It means the opposite of “wrong”.   2-Yes.   3-Yes.   
4-No. Construction workers do manual tasks.   5-Yes.   
6-No. White isn’t recommended for the elderly.   7-Yes.   
8-No. You shouldn’t even cross bridges.   9-No. Passing
someone exposes you to evil influences.   10-No. The safest
place is your bed.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 69

After Reading

Aim: Aplicar la estrategia.
Answer Key and Model answers:
How to improve your luck (descriptive)
Esoteric advice (descriptive)
How to get out of bed safely (descriptive)
Unusual ways to improve your luck (descriptive)
Good luck! (evocative)
Is this your lucky day? (evocative)
Is this the way to start your day? (evocative)
Don’t take chances (evocative)

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas del
tipo True or False sobre un texto. Acuérdate de leer la
estrategia de la unidad 1 en la página 5.
Answer Key
1 True. “Black socks tend to put you in harmony with the
Earth.”
2 True. “Green is lucky if you are pregnant.”
3 True. “Try not to get stuck in the lift: not only is it
claustrophobic and boring, but it also symbolises the fact that
you will get stuck in your future career.”

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas sobre
un texto con tus propias palabras.
Answer Key
1 You should put on your left sock first to bring good luck.
2 Yellow socks can be good if you don’t do manual work.
3 Grey socks are good if you need help in your work.
4 All three can expose you to evil influences.
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Aim: Aprender vocabulario del texto.
Answer Key
1-c   2-e   3-b   4-d   5-a

Aim: Repasar las preposiciones.
Answer Key
1-depend on   2-in the middle of   3-be good for   4-on the
right side   5-be recommended for   6-in order to   7-opposite
of   8-get out of
Answer Key. Model answers: 
depends on your age, in the middle of a crossroads, to be
good for everyone, is recommended for “women or men of
power”, in order to know, opposite of wrong, get out of bed.

Aim: Familiarizarte con las actividades de Word
Formation.
Answer Key
1-choosing   2-distinction   3-advisable

STUDENT’S BOOK page 70

Grammar

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de transformar oraciones
activas en pasivas con especial atención a los verbos.
Answer Key
2 said →begged; – →us; have got →had; I →she
3 said →congratulated; found out →had found out; got married
→had got married; you →I
4 said → told; Don’t turn off →not to turn off; am watching →
was watching
5 said →exclaimed; – →was; – it

Aim: Proporcionarte práctica de reconocer la relación
entre estilo directo e indirecto.
Answer Key
2-e   3-a   4-b   5-c   6-f

STUDENT’S BOOK page 71

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de transformar frases en estilo
directo a estilo indirecto usando los verbos necesarios.
Answer Key
2 S/he advised me to get out of bed on the right side.
3 S/he warned me not to get stuck in the lift.
4 S/he reminded me not to forget to steer clear of bridges and
crossroads. / S/he reminded me to steer clear of bridges and
crossroads.
5 S/he ordered me not to stop in the middle of a bridge.

Aim: Practicar el estilo indirecto.
Transcript and Answer Key 
Mary and Peter were talking about luck. Mary asked which
side of the bed she had to get out of and he advised her to get
out on the right side. Then Mary told him that she knew
something else that brings good luck. Peter begged her to tell
him because he needed some good luck. So Mary told him to
pay attention and said that if he put on one of his socks inside
out, it would bring good luck, but warned him to be careful
and to leave it that way. Then Peter replied that he knew that
and reminded her not to forget to put on her left sock first.

Aim: Practicar el paso de estilo indirecto a directo.
Answer Key
1 “You should be delighted, since the horoscope is wrong,”
she said.
2 “We can’t keep the cats because my son is superstitious,” 
I explained.
3 “If I could read your palm, I would,” he said.
4 “There’s a ghost in that house,” they warned.
5 “I saw the ghost!” she exclaimed.
6 “I talked to the ghost. Nobody has seen it before,” she said.
7 “Welcome! (Please) have a seat,” said the ghost.

8 “I don’t know what the dream means,” the teacher said.
9 “You should read your horoscope,” they suggested.

Aim: Localizar en el texto de la página 69 una palabra
con prefijo negativo.
Answer Key
misfortune

Aim: Repasar el sufijo -ion.
Answer Key
attention; distinction; caution

Aim: Repasar el sufijo adjetival -ic.
Answer Key
claustrophobic
Error Analysis
Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de reconocer y de corregir errores
típicos.
Answer Key
2 He advised me to pay attention to how I get / got dressed.
3 He advised me to leave my sock inside out because it brings
good luck.
4 He asked me if I liked it.
5 He advised me to avoid getting stuck in a lift.
6 She told me not to laugh at superstitions.
7 She said to steer clear of bridges when driving.
8 She told me not to pass anyone on the stairs.
9 He told me that everything was OK.
10 She told me to stop reading my horoscope.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 72

Aim: Practicar el uso de los artículos.
Answer Key
1 I found a / the diary in an / the abandoned house. When I
opened the diary, I realised that it was written in a very
strange language.
2 The man who lives above us is a mysterious guy.
3 What a good fortune-teller Julie is!
4 My grandfather lived on the 13

th
floor.

5 My aunt is a taxi driver.
6 Who told you to open the window?
7 I live in Main Street, near the bus stop.
8 The number 13 was unlucky for the Babylonians because it
is a prime number.
9 Black cats were thought to be evil in ancient Egypt.
10 The government is going to raise taxes on petrol.
11 When I go to London I always visit the British Museum.
12 A doctor is someone who helps people.
13 I bought The Times last Sunday to read the article about
Bigfoot.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 73

Aim: Practicar el uso de other, others, another.
Answer Key
1-another   2-another   3-others   4-other   5-another   6-other   
7-another   8-others
Aim: Repasar los usos de such y so; enough y too.
Answer Key and Model answer: 
Such is used with a noun. It has an indefinite article when it is
singular. 
So is used with an adjective alone. 
Enough is used before a noun and after an adjective. 
Too is an adverb that is always used with an adjective or
another adverb.

Aim: Practicar el uso de so / such y de too / enough.
Answer Key
2 That tradition is so silly I can’t believe it.
3 Palm-reading is such an exciting experience I’d recommend
it to anyone.
4 He isn’t brave enough to fight against those beliefs.
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5 You are so kind to interpret those symbols for me. / It is so
kind of you to interpret those symbols for me.
6 He played the vampire’s role well enough to get the first prize.
7 It’s too risky to play that game. / That game is too risky to play.
8 The room was so dark I was afraid to go inside.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 74

Writing
Answer Key
four paragraphs
Answer Key
Paragraph 1: Introduction
Paragraphs 2 and 3: Body
Paragraph 4: Conclusion

STUDENT’S BOOK page 75

Wrap Up

Aim: Ayudarte a concentrarte en información específica.
Answer Key
1 Feng Shui is one of the latest Eastern philosophies to have
become popular in the West. It relies on the calculation of
favourable directions (north, south, east, west) and the
harmonious organ-isation of furniture in the home to bring
good luck to the people who live there.
2 The first thing you need to do in Feng Shui is to discover
your favourable directions.
Transcript
Have you been having bad luck recently? Have you had bad
marks at school or problems at work? Have you had a lot of
colds and been suffering from poor health? Is your love life
less exciting than you would like it to be? The reason could be
that you have bad Feng Shui.
Feng Shui is one of the latest Eastern philosophies to have
become popular in the West. It relies on the calculation of
favourable directions (north, south, east, west) and the
harmonious organisation of furniture in the home to bring
good luck to the people who live there. By discovering your
favourable directions and re-organising the furniture in your
home, you could become rich and successful, achieve your
personal ambitions and have a happy love life.
The first thing you need to do in Feng Shui is to discover your
favourable directions. These directions represent the lucky
corners of your home and workplace—the places where you
should sit, sleep or work in order to be happy and prosperous.
They are also the directions you should try to face when you
are doing exams, attending an important meeting or going out
with your friends.
Of course, there is a lot more to the art of Feng Shui. But it’s not
very difficult to learn about and apply. So why not check it out?

Aim: Escuchar para identificar información específica.
Answer Key
1-True   1-False   1-False   1-True   1-False
Aim: Proponerte un texto para leerlo extensivamente sin la
presión de preguntas de comprensión o de los exámenes.
Answer Key
David Copperfield
Answer Key 
1983

WORKBOOK page 46

Don’t Walk under a Ladder!
Don’t Spill the Salt!
Beware of Friday the Thirteenth!
Black Cats Are Evil 

1 True. “This came from the early Christian belief that a
leaning ladder formed a triangle with the wall and the
ground.”

2 True. “You must never violate the Holy Trinity by walking
through a triangle.”
3 False. “Friday and 13 make a deadly combination.”
4. False. “Although some people believe that Judas split salt
during the last supper, this cannot be proven.”
5 True. “They also eliminated the little old ladies who cared
for the cats because they thought they were witches.”

WORKBOOK page 47

1 a symbol of the Holy Trinity.
2 Adam and Eve were expelled from the Garden of Eden on a
Friday, Noah’s flood started on a Friday and Christ was
crucified on Friday 13th.
3 very costly and was also used as a medicine.
4 strike the bad spirits in the eye and prevent illness.
5 they wanted to wipe out other religions and black cats
represented demons.

Answers will vary. They should reflect the most basic
idea of the text, not focus on any single idea. Model answers: 
Silly Superstitions; The Roots of Superstition

Synonym: expelled-nasty-wipe out 
Part of speech: verb-adjective-verb

1-belief   2-combination   3-expensive   4-medicinal
[Discussion]
medical (other meaning); “medicinal” means “used as a
medicine” while “medical” refers to something that deals with
medicine

WORKBOOK page 48

1-e   2-a   3-g   4-c   5-i   6-b   7-h   8-f   9-d

2 Feng Shui recommends that you hang / hanging / you to
hang a bell on the outside  of your door handle.
3 Feng Shui recommends putting / that you put / you to put a
broom upside down outside your flat at night.

4 Feng Shui advises having / you to have a picture of an
orange plant at the entrance to your home.
5 Feng Shui warns you never to leave your washing hanging
out at night.
6 Feng Shui advises putting / you to put a light in the south-
west corner of your garden, balcony or home.
7 Feng Shui advises avoiding / you to avoid having pictures
of friends with three people in the picture.
8 Feng Shui warns you never to have a knife or a pair of
scissors pointing towards you.
9 Feng Shui tells you not to take the last piece of food on the
plate.

WORKBOOK page 49

1 “According to Feng Shui, the objects that occupy
someone’s personal space give off different kinds of
energies.”
2 “Those energies can / could be beneficial or harmful.”
3 “In order to see if there is a positive flow of energy, you
have to  draw a line through your room as you enter and move
between the furniture.”
4 “If the line is straight, the flow is bad.”
5 “If there are too many sharp corners or objects that obstruct
your way, then you will have obstacles and difficulties in your
life.”
6 “If the line curves and flows smoothly, the Feng Shui is good.”

2 He told me not to stand in the middle of a crossroads if
he was with me.
3 He reminded me to remember to pay attention to how I get /
got dressed.
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4 She warned me not to wear a blue suit if I went to an interview.
5 He advised wearing / me to wear light colours if I wanted to
be lucky.
6 He recommended crossing / that I cross my fingers if I
passed someone on the stairs.
7 He asked the teacher not to give them an exam on Friday.
8 He told me to open my eyes and not to be superstitious.

WORKBOOK page 50

2 S/he exclaimed (that) s/he had passed all the exams.
3 S/he wanted to know if Mary had gone to the dentist.
4 S/he offered to clean the carpet for me.
5 S/he advised me not to believe her.
6 S/he agreed to try to convince her.
7 S/he denied ever touching / having touched my diary.
8 S/he suggested calling Peter later. / (that) we call Peter later.
/ (that) we should call Peter later.

Reporting verbs will vary.
1“How about wearing a yellow blouse to look cheerful?”
Mary suggested.
2 “Can I / Shall I help you with the exercise?” James asked.
3 “Don’t turn the sock inside out!” said my mother.
4 “Do you believe in spirits?” she asked.
5 “I won’t believe the horoscope again,” she promised.
6 “I won’t tell anyone about your bad luck,” he said.
7 “Would you marry a superstitious woman,” I asked.
8 “Black cats are evil,” he said.
9 “We shouldn’t laugh at her predictions in case they come
true,” he said.
10 “Did you break the mirror?” they asked.

WORKBOOK page 51

2 he had had / his
3 he couldn’t see her / was
4 if he was
5 he wasn’t / didn’t have
6 he would meet / the following year
7 was sure he would be / (would) have
8 was going to have job-related
9 couldn’t say / felt
10 not to trust / his / would / him

Translation
1 Mary told me not to tell scary stories to the children.
2 Our teacher suggested that we should study more.
3 Mary suggested visiting a fortune-teller.
4 She asked where the broken mirror was.
5 I asked her/him if s/he believed in ghosts and s/he said that
s/he didn’t.

UNIT 9 University Life
STUDENT’S BOOK page 76

Warm Up
Aim: Hacerte pensar sobre el tema de la unidad.
Answer Key and Model answer:
The campuses in the United States have more parks and green
space. Normally the residence halls or dorms are on campus.
Students can sit on the grass and chat or study or play
American football.
Before Reading

Aim: Comprender las diferencias en las universidades
americanas para preparar la lectura del texto.
Answer Key and Model answer:
Students in Spain do not have flexibility in choosing the
courses they will study. The study program is fixed for each
area of study.

Each Spanish university student knows exactly what their
major is when they begin to study. The system is based on
studying for a certain career.
Most Spanish students live at home.
Not many Spanish student have a part-time job, although the
number of students with part-time employment is growing.
Sororities and fraternities do not exist in the Spanish system.
The marks are different: 10 is the highest and 5 is passing.
Below 5 is failing.

While Reading

Aim: Practicar la búsqueda de palabras en el texto.
Answer Key
center; realize; organization

Aim: Aplicar la estrategia.
Answer Key
1-b   2-d   3-a   4-c   5-f   6-e
Answer Key
Answers will vary each school year.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 77

After Reading

Aim:: Buscar los significados de las palabras
desconocidas y explicarlos con tus propias palabras.
Answer Key
high school: secondary school
roommate: person who shares a room in a dorm
realize: understand, recognise
to be broke: to be out of money
straight A student: student who got all As (best possible mark)

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas del
tipo True or False sobre un texto.
Answer Key
1 False. “Most students live at the college in a residence hall
or dormitory…”
2 True. “There is no attendance policy so you don’t have to go
to class.”
3 True. “And if you had good grades in high school, you are
often tempted not to go to class.”
4 True. “…You can go to the Activity Center to get some
exercise or play a game of basketball or volleyball. You can
also go to a sorority or fraternity meeting, or some other
organization.”
5 False. “You can get a job waiting on tables in the student
cafeteria, working in the language laboratory, tutoring
students…”

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de encontrar frases en el texto
que expresen la misma idea que una frase propuesta.
Answer Key
1 There is no attendance policy so you don’t have to go to class.
2 You are incredulous when you see that you got an F…
3 …You were a straight A student in high school.
4 If you are broke, there are ways to earn money in college.

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de responder preguntas sobre
un texto con tus palabras.
Answer Key
1 Most college students live on campus in residence halls.
2 If you were a good student in high school, you might decide
not to attend class.
3 After getting an F, you realise you need to attend class on a
regular basis and try to meet other students to study together.
4 You can choose from different sports, join a fraternity or a
sorority, go to the Activity Center, etc.

Aim: Ayudarte a comprender la formación de palabras.
Answer Key
1-attendance   2-regularly   3-arrangements   4-establishments 
5-freshen
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STUDENT’S BOOK page 78

Grammar

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de reconocer oraciones 
de relativo en un texto.
Answer Key
– Most students live at the college in a residence hall or

dormitory, which is called a “dorm.”
– You can choose from a list of courses in your major and

more or less arrange your own schedule so that your classes
are when you want them.

– It is then when you realize that some changes in your routine
have to be made.

– You go back to your dorm where you relax a little.
– You can get a job…working in the bars or establishments in

the town or city where the university is located.

Aim: Facilitarte práctica para que te fijes en la relación
entre una palabra y su correspondiente pronombre relativo.
Answer Key
2-then   3- dorm   4-town or city

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de determinar el pronombre
relativo correcto y de determinar si el pronombre relativo se
puede omitir.
Answer Key
2 that (it can be omitted)   3 whose (it cannot be omitted)
4 who (it cannot be omitted)   5 when (it can be omitted)

STUDENT’S BOOK page 79

Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de determinar la necesidad y el
motivo de que haya un pronombre relativo en una frase.
Answer Key
2 No; it’s the subject.   3 No; it’s the subject.   4 Yes; it’s the
object.   5 Yes; it’s the object.   6 Yes; it’s the object.

Aim: Practicar la unión de frases con y sin pronombre
relativo.
Answer Key
2 The car ran over the woman who was crossing the road.
3 I will show you some photographs of the university where I
studied. / of the university I studied at.
4 I gave them the book I found under a chair in the cafeteria.
5 She is the woman whose book about Harvard University has
been a great success.
6 I saw a film last Friday that / which has a terrible ending.

Aim: Practicar la distinción entre oraciones con frases del
tipo “defining” (especificativas) o “non-defining”
(explicativas) y determinar si el pronombre relativo es
necesario.
Answer Key
2 It can be omitted because it is a defining relative clause and
the pronouns is not the subject.
3 It cannot be omitted because it is a non-defining relative
clause.
4 It cannot be omitted because it is a non-defining relative
clause.
5 It can be omitted because it is a defining relative clause and
the pronoun is not the subject.

Aim: Mostrarte que las definiciones se escriben a menudo
con oraciones de relativo.
Answer Key
1-where   2-(that)   3-where   4-where   5-when   6-(that)

STUDENT’S BOOK page 80

Aim: Transformar adjetivos y nombres en verbos.
Answer Key
freshen, weaken, strengthen, heighten

Aim: Repasar los sufijos nominales.
Answer Key
residence →reside    attendance →attend   
organization →organize    arrangements →arrange
establishments →establish    independence →negative depend
meeting →meet    student →study
No verb forms:
-ity →sorority; fraternity; university 

Aim: Repasar los adverbios terminados en -ly.
Answer Key
probably →probable   really →real   regularly →regular

Aim: Practicar el reconocimiento de palabras que pueden
ser tanto nombres como verbos.
Answer Key
can (verb); make (verb); list (noun); major (noun); schedule
(noun); stop (verb); center (noun); lunch (noun); nap (noun);
grade(s) (noun); school (noun); answer(s) (noun); change(s)
(noun); start (verb); study (verb); exercise (noun); play (verb);
experience(s) (noun)
Error Analysis
Aim: Valorar tu capacidad de reconocer y corregir errores
gramaticales y de vocabulario de la unidad.
Answer Key
2 The college where I studied is very old.
3 The schedule that my teacher gave me was excellent.
4 The dorm room, which was for 4 students, wasn’t big
enough.
5 I remember a professor whose name was Peter.
6 I had some friends who always helped me with my exams.
7 Maths was a subject that I hated.
8 James, whose major was Economics, was my best friend.
9 My college had a gym that was always open.
10 The classroom where I studied was painted green.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 81

Aim: Practicar el uso de used to, would, be used to y get
used to.
Answer Key
2 She would always sing carols in the choir at Christmas.
3 I’m used to waking up at 7 a.m.
4 Those children are used to living in luxury.
5 I’m not used to getting up at 7 o’clock.
6 I’m not used to sharing an apartment with other students.
7 We used to stay up late listening to our grandfather reading
poems when we were young.
8 They’re used to staying up late talking to their friends.
9 I haven’t got used to driving in this crazy city.
10 I remember the way the old man would tell stories to his
grandchildren.

Aim: Facilitarte práctica en el uso de pronombres
reflexivos.
Answer Key
2-themselves   3-himself   4-yourself   5-yourself   6-
yourselves   7-himself

STUDENT’S BOOK page 82

Writing
Aim: Mostrarte un ejemplo de carta formal y guiarte paso a
paso en el análisis y descubrimiento de las partes esenciales.
Answer Key
Av. Santa Teresa, 30
47010 Valladolid
Spain
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12 February 2002

Dr Rita Hutcheon
Admissions Office
Old Union Building. Room 132
University of New York
25 North Street
New York, NY 12603
U.S.A.

Dear Madam:
I am a high school student from Valladolid, Spain, and will
graduate in June of this year. I plan to start college next year
and hope to study math. I have found some general
information about your university and was impressed by the
quality of the math department. For this reason and
the fact that I would like to broaden my cultural
awareness by studying at a foreign university, I consider your
institution to be the right place for me.
Therefore, I am writing to request information about your
undergraduate program. I would like to find out about
admission requirements, financial aid, and your math
department.
I would be very grateful if you could send me an application
form, special information for international students and
brochures from the Admissions Office and Math Department.
I would also appreciate any information regarding financial
aid and any other information you think might be useful.
Thank you very much for your time and co-operation. I am
looking forward to hearing from you soon.
Sincerely,
Elisa Arrupe

Answer Key
1 A colon is used after the greeting.
2 The parts of the letter are separated by 2 spaces.
3 Capitalisation: Dr Rita Hutcheon, Admissions, Office, Old
Union Building, Room, University, New York, North Street,
New York, NY, U.S.A.
4 It is organised from most to least specific.
5 No, it appears at the end of the letter twice, signed and
printed.
Answer Key
1 Elisa gives information about herself in the introduction
(first paragraph).
2 She expresses her reason for writing in the body 
(second paragraph).
3 She tells the reader how he or she can help in the body 
(third paragraph).
4 She asks for an application form and other special
information in the third paragraph.

STUDENT’S BOOK Page 83

Wrap Up
Word Dictation
Answer Key
British: flat, tube, have you got?, lift, got, petrol, boot,
holiday, aerial
American: apartment, subway, do you have?, elevator, gotten,
gas, trunk (of a car), vacation, antenna

Aim: Ayudarte a concentrarte en información específica.
Answer Key
1 They’re located in the city centre.
2 It’s good for students because they can walk from one
building to another.
3 It’s good because classes are small and there are lots of
discussions.
4 Most students live on campus in residence halls.
5 Parents and students participate in “Raisin Week”.
Transcript
Jennifer: First of all, St Andrew’s is the oldest university in

Scotland and the third oldest in the UK, after Oxford and
Cambridge.
Margaret: Yes, it’s one of the oldest. It was founded in the
15th century. The buildings are located in the city centre. But
they’re all close to each other. That’s good for students
because you can walk from one building to another.
Jennifer: One important point in this university is the staff-
student ratio which is 1:15. That’s hard to find at a lot of
universities. It’s great because classes are small and you can
have a lot of discussions, which is better than listening to a
professor talk and talk to a huge crowd.
Margaret: Oh, yeah: another important thing is that most
students live on campus, in university-owned buildings, which
are called halls of residence. That way you get a real university
experience: parties, student organisations… everything!
Jennifer: Yeah, um, you meet people from all over the world.
It’s a great way to meet other students and make friends.
Margaret: While we were there we had the opportunity to
experience typical cultural events. I especially remember
“Raisin Week”, which is an event that, err, parents come to
and everybody gets disguised.
Jennifer: The most surprising thing is that parents take their
children out to pubs and they show them the best places.
Margaret: There’s so much to say… You learn a lot, even
about your own culture.
Jennifer: Yeah, but you’ll also have a great time. We did!
Aim: Proponerte una lectura.
Answer Key  Roald Dahl
Answer Key  Llandaff, Wales

WORKBOOK page 52

What Are Fraternities and Sororities?
The History of Fraternities and Sororities
How Do You Join?

1 False. “Students…formed clubs for social drinking,
gambling and silly games.”
2 False. “In the 18th century some male American
students…formed clubs… Sororities appeared about a century
later.”
3 True.  “The ‘brothers’…must approve and accept the
‘rushee’, who is trying to join a house.”
4 False. “Their members live and socialise with people who
belong to their own cultural and social background.”

1-b 2-c 3-a

WORKBOOK page 53

1-strict   2-gambling   3-increased   4-basically

2…who did not like the strict life at university… / 
male American students
3 …which gave birth to ‘the Greek system’ or ‘fraternities’ / 
the increasing number of clubs
4 …which got its name… / the Greek system
5 …who are current members… / the “brothers” or “sisters”
6 “…who is trying to join a house.” = “rushee”
7 “…which is basically a secretive selection process.” =
“rush”

2-Non defining   3-increased   4-basically   
5-Non defining   6-Non defining   7-Non defining

1-memorise   2-socialised   3-lengthy   4-freshen

1-certainly   2-basically   3-Instruction   
4-accommodations   5-suprising

Verb: freshen-heighten-memorise-strengthen
Noun: arrangement-decision-answer
Adjective: strong-decided-answered
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WORKBOOK page 54

1-What   2-Where   3-When   4-Why   5-Where   
6-Why   7-What

1-Who   2-Which   3-Whose   4-Which

1-c   2-a   3-b   4-d   5-e   6-f

1 They took all the injured students to the hospital which
was close to the accident.
2 I finally took the exam which I have been studying for since
last week.
3 She is the student who I live with on campus.
4 I bought a book from a student who has decided to give up
studying.
5 He is the teacher whose exams are always extremely difficult.
6 She is the teacher who always teaches outdoors.

WORKBOOK page 55

1-extra   2-essential

3-Which   4-That /wich   5-Which   6-Which   
7-That / wich   8-That / wich   9-Who   10-Ø

1 The book that Mary gave me…
2 My town, which is growing quickly,…
3 The story says that Little Red Riding Hood, who was a
charming girl, wasn’t…

WORKBOOK page 56

1 The teacher who teaches in this classroom always
leaves some papers on the table.
2 The dress Mary was wearing at the wedding was beautiful.
3 We lived in the house your grandfather built.
4 I didn’t recognise any of the guests who came to the party.
5 What is the name of the girl who came to the office asking
for information?

1 Their members live and socialise with people. The
people belong to their own / to the same cultural and social
background.
2 Some male students formed clubs for social drinking,
gambling and silly games. They did not like the strict life at
university.
3 The number of these clubs increased. The increase gave
birth to “the Greek system” or “fraternities”.

1 who did not like the strict life at university.
2 who are the current members.
3 who is trying to join a house.
In the text, these clauses give extra information. Here, they
define the headword.

WORKBOOK page 57

2 are organisations that allow students of similar
backgrounds to get together.
3 is a mark that indicates your level of achievement.
4 is an area of specialisation that students choose.

1 is a place where students sleep and socialise.
2 is a place where students live and study.
3 is a room where students eat.
4 is a building where you can read and borrow books.

1 are people who want to join a fraternity or sorority.
2 is someone who shares a room with someone else.
3 is a novelist who wrote many children’s stories.
4 are people who teach at university level.

Adjective: social

Translation
1 This is the woman whose husband was my teacher.
2 I never understood what that teacher explained.

3 Her/His name, which I don’t remember now, was very funny.
4 He doesn’t put up with students who copy.
5 Her/His car, which was quite old, was always parked
opposite the library.

REVISION C
STUDENT’S BOOK page 84

Aim: Repasar el estilo indirecto.
Answer Key
1 He asked me if I had bought it the week before.
2 Mark said I could help him because I was better than him.
3 My sister told me not to help her.
4 He suggested that we work together. / working together.
5 She said she couldn’t leave then.
6 He wanted to know if I had ever had bad luck.
7 They told me to get out.
8 He asked who had broken the mirror.
9 She asked if I would lend her the book.
10 He told me to take a nap if I was tired.

Aim: Repasar el estilo indirecto.
Answer Key
1 He asked me where I had bought that book.
2 My sister wanted to know if I helped my friends.
3 My father told me to go home.
4 He suggested that we go out for dinner. / going out for
dinner.
5 He offered to make a cup of coffee.
6 He exclaimed that it was a pity.
7 He warned me to be careful with that car.
8 She said she spoke French.
9 My mother told me not to disturb her.
10 He promised to phone me.

Aim: Repasar las oraciones de relativo.
Answer Key
1-where   2-(that)   3-who   4-who(m)   5-who   6-whose   
7-(when)   8-whose   9-which   10-(why)

Aim: Repasar las oraciones de relativo.
Answer Key
1 They live in the house that has a green door.
2 We met the actor who(m) we always wanted to meet.
3 The police arrived at the crossroads where the accident had
happened.
4 He will never forget the day (when) he got his degree.
5 He went to the room (that) he had booked at the Central Hotel.
6 I didn’t know the woman who told me she was ill.
7 They knew the author whose books you are reading.
8 She didn’t tell me why she was so sad.
9 He is the man whose career was destroyed.
10 We couldn’t find the house where they had seen ghosts.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 85

Aim: Repasar los verbos en estilo indirecto. 
Answer Key
1 He advised us to be careful with black cats.
2 Julie told me not to touch her car.
3 He suggested we take advantage of it. / taking advantage of it.
4 He exclaimed that I had a beautiful baby.
5 The fortune-teller warned me never to use the lift on Friday
13

th. 

6 Kim asked why I had trusted him.
7 My sister told me to cross my fingers.
8 They thanked me for the advice I had given them.
9 She asked me to help her. / if I would help her.
10 His mother begged him to be kinder to his brother.

5

4

3

2

1

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7
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5
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1
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Aim: Repasar los pronombres y adverbios relativos. 
Answer Key
1-where   2-which   3-whose   4-what   5-(why)   6-(when)   
7-who   8-(who)   9-who   10-(that)

Aim: Repasar los comparativos y los superlativos.
Answer Key
1-better; the best   2-worse; the worst   3-farther / further; the
farthest / the furthest   4-more; the most   5-less; the least

Aim: Repasar los comparativos y los superlativos. 
Answer Key and Model answers:
1 My marks are better than my brother’s.
2 My brother’s marks are worse than mine.
3 We only have to walk a little farther. / Can you explain your
theory any further?
4 I want to have more money.
5 I don’t want to have less money.

Aim: Repasar la formación de palabras.
Answer Key
1-freshen   2-dramatise   3-computerise   4-privatise   
5-weaken   6-strengthen   7-lengthen   8-sadden   9-criticise
10-memorise

STUDENT’S BOOK page 86

Aim: Repasar la formación de palabras. 
Answer Key
1-illegal   2-irresponsible   3-non-smoker   4-disadvantages
5-Impossible   6-misbehave   7-unusual   8-inefficient   
9-disobedience   10-unfortunate
Error Analysis
Aim: Reconocer y corregir errores.
Answer Key
2-advice   3-sympathetic   4-achieving   5-asset   6-sock   
7-symbolises   8-beginning   9-attendance   10-lasts
Error Analysis
Answer Key
2 Barcelona, which is in Catalonia, is a very avant-garde city.
3 She advised me not to go.
4 He won’t apply to that university unless he has good grades.
5 We asked him where he put the application form.
6 When I spoke with him, he told me he was buying a new
computer. / When I spoke with him, he said he was buying a
new computer.
7 She told me to stand up.
8 The cat isn’t the animal (that) I like best.
9 She asked why I was so upset.
10 He is the teacher whose car broke down.

STUDENT’S BOOK page 87

PAU EXAM

Answer Key
1 It was invented 3,000 years ago.
2 Feng Shui helps us achieve health, prosperity and happiness.
3 It has a very broad range. You can find information on home
interiors and gardens, courses, events, calligraphy, sushi
cooking, tips for banking and even on the Canadian Mounties.

Answer Key
1 FSFML, which was launched in April 1998, was an
immediate success.
2 “Feng Shui”, whose criteria help design hotels, is now a
“buzzword”.
3 The editor said (that) FSFML had combined interest in
Eastern culture and philosophy with the consumer’s obsession
with design.
4 He said (that) the magazine had been an immediate success.

Answer Key
1 Where was it launched?
2 How often is the magazine published?
3 What does “Feng Shui” mean?
4 How many pages has the magazine got? / does the magazine
have?

Answer Key
1 True. It “was an immediate success.”
2 False. It’s “aimed at the general reader.”
3 False. “The publication’s articles have an extremely broad
range.”
4 True. “You can even find out how Canadian Mounties use
Feng Shui in their fight against crime.”

Answer Key
1-launched   2-immediate   3-entrances   4-broad
5

4

3

2
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VERB TENSES (20 points)

1 Complete the fable with the correct form of the verbs:
present and past simple, past continuous, present perfect
and imperative.

The Donkey’s Brains

O
nce upon a time, a lion and a fox went hunting
together. First, the fox (1 ask)

the lion, “Why (2 not / you / send) 

a message to the donkey asking for peace?” The lion, happy
at the thought of such a suggestion, 
(3 accept) and, soon after, they (4 see)

that the donkey (5 walk) towards them
ready to accept the proposal. But as soon as the donkey

(6 arrive), the lion 
(7 attack) and killed him.

After this, the lion took the donkey to the fox and
said, “Here (8 be) our meal for
today. Take care of it while I 
(9 have) a nap, but 
(10 not / touch) it until later.

While the lion (11 sleep), the fox
(12 feel) hungry, so he
(13 take out) the donkey’s brains and
(14 eat) them.

When the lion (15 wake up)

and noticed that the donkey (16 not

/ have) any brains, he (17 ask) the
fox, “What (18 you / do) with the
brains? (19 you / eat) them?”

“Who, me?” (20 ask) the fox.
“Do you believe that if donkeys had any brains they
would trust you?”

WH- AND YES / NO QUESTIONS (5 points)

2 Write questions for the underlined words.

1 They visit their relatives once a year.

2 The Smiths bought a huge house in the new neighbourhood.

3 He was born in July.

4 Yes, I used Inter Rail to travel around Europe.

5 No, they are not celebrating Hanukkah this year.

QUESTIONS TAGS (5 points)

3 Complete the sentences with the correct question tag.

1 They like going to the cinema, ?

2 Dr Maulana Ron Karenga formulated Kwanzaa, 

?

3 The Jews didn’t accept the pagan rulers, ?

4 You’re preparing for the celebration, ?

5 They have progressive immigration policies, 

?

ADVERBS: FREQUENCY, TIME, PLACE (5 points)

4 Complete the sentences with the correct adverbial from 
the box.

1 They like travelling abroad at least 

.

2 I can’t help you because I am preparing dinner 

.

3 I have travelled by train.

4 His sister was born .

5 I know Jim was not ill because I saw him 

yesterday.

COUNTABLE / UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS (7 points)

5 Fill in the chart with the words from the box.

FOR / SINCE (5 points)

6 Write for or since.

1 two years

2 we were young

3 last Tuesday

4 a long time

5 the day I met you

coffee / tyre / freedom / festival / oil / vegetable / money

in September / at the cinema / once a year / now / never

COUNTABLE UNCOUNTABLE

PROGRESS E X AM A Name: 
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JUST / YET / ALREADY (5 points)

7 Rewrite the underlined sentences with yet, already or just.

1 Don’t lend that book to me. I’ve read it.

2 He hasn’t arrived. We’re still waiting.

3 Jenny called me 1 minute ago.

4 Jason hasn’t learnt to ride a bicycle.

5 You’ve finished? That was quick!

QUANTIFIERS (5 points)

8 Look at the quantifiers in the box and answer the questions.

1 Which quantifiers can you use with countable nouns?

2 Which quantifiers can you use with uncountable nouns?

3 Which quantifiers can you use with both countable and

uncountable nouns?

4 Which quantifiers have a positive connotation?

5 Which quantifiers have a negative connotation?

PREPOSITIONS (5 points)

9 Complete the sentences with prepositions from the box.

1 He was coming me, so 

I hid behind a tree.

2 I always play basketball Sundays.

3 I met James 6 o’clock.

4 I was afraid when we went 

the tunnel.

5 He was at home 5 and 5:30.

PHRASAL VERBS (5 points)

10 Rewrite these sentences with the correct form of the
phrasal verbs in the box.

1 If you have really good friends, you can trust them.

2 The party will be on May 6.

3 The movie was too long. It lasted forever!

4 The thieves entered the shop and stole all the DVDs.

5 What does “U.S.A.” mean?

FALSE FRIENDS (5 points)

11 Complete the sentences with words from the box.

1 , I never agreed with what 

you said.

2 Why are you always fighting? Your

are very nasty.

3 If they my project, we’ll have

a party.

4 All her friends came to her .

5 Her family is so large that she has

all over Europe.

WORD FORMATION: 
COMPOUND NOUNS (5 points)

12 Match the words in A with the words in B to make
compound nouns.

approve / actually / arguments / assistance / relatives

break into / go on / rely on / stand for / take place

at / before / through / from / towards / between / on / to

some / any / much / many / a lot (of) / lots of / no / 
little / a little / few / a few / plenty of / enough / several

A B

1 sleeping a) seeing

2 pocket b) case

3 sight c) money

4 suit d) bag

5 ruck e) sack
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WORD ORDER (3 points)

13 Order the following words to make correct sentences.

1 you / yet / Have / novel / reading / that / finished / ?

2 sent / kids / the / already / They / have / to / . /

message / the

3 always / to / ? / Do / by / come / school / you / bus

A PERSONAL DESCRIPTION (20 points)

14 Write a short biography using the facts given.

• Peter Gabriel: born 1950

• singer and songwriter

• 1966: started band in secondary school

• the band became “Genesis”

• 1975: started his solo career

• released several albums and film soundtracks: “Passion” 
(for “The Last Temptation of Christ”) and “Birdy”

• fights against racism and apartheid and for the environment:
– “Biko” dedicated to anti-apartheid supporter Steven Biko
– “Red Rain” donated to Greenpeace

• started Womad: festival dedicated to different cultures
and music from all over the world. Today: celebrated in
over 70 countries

• won: several Grammies and MTV awards

• studio near Bath: once a year a group of musicians from
all over the world gathers for a week
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KEY

PROGRESS EXAM A

1 1 asked

2 don’t you send

3 accepted

4 saw

5 was walking

6 arrived

7 attacked

8 is

9 am having / have

10 don’t touch

11 was sleeping

12 felt

13 took out

14 ate

15 woke up

16 didn’t have

17 asked

18 have you done

19 Did you eat / Have you eaten

20 asked

2 1 How often do they visit their
relatives?

2 Where did the Smiths buy a huge
house? / buy their house?

3 When was he born?

4 Did you use Inter Rail to travel
around Europe?

5 Are they celebrating Hanukkah this
year?

3 1 don’t they?

2 didn’t he?

3 did they?

4 aren’t you?

5 haven’t they?

4 1 once a year

2 now

3 never

4 in September

5 at the cinema

5 Countable: tyre; festival; vegetable

Uncountable: coffee; freedom; oil;
money

6 1 For

2 Since

3 Since

4 For

5 Since

7 1 I’ve already read it.

2 He hasn’t arrived yet.

3 Jenny just called me a minute ago. /
Jenny called me just a minute ago. /
Jenny has just called my

4 Jason hasn’t learnt to ride a bicycle
yet.

5 You’ve already finished?

8 1 some; any; many; a lot (of); lots of;
no; few; a few; plenty of; enough;
several

2 some; any; much; a lot (of); lots of;
no; little; a little; plenty of; enough

3 some; any; a lot (of); lots of; no;
plenty of; enough

4 some; much; many; a lot (of); lots
of; plenty of; enough; several

5 any; no; little; a little; few; a few

9 1 towards

2 on

3 at

4 through

5 between

10 1 rely on

2 take place

3 went on

4 broke into

5 stand for

11 1 Actually

2 arguments

3 approve

4 assistance

5 relatives

12 1-d: sleeping bag

2-c: pocket money

3-a: sightseeing

4-b: suitcase

5-e: rucksack

13 1 Have you finished reading that
novel yet?

2 They have already sent the
message to the kids.

3 Do you always come to school 
by bus?
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FUTURE TENSE (5 points)

1 Complete the sentences with the correct future form of the
verbs in brackets.

1 In a few years, you (be able)

to spend your vacation in a space hotel.

2 We (spend) next weekend in

the mountains.

3 Look! That car (hit) the

jogger.

4 We (install) a TV doorphone

tomorrow morning.

5 you (come) to

the party next weekend?

MODAL VERBS (10 points)

2 Complete the fable using modal verbs according to what is
indicated between brackets.

0Beating the Cat0

Long ago, some mice had a meeting to consider how

they (1 possibility) defeat their

enemy. Their enemy was the cat.

“How (2 ability) we protect

ourselves from him?” they asked each other.

“We (3 possibility) cover the floor

with paper, so we’ll (4 ability) to hear

him approaching,” said one mouse.

“Yes, er... and he (5 ability) to hear

us also,” replied another.

At last, the youngest mouse stood up and said, 

“I (6 ability) give you the solution.

Why don’t we tie a ribbon with a bell on him? That way, we’ll

(7 ability) to hear him as he’s

approaching."

“Oh, yes!” said the oldest mouse, and 

(8 request) you tell us who’ll (9 ability)

to do that?” and he added, “As you 

(10 ability) see, it’s easy to propose impossible remedies.”

CONDITIONAL SENTENCES (5 points)

3 Finish the sentences saying what you would do in these
situations.

1 You need to write something down and you don’t have a
pencil.

If I need to write something, 

2 I thought you had seen the accident.

If I had seen the accident, 

3 You think you have toothache.

If I had toothache, 

4 You want to go to a concert but you don’t have enough
money.

If I had enough money, 

5 You want to go to the cinema but you’re waiting for Tom’s
invitation.

If Tom invites me, 

COMPARISONS (5 points)

4 Write the correct form of the words between brackets to
compare these things.

1 Some boys are (polite) many girls.

2 Donostia is (cheap) London.

3 He came (early) all his classmates.

4 Madrid is not (big) Paris.

5 Which of the three exercises is 

(difficult).

DEPENDENT PREPOSITIONS (15 points)

5 Write the correct preposition from the box beside the
following nouns and adjectives. Some of the words can
have more than one preposition.

1 responsible 16 interested 

2 worry 17 belief 

3 the idea 18 agreement 

4 good 19 prepared 

5 effect 10 anxious 

on (×2) / for (×3) / at / about (×3) / in (×2) / of

PROGRESS E X AM B Name: 
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PROGRESS E X AM B

6 Write 5 sentences with the agreement..., good..., the idea...,
anxious..., interest... and the correct preposition.

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

PREPOSITIONS OF MOVEMENT (5 points)

7 Complete the sentences with a preposition from the box.

1 Alan went the stairs to his bedroom.

2 Alan went his bedroom.

3 They went in the window because they
forgot the keys to the door.

4 The blood goes the veins 
the heart.

5 Don’t go the room with the lights on; turn
them off first.

PHRASAL VERBS (5 points)

8 Match each phrasal verb with its meaning.

FALSE FRIENDS (5 points)

9 Underline the correct word in each sentence.

1 It’s very unhealthy / insane to eat too many eggs.

2 The editor / publisher has already corrected the proofs.

3 They warned / advised the children about the dangers 
of drugs.

4 They haven’t attended / assisted many lectures at the
university.

5 That new signature / firm is the most important on the island.

WORD FORMATION (10 points)

10 Nouns from verbs. Add a suffix from the box to form nouns
from the following verbs.

1 arrive: 

2 inform: 

3 emit: 

4 agree: 

5 appear: 

11 Negative prefixes. Add a prefix from the box to make the
following words negative.

1 smoking: 

2 possible: 

3 advantage: 

4 legal: 

5 common: 

DICTIONARY SKILLS (5 points)

12 Words with more than one meaning. Complete the
sentences with words from the box. You do not need your
dictionary.

1 They are going to sit on the of the river.

2 I’ll give you the for those exercises

so you can check your answers.

3 May I have a of water?

4 I would like to a table for dinner.

5 Did you buy the latest by Elie Wiesel?

PUNCTUATION (5 points)

13 Rewrite using correct punctuation: full stops, exclamation
points and question marks.

1 What a horrible and nasty day

2 Could you tell me the way to Main Street

key / glass / iron / close / bank / book

dis- / il- / non- / im- / un- / in- / ir-

-tion / -sion / -ment / -al / -ance / -ing

from ... to ... / into / up / out of / through

1 take after a) take part in

2 get over b) discover

3 find out c) look like, resemble

4 join in d) continue, go on

5 keep on e) recover from
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3 I don’t know He might think there’s enough time

4 Did you have any difficulty with those sentences

5 By the way when will their next concert be

CONNECTORS (5 points)

14 Join the sentences using the connectors in brackets.

1 I went to the library. I wanted to borrow the latest novel
by Paul Auster. (in order to)

2 I don’t like carrying an umbrella around. It’s raining. (even
though)

3 I went to the dentist’s. I had a terrible toothache.
(because)

4 He went to the States. He has to attend a meeting on new
scientific theories. (since)

5 I didn’t buy that novel. I didn’t like the reviews it got.
(because)

AN E-MAIL (15 points)

15 Write an e-mail to a friend asking her/him to go to the
cinema with you. 
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KEY

PROGRESS EXAM B

1 1 will be able

2 will be spending / are going to spend

3 is going to hit

4 are installing / are going to install

5 Are (you) coming / Are (you) going
to come

2 1 could

2 can

3 can

4 be able

5 will be able

6 can / could

7 be able

8 would

9 be able

10 can

3 Model answers:

1 …I’ll buy a pencil.

2 …I would have called an ambulance.

3 …I would go to the dentist.

4 …I would go to the concert.

5 …I’ll go to the cinema.

4 1 politer than

2 cheaper than

3 earlier than

4 as big as / bigger than

5 the most difficult

5 1 for

2 about

3 of

4 at / for / about

5 on

6 in

7 in

8 on

9 for

10 about

6 Model answers:

1 The agreement on reducing
pollution was criticised for falling
short of the public’s expectations.

2 He’s good at tricking others. /
Vitamins are good for your health. /
She’s very good about keeping her
promises.

3 The idea of a nuclear war is very
frightening.

4 He is too anxious about his job.

5 She’s got a deep interest in
comparative literature.

7 1 up

2 into

3 through

4 from; to

5 out of

8 1-c

2-e

3-b

4-a

5-d

9 1 unhealthy

2 editor

3 warned

4 attended

5 firm

10 1 arrival

2 information

3 emission

4 agreement

5 appearance

11 1 non-smoking

2 impossible

3 disadvantage

4 illegal

5 uncommon

12 1 bank

2 key

3 glass

4 book

5 book

13 1 What a horrible and nasty day!

2 Could you tell me the way to Main
Street?

3 I don’t know. He might think there’s
enough time.

4 Did you have any difficulty with
those sentences?

5 By the way, when will their next
concert be?

14 1 I went to the library in order to
borrow the latest novel by Paul
Auster.

2 I don’t like carrying an umbrella
around even though it’s raining.

3 I went to the dentist’s because 
I had a terrible toothache.

4 He went to the States since he has
to attend a meeting on new
scientific theories.

5 I didn’t buy that novel because
I didn’t like the reviews it got.
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PASSIVE VOICE (5 points)

1 Write the verbs in the correct passive form.

0The Man and the Two Wives0

I
n the old days, when men 

(1 allow) to have many wives, a middle-aged man had a

young wife and an old one. He 

(2 love) by both, but both wanted him to look like them. When

the man’s hair began turning grey, the young wife didn’t like it.

So every night she combed his hair and the white ones

(3 pick out) with a special comb.

But the older wife was very happy with his grey hair

because she didn’t like (4 mistake)

for his mother. So every morning she combed and styled his hair

and the black ones (5 pick out)

with the very same comb. Consequently, after a short time he

was entirely bald.

MODAL VERBS (5 points)

2 Use the modal verbs in the box to complete the sentences.
Sometimes more than one modal verb is possible.

1 In some cultures, women still do

what their husbands say.

2 If you’re not feeling well, you go to

the doctor.

3 By law, film directors include

hidden advertisements in films.

4 You go to the bank for me; I’ve

already gone.

5 Unfortunately, many young women 

stay at home instead of going to school.

REPORTED SPEECH (15 points)

3 Rewrite these sentences in reported speech.

1 “What do parents think about textbooks full of ads?” 
the writer wondered.

2 “November 26th is ‘Don’t Buy It Day’,” he said.

3 “Why did you choose November 26th?” he wanted to know.

4 “Read the poem aloud,” the teacher said to the student.

5 “I can’t understand this law!” the man exclaimed.

6 “Will you be here next weekend?” he asked.

7 “Support ‘Don’t Buy it Day’,” she told us.

8 “Don’t go near the riverbank,” the parents told the children.

4 Complete the sentences with the correct reporting verb.

1 Even though his father him to drive

slowly, he’s going over 150 km/h.

2 I him about the hole but he fell into it.

3 My mum that today women were

better prepared than before.

4 They going to the concert.

5 They me where I had bought the

novel.

6 She me not to ask so many

questions and accept the job.

7 They me where I lived.

RELATIVE CLAUSES (7 points)

5 Combine the sentences using a relative pronoun. Omit the
relative pronoun if possible.

1 That’s the house. The poet was born there.

2 This is the boy. His compositions are the best.

told / suggested / said / advised / warned / asked (×2)should / mustn’t / must / have to / needn’t

PROGRESS E X AM C Name: 
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3 That’s the play. I read it last month.

4 That lady is 95. She lives near me.

5 Sharon explained the reasons. She left her job because 
of them.

6 It was 8:00. They came back from the game.

7 New York is an exciting city. It offers a lot of entertainment.

INFINITIVES AND GERUNDS (7 points)

6 Complete these sentences using infinitives or gerunds.

1 Would you mind (open) the book?

2 They are not used to (drive) on 

the left.

3 The sign says “ ” (not / park).

4 He used to (go) there every summer.

5 He’s afraid to (tell) us he lost the keys.

6 He can’t help (watch) sports.

7 I’m looking forward to (see) you soon.

DEPENDENT PREPOSITIONS (5 points)

7 Complete these sentences using the verbs + prepositions
from the box.

1 He was take part in

his children’s education.

2 They a new home

7 months ago but they still haven’t finished decorating.

3 Psychosis is a

disorder which leads to social estrangement.

4 Don’t the park after

10 p.m.; it can be dangerous.

5 If you get there before I do, will you please

me at the phone booth?

EXPRESSING PURPOSE (7 points)

8 Rewrite the following sentences using the words in
brackets to express purpose.

1 I went to ask because I wanted to find out if the law was
still in effect. (in order to)

2 They went to that cinema because the new film was
playing there. (to)

3 I have to go to the optician’s. I need to have my eyes
tested. (to)

4 I am rewriting the report because I have to correct some
parts. (in order to)

5 I am studying because I want to do the test next week.
(for)

6 He took a taxi. He didn’t want to be late. (so as not to)

7 I use this pen when I sign important documents. (for)

PHRASAL VERBS (5 points)

9 Replace the underlined words with the correct form of the
phrasal verbs in the box.

1 The students were collected by the bus.

2 The concert was postponed because of the rain.

pick up / look forward to / look up / put off / put up with

defined as / go to / moved into / determined to / wait for
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PROGRESS E X AM C

3 Will you try to find this word in your dictionary?

4 Why can’t you tolerate the situation?

5 I’m anxiously waiting to hear from you. (Be careful! You
need to make another change here.)

FALSE FRIENDS (5 points)

10 Complete each sentence with a word from the box.

1 They live outside the city in the .

2 He’s always to work harder than

he really does.

3 They showed their for our loss.

4 His came to the airport to see 

him off.

5 I’m going to the . Do you want to

borrow a book?

WORD FORMATION (8 points)

11 Add a suffix from the box to make adjectives. Make any
necessary changes.

1 attract: 5 suit: 

2 decide: 6 permit: 

3 access: 7 reason: 

4 convert: 8 change: 

DICTIONARY SKILLS (5 points)

12 Say if the underlined word is an adjective or an adverb.

1 He drove very fast. 

2 It was a fast train. 

3 He came early. 

4 It was an early class. 

5 He came straight home. 

A FORMAL LETTER (20 points)

13 Write a letter to a school of English asking for the
information below.

• an English course in July

• the length of the course

• number of lessons a day

• price

• accommodations

• extra activities

• Director of Studies
School of English
61 Main Street
Chappaqua, NY 12590
U.S.A.

-able / -ive / -ible

library / pretending / bookshop / friendly / 
parents / suburbs / sympathy
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KEY

PROGRESS EXAM C

1 1 were allowed

2 was loved

3 were picked out

4 to be mistaken

5 were picked out

2 1 have to

2 should

3 mustn’t

4 needn’t

5 have to / must

3 1 The writer wondered what parents
thought about textbooks full of ads.

2 He said that November 26th was
“Don’t Buy It Day.”

3 He wanted to know why I / we
chose November 26th.

4 The teacher told the student to read
the poem aloud.

5 The man exclaimed that he couldn’t
understand that law.

6 He asked if I / we would be there
the following weekend.

7 She told us to support “Don’t Buy 
It Day.”

8 The parents told the children not to
go near the riverbank.

4 1 told

2 warned

3 said

4 suggested

5 asked

6 advised

7 asked

5 1 That’s the house where the poet
was born.

2 This is the boy whose compositions
are the best.

3 That’s the play (that) I read last
month.

4 That lady, who lives near me, is 95.

5 Sharon explained why she left her job.

6 It was 8:00 when they came back
from the game.

7 New York, which offers a lot of
entertainment, is an exciting city.

6 1 opening

2 driving

3 No Parking

4 go

5 tell

6 watching

7 seeing

7 1 determined to

2 moved into

3 defined as

4 go to

5 wait for

8 1 I went to ask in order to find out if
the law was still in effect.

2 They went to that cinema to see the
new film.

3 I have to go to the optician’s to
have my eyes tested.

4 I am rewriting the report in order to
correct some parts.

5 I am studying for the test next week.

6 He took a taxi so as not to be late.

7 I use this pen for (signing)
important documents.

9 1 The students were picked up by 
the bus.

2 The concert was put off because of
the rain.

3 Will you look up this word in your
dictionary?

4 Why can’t you put up with the
situation?

5 I’m looking forward to hearing from
you.

10 1 suburbs

2 pretending

3 sympathy

4 parents

5 library

11 1 attractive

2 decisive

3 accessible

4 convertible

5 suitable

6 permissive

7 reasonable

8 changeable

12 1 adverb

2 adjective

3 adverb

4 adjective

5 adverb
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KEY

11-g5-b
2-f6-h
3-d7-e
4-c8-a

21When is Mark coming home?
2How many tickets for the match have

you got?
3When did Jonah move to Manhattan?
4Where is Rachel going next weekend?
5How long have you been living here?

6How much does it cost?
7Who gave you the money?
8Who did Alice give the money to? / To

whom did Alice give the money?
9What did Alice give you?

10Why didn’t she want to phone him?

Name: 

SELF-DIAGNOSTIC WORKSHEETA

1 Match the questions to the answers.

1 How old are you? a) It’s 426 Oak Street.

2 Where do you come from? b) I was born in Ohio.

3 What is your surname? c) I’ve got two sisters.

4 How many brothers and sisters have you got? d) It’s Gradeworth.

5 Where were you born? e) I’ve been studying English for 5 years.

6 When were you born? f ) I come from Ohio.

7 How long have been studying English? g) I’m 14.

8 What is your address? h) I was born in 1986.

Now find a partner and ask and answer the questions.

2 Make questions for the underlined answers.

1 Mark’s coming home tomorrow.

2 I’ve got six tickets for the match.

3 Jonah moved to Manhattan four years ago.

4 Rachel is going to France next weekend.

5 I’ve been living here for five years.

6 It costs 6 pounds.

7 Alice gave me the money.

8 Alice gave me the money.

9 Alice gave me the money.

10 She didn’t want to phone him because she was upset.
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Name: 

SELF-DIAGNOSTIC WORKSHEET B

1 Student A. Make yes / no questions from these sentences and then ask your partner.

1 I like watching TV.

2 I like playing computer games.

3 My father doesn’t like loud music.

4 I have studied English for 3 years.

5 I had a holiday last summer.

2 Student B. Make yes / no questions from these sentences and then ask your partner.

1 I like doing homework.

2 I play football every Saturday.

3 I get good marks at school.

4 I have been abroad.

5 My mother is a good cook.

3 Correct the mistakes.

1 Do you coming with me tomorrow?

2 Have you seeing the new video?

3 Did they helped you with the project?

4 Does Tom likes travelling?

KEY

11Do you like watching TV?
2Do you like playing computer games?
3Does your father like loud music?
4Have you studied English for 3 years?
5Did you have a holiday last summer?

21Do you like doing homework?
2Do you play football every Saturday?
3Do you get good marks at school?
4Have you (ever) been abroad?
5Is your mother a good cook?

31Are you coming with me tomorrow?
2Have you seen the new video?
3Did they help you with the project?
4Does Tom like travelling?
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Name: 

SELF-DIAGNOSTIC WORKSHEETC

1 Student A
Say these sentences. Your partner must say the negative sentence.
Keep score. Who won?

1 I can swim.

2 I’ve got a dog.

3 I saw a film last night.

4 I’ve been to the shops.

5 Tomorrow is a holiday.

2 Student B
Say these sentences. Your partner must say the negative sentence.
Keep score. Who won?

1 My brother plays tennis.

2 We went to a football match yesterday.

3 There’s an exam tomorrow.

4 I’ve been watching TV.

5 I can play the piano.

3 Correct the mistakes.

1 I can’t to go.

2 I haven’t enough money to go on the trip.

3 She doesn’t likes going to the cinema.

4 John no works hard enough.

5 He didn’t went to the bookshop.

KEY

11I can’t swim.
2I haven’t got a dog.
3I didn’t see a film last night.
4I haven’t been to the shops.
5Tomorrow isn’t a holiday.

21My brother doesn’t play tennis.
2We didn’t go to a football match

yesterday.
3There isn’t an exam tomorrow.
4I haven’t been watching TV.
5I can’t play the piano.

31I can’t go.
2I haven’t got enough money to go on

the trip.
3She doesn’t like going to the cinema.
4John doesn’t work hard enough.
5He didn’t go to the bookshop.
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Name: 

SELF-DIAGNOSTIC WORKSHEET D

3 Write sentences using the plural form of the nouns in brackets.

1 (boy)

2 (book)

3 (watch)

4 (box)

5 (potato)

6 (photo)

7 (city)

8 (party)

9 (wolf)

10 (knife)

11 (tooth)

12 (fish)

13 (glass)

4 How does the meaning of number 13 in activity 3 change in the plural?

1 Student A. Say these words. 
Your partner must spell them in their plural form.

2 Student B. Say these words. 
Your partner must spell them in their plural form.

school / man / mouse / apple / 
chair / sandwich / cherry

kiss / brush / child / woman / 
table / foot / dictionary

KEY

1kisses; brushes; children; women;
tables; feet; dictionaries

2schools; men; mice; apples; chairs;
sandwiches; cherries

3Answers will vary.
Plural nouns:
1boys
2books
3watches

4boxes
5potatoes
6photos
7cities
8parties

9wolves
10knives
11teeth
12fish
13glasses

4The singular form refers to the
transparent material used in
such things as windows. The
plural form refers to what’s
worn to correct vision.
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Name: 

SELF-DIAGNOSTIC WORKSHEETE

1 Match a word from column A to its opposite in column B.

A B

1 cold a) easy

2 upstairs b) goodbye

3 near c) downstairs

4 down d) black

5 white e) full

6 difficult f ) up

7 empty g) far

8 behind h) in front of

9 light i ) hot

10 hello j ) bad

11 boring k) interesting

12 good l) heavy

2 Write the negative form of the following verbs and adjectives using prefixes from the box.

1 happy 11 like

2 regular 12 complete

3 possible 13 smoking

4 legal 14 understand

5 obedient 15 secure

6 agree 16 mature

7 place 17 fair

8 usual 18 common

9 violent 19 visible

10 alcoholic 20 behave

dis- / il- / im- / in- / ir- / mis- / non- / un-

KEY

11-i7-e
2-c8-h
3-g9-l
4-f10-b
5-d11-k
6-a12-j

21unhappy
2irregular
3impossible
4illegal
5disobedient
6disagree

7misplace
8unusual
9non-violent

10non-alcoholic
11dislike
12incomplete

13non-smoking
14misunderstand
15insecure
16immature
17unfair
18uncommon

19invisible
20misbehave
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Name: 

SELF-DIAGNOSTIC WORKSHEET F

1 Write a preposition from the box to complete the following sentences.

1 My birthday is Monday.

2 We have a lot of activities the weekend.

3 We have been waiting about 20 minutes.

4 Jen and George are going skiing Christmas.

5 Alan is home now.

6 Are you going to speak her about the problem?

7 We always walk to school weekdays.

8 My sister will be coming home two week’s time.

2 Certain nouns, adjectives and verbs are often used with a specific preposition. 
Try to guess the correct preposition for the underlined words in the following sentences.

1 The idea global warming scares me.

2 The increase the number of applicants makes admission very competitive.

3 There is a great need more blood donors.

4 John’s got an interest astronomy.

5 What is the reason his bad mood?

6 Are you afraid heights?

7 I’m very bad maths.

8 We’ve practised a lot and are prepared the match.

9 It’s a good idea to get involved different kinds of activities.

10 Sarah’s tired doing so much work.

11 Who is responsible the maintenance of the building?

12 Alice is really good many different sports.

13 We arrived Girona earlier than expected.

14 When are we supposed to arrive the train station?

15 That book belongs Elan.

in / for / on / at / to

KEY

11on
2at
3for
4at
5at

6to
7on
8in

21of
2in
3for
4in
5for

6of
7at
8for
9in

10of

11for
12at
13in
14at
15to
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Name: 

SELF-DIAGNOSTIC WORKSHEETG

1 Make comparative sentences with your partner.

2 Write the comparative form.

1 warm 7 fat

2 fast 8 interesting

3 clever 9 expensive

4 big 10 bad

5 early 11 little

6 happy 12 far

3 Fill in the gaps to make comparisons.

1 This worksheets is (hard) the other one.

2 We should study the issue a bit (far).

3 Paris is (far) away Bordeaux.

4 Vicky did (well) I did on the exam.

5 Martin is (smart) Tim.

6 Cities are (dangerous) they used to be.

7 Your voice is (clear) now; we have a better phone connection.

8 I can hear you (clear) now; we have a better phone connection.

1 My sister is

2 Madrid has

3 I like hamburgers

4 The Sears Tower is

5 I think Magritte could paint

more people than

taller than

better than

my mother.

hotdogs.

the Empire State Building.

any other artist.

Barcelona.

KEY

11My sister is taller than my mother.
2Madrid has more people than Barcelona.
3I like hamburgers better than hotdogs.
4The Sears Tower is taller than the

Empire State Building.
5I think Magritte could paint better than

any other artist.

21warmer
2faster
3cleverer
4bigger
5earlier
6happier

7fatter
8more interesting
9more expensive

10worse
11less
12farther / further

31harder than
2further
3farther; than
4better than

5smarter than
6more dangerous than
7clearer
8more clearly
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Name: 

SELF-DIAGNOSTIC WORKSHEET H

1 Student A
Put the words in the correct order to make logical questions. Then match them to the answers your partner has.

1 often / Do / play / tennis / you / ?

2 was / you / were / TV / while / doing / he / What / watching / ?

3 Bill / go / the / weekend / at / to / mountains / Does / sometimes / the / ?

4 didn’t / do / your / you / homework / Why / ?

2 Student B
Put the words in the correct order to make logical sentences. Then match them to the questions your partner has.

a) do / because / to / my / had / I / homework / doctor / to / didn’t / I / go / the / .

b) he / mountains / sometimes / to / the / Yes, / the / at / goes / weekend / .

c) was / while / watching / reading / he / TV / was / I / .

d) I / tennis / never / No, / play / .

3 Correct the mistakes.

1 Mark bought Tim for his birthday a new CD player.

2 I am going tomorrow to the country.

3 Sharon likes very much novels by Chaim Potok.

4 He calls every week his mum.

5 I’ve got in Gandia a summer flat.

KEY

11Do you often play tennis?
2What were you doing while he

was watching TV?
3Does Bill sometimes go to the

mountains at the weekend?
4Why didn’t you do your

homework?

21-d)No, I never play tennis.
2-c)I was reading while he was

watching TV.
3-b)Yes, he sometimes goes to the

mountains at the weekend.
4-a)I didn’t do my homework because

I had to go to the doctor.

31Mark bought Tim a new CD player
for his birthday.

2I am going to the country tomorrow.
3Sharon likes novels by Chaim Potok

very much.
4He calls his mum every week.
5I’ve got a summer flat in Gandia.
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Name: 

SELF-DIAGNOSTIC WORKSHEETI

1 Write a question for the answers. Use your imagination!

1 Every Sunday. ?

2 Anne Jackson. ?

3 To the shops. ?

4 Three magazines a month. ?

5 For about three years. ?

2 Write questions using the words and verb tenses in brackets.

1 (when; present continuous)

2 (when; past simple)

3 (where; past simple)

4 (where; present continuous)

5 (who; future simple)

6 (who; negative past simple)

7 (what; present continuous)

8 (why; negative past simple)

9 (how; present simple)

10 (how much; present simple)

11 (how many; past simple)

KEY

1Model answers:
1How often do you (play tennis)?
2What is the name of (your best friend)?
3Where are you going? / did you go? / 

have you been?
4How many magazines do you buy / read a month?
5How long have you been (studying English)?

2Model answers:
1When is she coming?
2When did they phone you?
3Where did you find my wallet?
4Where are you going?
5Who will be the next president?
6Who didn’t finish their homework?

7What are you doing here?
8Why didn’t Aaron help you?
9How do you know he told the truth?

10How much does that CD cost?
11How many people came to your party?
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Name: 

Language Reference 20;
Units 1, 2

Verb Tenses 1

1 Match the verbal tenses with their uses. Remember one tense may have
more than one use.

2 Present simple or present continuous?

1 They always (celebrate) the festival the last Thursday
of November.

2 We can’t leave now because we (prepare) for the
party.

3 I don’t believe you. (you / tell) me that Julia is your
best friend?

4 I (think) about Claire now and I 
(think) she has got blue eyes.

5 He (go) to school by bus every day.

6 (he / learn) a lot in this class?

7 She (not / understand) the new French teacher.

8 We (begin) to pack our suitcases right now.

9 (you / want) to come with us?

3 Simple past or past continuous?

1 I (open) the door and (let) the cat out.

2 He (not / see) the stop sign because he 
(talk) to me.

3 I couldn’t go on the trip because I (not / have) enough
money.

4 While we (play) in the park, we (find) 
some money.

5 They (exchange) gifts when the lights 
(go) out.

6 They (promote) their products when they 
(offer) me a free trip to Dublin.

7 The shops were closed because everybody (celebrate)
Christmas.

8 They (hide) because his brother (try) to
find them.

9 We couldn’t get into the house because it (be) locked.

55

WORKSHEETS

1 Present simple

2 Present continuous

3 Past simple

4 Past continuous

a) To express an action that is already
finished.

b) To express something that happened in a
period of time.

c) To express an habitual action.

d) To express something that is happening
at the moment of speaking.

e) To express something that is always true.

f ) To express planned actions in the future.

KEY

Verb Tenses 1

11 c / e
2d / f
3a
4b

21celebrate
2are preparing
3Are you telling
4am thinking; think
5goes
6Is he learning
7doesn’t understand
8are beginning
9Do you want

31opened; let
2didn’t see; was talking
3didn’t have
4were playing; found
5were exchanging; went
6were promoting; offered
7was celebrating
8hid / were hiding; was trying
9was
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WORKSHEETS Name: 

Questions and Question Tags

1 Write questions for the underlined words.

1 James has passed his exams.

2 I studied a lot in summer.

3 He felt very happy when he passed his exams.

4 He was very worried because he didn’t have time to study for his exams.

5 They like studying in the library.

2 Write 2 questions for the following answers.

1 My brother will travel to France because he wants to learn French.

2 She saw the film at school when she was younger.

3 The doctor told me not to eat meat at night.

4 I go to the library every day to read the newspaper.

5 My cousins were looking for a house near the Main Square.

3 Add the correct question tag to the following sentences.

1 You haven’t answered the question, ?

2 Mary won’t travel with us, ?

3 The school is preparing an end of term party, ?

4 There are many students in your group, ?

5 Let’s find a better hotel, ?

6 Everybody talked about it, ?

7 Your parents never take a holiday, ?

8 Stop talking like that, ?KEY

Questions and
Question Tags

11Who has passed his exams.
2When did you study a lot?
3How did he feel when he

passed his exams?
4Why was he very worried?
5Where do they like studying?

2Model answers:
1Why will your brother travel to

France?
What will your brother do?

2Who saw the film at school
when she was younger?
What did she see at school
when she was younger?

3Who told you not to eat meat
at night?
What did the doctor tell you
not to eat at night?

4Who goes to the library every
day to read the newspaper?
Where do you go every day to
read the newspaper?

5Who was looking for a house
near the Main Square?
Where were your cousins
looking for a house?

31have you?
2will she?
3isn’t it?
4aren’t there?
5shall we?
6didn’t they?
7do they?
8will you?

Language Reference 15, 16;
Units 1, 2, 3
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57

WORKSHEETS

Verb Tenses 2

1 Match the verb tenses with their uses. Remember some tenses have more
than one use.

2 Present perfect simple, present perfect continuous or past simple?

1 ‘Multiculturalism’ and ‘diversity’ are words which 
(become) very fashionable.

2 My hands are dirty because I (cook) all day.

3 We have to go to the market. We (run) out of milk.

4 Justin (see) his ex-girlfriend yesterday. He 
(see) her several times this week.

5 They (argue) for hours and they are still shouting at each
other.

6 She (study) to become a teacher when she
(leave) university.

7 He (look) for some information all week but he
(not / find) anything yet.

8 I (go) to the theatre a lot lately.

3 Will, (be) going to or present continuous?

1 Do you think you (be) married in 10 years?

2 Yes, we are sure. We (spend) our holidays in Jamaica.

3 I can’t go to your house because I (have) dinner with 
my family.

4 When (we / be able) to spend our holidays in a space
hotel?

5 The class (vote) for a new representative next Thursday.

6 In the future, house gadgets (transmit) messages via 
the Internet.

7 Don’t worry. I (cook) the dinner for the guests.

8 Did he tell you that he (connect) the speakers to the
computer?

Language Reference 5, 7, 20;
Units 3, 4

1 Present perfect
simple

2 Present perfect
continuous

3 Will

4 Be going to

5 Present continuous

a) To express expresses future where the
speaker doesn’t intervene in the action.

b) To express future actions which are
planned.

c) To express predictions.

d) To express an action which is connected
to the present. The action is the important
factor.

e) To express an action which is connected
to the present. The time is the important
factor.

f) To express a decision taken at the moment
of speaking.

KEY

Verb Tenses 2

11d
2e
3a / f
4c
5b

21have become
2have been cooking
3have run
4saw; has seen
5have been arguing
6was studying; left
7has been looking; hasn’t

found
8have gone / have been going

31will be
2are going to spend
3am having / am going to have
4will we be able
5is going to vote
6will transmit
7will cook
8is going to connect
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WORKSHEETS Name: 

Prepositions

1 Time prepositions. Complete the sentences with prepositions. 

1 We have worked in the same factory ten years.

2 This house was built 1948, World War II.

3 Mary could be at the bank the moment.

4 We have known each other we were at primary school.

5 He always works night.

6 We won’t open the presents midnight.

7 I usually visit my family New Year’s Day.

8 The course will last January April.

9 He told me to be here 7 o’clock on the dot.

10 The baby was born August.

2 Place and movement prepositions. Complete the sentences with
prepositions.

1 They started walking the hill early in the morning.

2 I met Mark at the airport, when he was flying back 
Hong Kong.

3 My mobile phone didn’t work when we went the tunnel.

4 The post office is the corner.

5 The bus goes Oxford Street Market
Street.

6 He had the accident when he was jumping the
swimming pool.

7 He got the car, locked the door and walked away.

8 Our society is moving a more multicultural mix.

9 He left the ticket the table, the phone.

10 The children are not here because they are school.

3 Dependent prepositions. Complete the sentences with prepositions.

1 She was very interested the book.

2 We couldn’t find a reason his behaviour.

3 Many people believe ghosts.

4 Everybody says that he is very good playing chess.

5 Carrie is a good person. You can rely her.

6 I couldn’t use the phone because my sister was waiting 
an important call.

7 The high winds were responsible the damage.

8 Parents are usually worried their children.

9 They finally reached an agreement the salary increase.

10 The coach encouraged me continue training.

Language Reference 12; 
Units 2, 3, 4

KEY

Prepositions

11for
2in; after
3at
4since
5at
6until / before
7on
8from; to
9at

10in

21up
2from
3through
4around /on
5along / from; to
6into
7out of
8towards
9on; near / by / next to

10at

31in
2for
3in
4at
5on
6for
7for
8about
9on

10to
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WORKSHEETS

Adverbials

1 Put the following adverbials into the correct box.

2 Complete the sentences with adverbials from the box.

1 This is Main Street. We will meet tomorrow.

2 The boys are at the library , they’ll be back later.

3 The film was so sad that I felt depressed.

4 James said that he was happier when he lived .

5 We have visited Russia.

6 I have piano classes after school .

7 If you are going to take the car, please drive .

8 I bought a new webcam .

9 She had to behave very when she met the president.

10 The exam we had yesterday was easy. I’m sure 
I passed.

never / carefully / now / in the village / politely / 
every day / very / rather / here / last week

now / well / normally / pretty / here / politely / rather / 
every day / several times / never / slightly / at 6 o’clock / always / 
in 1998 / badly / tomorrow / yesterday / usually / really / there / 
in January / in my house / quite / next year / on Monday / very /

sometimes / once a week / carefully / last week

Language Reference 1;
Units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Frequency Time Place Manner Degree

KEY

Adverbials

1Frequency: always,normally,
every day, several times,
sometimes, never, once a week,
usually
Time: yesterday, now, on
Monday, in 1998, in January,
tomorrow, at 6 o’clock, next
year, last week
Place: here, there, in my house
Manner: politely, badly,
carefully, well
Degree: rather, really, very,
pretty, slightly, quite

21here
2now
3rather
4in the village
5never
6every day
7carefully
8last week
9politely

10very
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Conditional Sentences

1 Choose the correct form to make conditional sentences.

1 If I see Mark tomorrow, I tell / will tell him the news.

2 We won’t travel / wouldn’t travel by train if the ticket prices go up.

3 If you visit / will visit Florence, you will have a great time.

4 I would go to the cinema with you if you got / would get here on time.

5 If Jonathan would have saved / had saved a backup copy on a diskette,
he wouldn’t have lost all his work.

6 If we had had / had longer holidays, we would have gone to Paris.

7 If we had had / had longer holidays, we would go to Paris.

8 If you had warned him earlier, he could avoid / could have avoided the
traffic jam.

9 If we had more money, we could buy / could have bought more books at
the fair.

10 If the weather doesn’t change, we won’t be able to go / aren’t able to go
to the beach.

2 Complete the conditional sentences with the correct form of the verbs 
in brackets.

1 World history might have been different if Babbage
(finish) building his machine.

2 If you go to the National History Museum after 4.30, you
(not / have) to pay.

3 If there (be) only one player left, he has to go.

4 She would have laughed if you (tell) her what
happened last night.

5 If you get off at Marble Arch, you (see) a large
white triumphal arch near Hyde Park.

6 In Victorian times, people (can / not / enter) if
they were not well dressed.

7 If you read Time Out, you (know) what is
happening in London at the moment.

8 If I had looked right when crossing the street, I 
(not / have) an accident.

9 If you (not / give) me that back, I’ll arrest you.

10 If I (be) you, I (travel) to
London.

Language Reference 3; 
Units 5, 6

KEY

Conditional Sentences

11will tell
2won’t travel
3visit
4got
5had saved
6had had
7had
8could have avoided
9could buy

10won’t be able to go

21had finished
2do not have
3is
4had told
5will see
6could not enter
7will / would know
8wouldn’t have had
9don’t give

10were; would travel
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WORKSHEETS

Passive Voice

1 Fill in the gaps with the correct tense of the verbs in brackets.

On the Victoria Embankment next to the River Thames, there is a large

Egyptian obelisk called Cleopatra’s Needle. Although it

(1 call) Cleopatra’s Needle, it (2 make) for King

Thothmes III in about 1480BC. Cleopatra (3 not / be born)

until about 69 B.C.

In 1877, a special container (4 make) for the

160-tonne obelisk and it (5 transport) from Egypt to

London. On the way to England the container (6 lose)

at sea for a time until it (7 find) by a British ship. The

obelisk (8 take) finally to London in 1878.

A time capsule—a special box for future generations to find—(9 place)

under the obelisk. Many articles of the time (10 keep)

there, including some coins, newspapers and pictures.

2 Present or past passive?

The London underground map is very famous and it 

(1 consider) to be a triumph of graphic design. One of the most complicated

underground systems in the world (2 represent)  on

the map in a simple and attractive way. The map (3 make)

by Henry Beck in 1931.

3 Present, past perfect or future passive?

Last year I went to visit the Tower of London. I 

(1 take) to the White Tower by a man wearing 15th century clothes (called a

“yeoman”, “warder” or “beefeater”). Then I (2 show) 

where the prisoners (3 keep) . A room full of swords

and other weapons (4 could / see) . Next I (5 guide)

to the Green Tower and (6 show) 

the place where the prisoners’ heads (7 cut off) . Then

I (8 lead) to the Bloody Tower, where the two sons of

King Edward (9 probably / murder) . The warder

pointed to some fat black birds on the grass and talked about them. He

said that the birds (10 call) “ravens”. It (11 say)

that if the ravens ever leave the Tower, England

(12 conquer) . The ravens’ wings (13 cut)

, so they cannot escape. They (14 look)

after by a keeper.

Language Reference 10; Unit 7

KEY

Passive Voice

11is called
2was made
3was not born
4was made
5was transported
6was lost
7was found
8was taken
9was placed

10were kept

21is considered
2is represented
3was made

31was taken
2was shown
3were kept
4could be seen
5was guided
6was shown
7were cut off
8was led
9were probably murdered

10are called
11is said
12will be conquered
13have been cut
14are looked
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Modal Verbs

1 Match each modal verb with its meaning. Remember that some modal
verbs have more than one meaning.

1 can a) obligation

2 could b) advice

3 may c) prohibition

4 might d) lack of obligation

5 have to e) request

6 must f ) obligation

7 don’t have to g) ability

8 needn’t h) possibility

9 mustn’t i ) possibility (more remote)

10 should j ) lack of obligation

2 Complete each sentence with the most appropriate modal verb.

1 If you keep on using a cellular phone, it cause
premature ageing.

2 I am sure he (not) imagine the damage he caused.

3 You stop at a Stop sign.

4 We tell the children to play with paint. They love it.

5 we keep on walking, please?

6 I use your toilet?

7 The teacher told us that we finish the exam in
5 minutes because she had another class.

8 I really think you change your habits.

9 I am not sure but he be working at home.

10 You (not) use dictionaries in the exam.

11 Do you think we complain about that?

12 (she) go to school tomorrow?

13 Lucy is so strong that she lift 50 kilos.

14 Attendance is optional. You go to theses classes.

15 Take the bus. The traffic be heavy.

can / could / may / might / have to / must / 
don’t have to / needn’t / mustn’t / should

Language Reference 8; 
Units 5, 7

KEY

Modal Verbs

11e / g
2e / h
3e / g / h
4i
5f / a
6a / f
7d / j
8j / d
9c

10b

21may / might
2can’t
3must
4don’t have to
5Could
6May / Can
7had to
8should
9may / might

10mustn’t
11should
12Does she have to
13can
14don’t have to / needn’t
15may / might
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WORKSHEETS

Reported Speech

1 Rewrite the sentences in reported speech. Begin with He told me…

1 “Get on the number 17 bus.”

2 “Buy a weekly travel card.”

3 “Don’t step on the grass.”

4 “Go to the pub, sit down and ask for a drink.”

5 “Don’t take photos inside the museum.”

6 “Don’t get off yet.”

2 On a separate sheet of paper, rewrite Helen’s questions in reported
speech. Begin with Helen asked Tom what his name was…

Helen: What’s your name?

Tom: Tom.

Helen: Where are from?

Tom: Australia.

Helen: What are you doing in England?

Tom: I’m just visiting.

Helen: Are you a student?

Tom: Yes. I study architecture.

Helen: What sort of music do you like?

Tom: Rock.

Helen: Have you been to the Tower of London?

Tom: Yes, I have.

Helen: Have you ever eaten Spanish food?

Tom: No, never.

Helen: Where are you staying?

Tom: At the youth hostel near St Paul’s Cathedral.

Helen: What’s the hostel like?

Tom: Oh! It’s not bad for the price.

Language Reference 18; Unit 8

KEY

Passive Voice

11He told me to get on the
number 17 bus.

2He told me to buy a weekly
travel card.

3He told me not to step on the
grass.

4He told me to go to the pub,
sit down and ask for a drink

5He told me not to take photos
inside the museum.

6He told me not to get off yet.

2Helen asked Tom what his name
was and where he was from.
She asked him what he was
doing in England and if he was a
student. She asked him what
sort of music he liked, if he had
been to the Tower of London
and if he had ever eaten
Spanish food. She also asked
him where he was staying and
what the hostel was like.
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Phrasal Verbs

1 Match the verbs with the correct particle to make phrasal verbs. Look
carefully at the context.

VERB PARTICLE

1 ask a) after (his father)

2 put b) over (the flu)

3 come c) forward to (meeting you)

4 go d) across (some old photos)

5 run e) out (how he knew)

6 find f ) on (working)

7 get g) for (permission)

8 keep h) on (running)

9 take i ) out of (money)

10 pick j) up (an excuse)

11 make k) up (the pieces)

12 look l ) up (smoking)

13 give m) after (his sick brother)

14 look n) up with (the noise)

2 Use 10 of the phrasal verbs above to complete the following sentences.
Remember to put them into the correct tense.

1 After two years, he that his neighbour was from
his own village.

2 When we have a party at home, we always drinks.

3 I went to see the manager to a better position.

4 I hearing from you soon.

5 Everyone says he his mother.

6 They called me and said they were glad that I 
my illness.

7 No, I don’t smoke. I it three
months ago.

8 You will get better marks if you trying.

9 When I was in hospital, the doctors me very well.

10 She was very surprised to her old diary when she
was cleaning her wardrobe.

Language Reference 11; 
Units 1, 3, 5, 7, 9

KEY

Phrasal Verbs

11g
2n
3d
4f
5i
6e
7b
8h
9a

10k
11j
12m
13l
14c

21found out
2run out of
3ask for
4look forward to
5takes after
6had got over
7gave … up
8keep on
9looked after

10come across
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WORKSHEETS

Relative Clauses

1 Complete the following sentences with a correct relative pronoun.

1 I can’t find the keys Julie lent me yesterday.

2 The woman talked to you is Peter’s best friend.

3 Is November 1st the day you celebrate your
birthday?

4 They said that the house they lived was very old.

5 I don’t understand you don’t want to talk to Jenny.

6 I can’t find anyone can help me with this problem.

7 Why don’t you ask someone knows the answer?

8 The student name is written on the blackboard
will do the exercise.

9 Can you tell me the name of the shop you bought
that sweater?

10 I know a writer novels are published in Chinese.

2 Join the following sentences. Omit the pronoun when possible.

1 I saw the shop. You had bought the camera there.

2 She is the woman. Her discovery made an important impact on society.

3 I met the footballer. He will play for our team next year.

4 They are the musicians. I have always wanted to see them in concert.

5 I didn’t see the note. You put it on the fridge.

6 This is the team. They won the World Cup.

7 Do you know the house? Mary lives in it.

8 I will always remember the day. I met Jennifer that day.

9 I don’t know the reason. He acted so rudely.

10 I found the book. You lost it at Christmas.

Language Reference 17; Unit 9

KEY

Relative Clauses

11that
2who(m)
3when
4where
5why
6who
7who
8whose
9where

10whose

21I saw the shop where you
had bought the camera.

2She is the woman whose
discovery made an important
impact on society.

3I met the footballer who will
play for our team next year.

4They are the musicians 
I have always wanted to see
in concert.

5I didn’t see the note you put
on the fridge.
This is team that won the

World Cup.
7Do you know the house

where Mary lives?
8I will always remember the

day I met Jennifer.
9I don’t know the reason

he acted so rudely.
10I found the book you lost at

Christmas.
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Infinitives and Gerunds

1 Choose the correct answer.

1 We couldn’t smoke because there was a “No to smoke / smoking” sign
on the wall.

2 They told me not to turn / turning on the TV.

3 He was really pleased to see / seeing me again.

4 Would you mind parking / to park the car for me?

5 Laura is very good at to tell / telling jokes.

6 She can’t help to laugh / laughing when she remembers what
happened.

7 Yesterday I didn’t feel like going / to go to the gym.

8 We would all like increasing / to increase our brain power.

9 I look forward to meeting / meet you again soon.

10 When we were younger, we were used to walk / walking to school.

2 Put the verbs in brackets into the infinitive or gerund.

1 I am sorry, but I think (learn) a foreign language is
very difficult.

2 My brother was glad (get over) his illness.

3 His mother suggested (take) a taxi.

4 Carol was afraid of (talk) in front of the class.

5 We can’t park here. Look at the “No ” (park) sign
there.

6 I like (eat) vegetables.

7 We asked them (not / be) so rude with everybody.

8 I was surprised (see) that she was interested in
(read) my book.

9 I would like (eat) a little later today.

10 Would you mind (speak) a little louder? I can’t
hear you.

3 We can use a to infinitive or -ing form after the following verbs and the
meaning changes. Write two sentences for each verb, using both forms.
Make sure the context of the sentence explains the difference.

1 remember + to infinitive: 

2 remember + -ing: 

3 stop + to infinitive: 

4 stop + -ing: 

5 regret + to infinitive: 

6 regret + -ing: 

Language Reference 6; Unit 9

KEY

Infinitives and Gerunds

11smoking
2to turn
3to see
4parking
5telling
6laughing
7going
8to increase
9meeting

10walking

21learning
2to get over
3taking
4talking
5parking
6eating
7not to be
8to see; reading
9to eat

10speaking

3Model answers:
1I remembered to visit him

when I was in town.
2I remembered visiting him

years ago.
3I stopped to help the

pedestrian who was hit by the
car, and he was very grateful.

4I’ve stopped helping people,
because nobody is grateful
when I do.

5I regret to tell you that you
haven’t passed the exam.

6I regret telling all those lies;
now everybody hates me.
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